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ANNUAL REPORT

Of The
NEBRASKA GAME, FORKSTATION AND PARKS COMMISSION

1955
Introduction
This report is prepared for two primary purposes:
1.

To permanently record the activities of the Nebraska Game,
Forestation and Parks Commission.

2.

To provide all interested groups and individuals with a
factual analysis of the accomplishments of the Commission
in its many fields of endeavor.

Many questions arise in the minds of hunters and fishermen
in the State, and all too often false answers are conjured
up from sources not familiar with the facts. The gorrect
answers to most such questions w~ll be forthcoming from
the investment of a little time in the study of this report.
Organizational Plan
The present organizational plan has been in operation since
September, 1954. Organized groups and individuals are encouraged to
contact their district men on their needs and problems within each
district.
The present organizational plan of the Commission's personnel is
as follows:
Commission
Executive Secretary
Supervisor of Construction-Engineering
Five District operation Managers and personnel
Supply Depot Superintendent
Supervisor of Fisheries
Four Superintendents of fish hatcheries and personnel
Superintendent of seining personnel
Five District Fisheries Managers
Supervisor of Game
Project Leader
Five District Game Managers
Game Farm Superint-endent and personnel
l

Supervisor f"f ·Game (Continued)
State Trapper
Two special pheasant biclogists
Superviser of Infonnation-Education
Artist, Exhibitcr
·. Qirculati~n personnel
Supervisor of Land Management
Project Leader
Five District Land Managers
Six Park Superintendents and personnel
Reservoir Manager and personnel
District heaiquarters are as follows:
DISTRICT I ••••••••.••• Administration Building
Chimney Town
Alliance, Ne~raska
Phone No. 412
DISTRICT II •••••••••••

B~x
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Bassett, Nerraska
Phone No. 334
DISTRICT III •••••••••• Karl Stefan Field
Norfolk, Nebraska
Phone No. 2875
DISTRICT IV ••••••••••• Di.strict Headquarters Bldg.
Route #4,
North Platte, Nebraska
Phone No. ·4425
DISTRICT V•••••••••••• Wildlife Building
State Fairgrounds
Lincoln, Nebraska
Phone No, 5-2951
A full des~ription of these various divisio~s of the Game, Forestation and Parks Commission f~llows, and a list of the names and addresses
of all personnel is included at the close of this report.
COMMISSION
The Nebraska Game, Forestation and Parks Commissioners comprise the
eff icial body responsible by law for over-all administration and general

pelicy, including planning and checking of projects and activity records
of all divisions and the employment •f all personnel in the advanced
cla·ssifications.
The Corr.mission is compcsed of seven members appointed ry the Governor
for a five-year term; the terms being so staggerecl that no more than twe
2

new Commissioners are appointed in any one year. No more than four Commissioners may be of the same political party and no Commissioner may
sucgeed himself by immediate reappointment. Commissioners receive no
salary for their services, other than reimbursement for actual expenses
and per diem, when attending meetings. All official meetings are held
in the Commission offices on the ninth floor of the State Capitol Building at Lincoln. During the year 1955, the C~mmission held eight official
meetings and several inspections.
OFFICE
The office of the Commission, considered as a physical unit, provides
working accommodations for all supervisors and their secretaries, as well
as the Executive Secretary and all accounting and bookkeeping personnel.
The office as a budgetary unit, however, includes only the Executive Secretary, seven bookkeepers, and one secretary.
The Executive Secretary is the administrative head of the organization, placing in operation the Commission projects and orders and reporting back the activities and progress in all divisions. The Executive
Secretary is appointed by the members of the Commission for a term of six
years. In addition to the administration of the Department in accord with
Commission pclicy, the Executive Secretary presented fifty-two radio
programs and thirty-eight speeches.
The office division is responsible for the following activities:
1. Setting up of permit sale accounts over the State.
present time there are 1100 accounts.

At the

2. Collection and depositing with the State Treasurer all income.
In 1955,$1,079,754.51 was collected from all income sources, excepting
Legislative Park Appropriations and cash collected from parks which
totaled $151,548.89, and Legislative Appropri.ations for Crystal Lake
at Ayr, Nebraska in the amount of $4,327.92 and Fort Robinson in the
amount of ~~7, 309 .4o, making an over-all total of ~~l, 242, 940. 72.

3. Payment of all vouchers for all divisions.
was paid out, including State Parks.

In

1955, $1,216,735.9C

Appropriate records are maintained in all transactions and all record~
of the Commission 1 s individual divisions are audited each year by the office of the State Auditor, aLd when such transactions involve federal aid
funds, by the auditors of the Fish and Wildlife Service.
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ANNUAL REPORT
CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING DIVISION
Eugene H. Baker, Supervisor
Construction and Engineering

For The Year Ending
December 31, 1955

This division consists of a supervisor, one secretary, one supply
depot superintendent, five district managers and twenty-two crew members. The district managers and crew members are located as follows:
Supply Depot, headquarters at Lincoln, consisting of one superintendent and one helper.
District 1, headquarters at Alliance, consisting of one operations
manager, one working foreman and two crew members.
District 2, headquarters at Bassett, consisting of one operations
manager, one working foreman and two crew members.
District 3, headquarters at Norfolk, consisting of one operations
manager, one working foreman and four crew members.
District 4, headquarters at North Platte, consisting of one operations manager, one working foreman and four crew members.
District 5, headquarters at Lincoln, consisting of one operations
manager, one working foreman and four crew members.
Activities of the division consist of:
1.

Requisitioning of all materials, supplies and equipment.

2.

Stocking, storage and shipment of all materials
from supply depot.

3.

Maintenance of a perpetual inventory of supply depot.

4.

Compilation of department inventory.

re~uisitioned

5. I.faking preliminary surveys of proposed new impoundments.
6.

Preparation of plans, specifications
new projects.

a~d

construction of all

7. Preparation of plans and specifications of all projects
requested by other divisions.

8. Fulfillment of approved plans

by use of commission personnel
or letting of contracts as determined by the Commission.
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9. Legal disposal of all surplus and depreciated material
and equipment.
10.

Construction maintenance in all other divisions when requested and approved.

11.

Construction, maintenance and operation of all state recreation grounds and lakes.

12.

Maintain cost accounting records for expenditures in each
recreation area and all other accounts under which work
is done and maintain perpetual inventory of all materials
and equipment assigned to the division.

13.

Correspondence pertinent to detailed administrative or
technical information.

14.

Public relations pertinent to this division.

District Crews - General
Maintenance and operation crews have been so designed that
their activities have varied with the seasons. These activities
include the planting, replanting and fencing of all wildlife cover
areas, maintenance and operation of all state-owned recreation
grounds, new construction, minor fish salvage and distribution,
and assisting the fish and wildlife biologists whenever their
assistance is requested.
Since the inauguration of the new operation and maintenance
crews, which started late 1954 and has had a full year of operation, we have had a general cleanup of all recreation areas.
This, with the exception of tree trimming which will be completed
this winter, has been accomplished.
The success of completing this work can be partially attributed to the assistance of local civic organizations. These
groups consisting of Boy Scouts, Sportsmen's Clubs, Lions Clubs,
Izzak Walton Leagues and other groups have participated in a
great number of our areas. The Boy Scouts were especially helpful
in their policing up of areas, such as picking up cans, picnic
debris, etco Other groups have assisted to the extent of putting
down a large well, grading of roads, supplying picnic tables, and
in one case, total maintenance of recreation area.
We would like to express our deep appreciation to all of
these groups who have assisted during 1955 as it has not only
helped to improve recreation facilities, but has greatly decreased vandalism in most of the areas.
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Recreation Grounds - General
The Grune Commission owns or controls approximately 13,287 acres of
land and water that is almost exclusively for recreation purposes.
(This is exclusive of the wildlife areas.) There are a total of 47
areas that require constant maintenance. Normal maintenance in all
recreation grounds included the repairing and painting of all toilets,
tables, trash barrels, repairing of fences and fireplaces, dragging of
roads, mowing of picnic areas, trimming of trees, removal of dead trees,
sawing dead timber into fireplace wood, repairing wells, routine testing
of drinking water, routine dumping of trash barrels and picking up litter,
routine inspection of impoundment area and outlet, and protection of trees
against beaver damage. This has been included under one item to prevent
repetition under each recreation area. Improvements in addition to the
above were as follows:
Alexandria Recreation Grounds - Located four miles east of Alexandria
Improvements· included one new well and pump and removal of 212 trees
around perimeter of the lakes to permit better access for fishermen.
Arnold Lake - Located one mile south of Arnold on State Highway #40
Improvements include the addition of one toilet, five trash barrels
and spraying of the lake to kill water lilies.
Atkinson Recreation Grounds - Located one mile west of Atkinson
Improvements consisted of four new fireplaces, one new well and
planting of multiflora rose. The Boy Scouts planted trees.
Ballards Marsh - Located twenty miles south of Valentine on State
Highway #83
Improvements consisted of one new well and pump. A topographical
survey was run of the south portion of this area to determine any daznage
that may occur through excavation of the drainage ditch by adjacent
rancher in his efforts to reclaim high ground.
Big Alkali - Located twenty miles south and four miles west of Valentine
Improvements consisted of moving 2500 cubic yards of sand in
construction of access road. These roads were hayed with hay furnished
by adjacent ranchers, Messrs. Drybread, Bennett and Harms. Signs and
fencing were installed in an effort to confine picnickers to a definite
area. In areas of this type where access roads are entirely over private
property, it is particularly important that sportsmen are careful in
their use of the grounds, as driving over private hay meadows and throwing
of cans and bottles in areas owned by ranchers causes a great deal of
difficulty in our efforts to keep these areas open to public use.
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Blue River Recreation Grounds - Located between Milford and
Dorchester on State Highway #6
Improvements include new well and pump.
Bowman Lake - Located two miles west of Loup City on Highway #92
Thi~ area is fully maintained by the Loup City Lions Club with
the exception of major repairs. This club takes care of all maintenance of the grounds from the time the area is opened in the
spring until closing time in the fall. The only maintenance work
performed by the Commission during this period was the removal ~f
large trees blown down during a storm.
Impr~vements consisted of installation of a drainage tube
under State Highway #92 to provide outlet for ground surface waters
adjacent to the lake. The tube through the highway was furnished
by State Highway Department and the additional tube and junction
box were fUrnished and installed by Grune Commission.

Bridgeport Recreation Grounds - Located one mile northwest of
Bridgeport
Improvements consisted of regrading and graveling of 2.6 miles
of access roads. In carrying out this work, it was necessary to
haul 500 cubic yards of dirt, 1000 cubic yards of cinders and 2000
cubic yards of gravel. The majority of the dirt and gravel was obtained by leveling off rough areas within the grounds. These areas
were seeded with 95 lbs. of ten different varieties of grass. The
variety of seeds was determined by recommendation from Soil Conservation Service. Washouts caused by flood waters were filled
with 300 yards of dirt.
One new well and pump were installed. The dam was constructed
between two of the lakes to assist fisheries management in their
experiment in removal of rough fish without possibility of contaminating the other lakes. The cinders and a portion of the gravel
referred to above were donated to the Commission by the Bayard
Great Western Sugar Factory. Boy Scouts and local organizations
within Bridgeport assisted with maintenance and policing up of the
area,
Carter Lake - Omaha
Improvements consisted of Game Commission's participation in
dredging of a portion of this lake on a fund-matching basis. The
Omaha Park & Recreation Commission has a 44-inch dredge which is
capable of removing sufficient amount of silt to justify attempts
at dredging. This equipment is operated by personnel of the Omaha
Park Department.
Champion Lake - Located on north edge of Champion, Nebraska
Improvements consisted of one new fireplace and two new tables.
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Gottonwood Lake - Located one mile east, three-fourths mile south of
Merriman
Improvements included one new picnic table and two new fireplaces.
Crystal Lake,

Ayr - Located one mile northwest of Ayr

The 1955 session of Legislature appropriated $16,ooo.oo for the
renovation of this area. This renovation included the reconstruction
of two shelter houses, all fireplaces, toilets, picnic tables, regrading of roads, reconditioning wells, reconstruction of three foot
bridges, repairing of outlet controls and hiring of permanent caretaker.
Crystal Lake, South Sioux City - Located two miles southwest of South
Sioux City on State Highway #20
Improvements included the leveling and filling of road damaged
by past flood waters. The reconditioning of these roads required
1800 cubic yards of fill. Six hundred dead trees were removed and
sawed into fireplace wood.
Dead Timber - Located one mile east and one-half mile south of Crowell
Improvements consisted of deepening a connecting channel between
two lakes and construction of five new fireplaces.
Fremont Recreation Grounds - Located four miles west of Fremont on
State Highway #30
Improvements consisted of excavation of a channel connecting two
of the larger lakes to assist in maintaining a higher water level.
3200 cubic yards of sand and earth were moved in repairing of roads
and leveling of dikes. Eight new fireplaces and one toilet were
installed.
Gallagher Canyon - Located nine miles south of Cozad
Improvements consisted of cleaning out approximately 500 dead
6n to 811 diameter cottonwood trees.
Garden County Refuge - Located four miles southwest of Lewellen
In order to assist with law enforcement problems, a strip
approximately 30 feet wide was cleared through the willow growth
on the boundary ljne between Keith and Garden Counties. Sportsmen
had been having difficulty in knowing the exact location of the
line in order to permit their legal establishment of blinds.
Gilbert - Baker Place - Located three miles north of Harrison
No improvements.

Only routine fence patrol and maintenance.
8

Goose Lake - Located twenty-five miles south of O'Neill
No improvements; maintenance work only.
Grove Lake - Located three miles north and one-half mile east of Royal
Improvements consisted of constructing numerous soil conservation and erosion controls which included the moving of 2130 cubic
yards of dirt. ~egraveling of access roads required 65 yards of
gravel. New construction consisted of two foot bridges over deep
ravines, ten new fireplaces, four new toilets and one well.
Hayes C€nter - Located twelve miles northeast of Hayes Cent£r
Improvements consisted of cleaning up of debris left from sale
of buildings, installation of four new picnic tables, relocation of
toilets and construction of shelter house.
Hord Lake - Located three miles southeast of Central City
Improvements consisted of construction of three fireplaces and
installation of five trash barrels.
Hull Lake - Located three miles south and two miles west of Butte

In assisting with fisheries management problem, this lakewas
drained and all rough fish removed. After filling, the lake was
restocked with northern pike and bluegill. Improvements include
addition of two toilets, two tables, two trash barrels and one
fireplace. Access roads and parking area wore regraded.
Johnson Lake Area #2 - Located seven miles southwest of Lexington
Improvement in this area was one picnic table.
Johnson Reservoir Area #1 - Located seven miJes southwest of Lexington
Improvements included one new fireplace, one new picnic table,
reflooring of bridge and construction of fish cleaning pit.
Johnson Reservoir Area i¥2 - Located ten miles southwest of Lexington
Improvements included two new
tables.

fireplac~s

and two new picnic

Litchfield Recreation Grounds - Located five miles northwest of
Hazard
Improvements included one new fireplace and one new picnic
table.

'

Long Lake - Located twenty-five miles southwest of Ainsworth
One additional well ~d pump.were installed in this area.
Louisville Recreation Grounds - Located on northwest edge of Louisville
Improvements consisted of six additional picnic tables, new signs,
105 cubic yards of road gravel, const.ruction of new bridge across
drainage canal ·and planting of .trees and shrubs.
Maloney Lake - Located five miles southwest of_ North Platte
Improvements included one toilet, three
fireplaces.

pi~nic

tables and three

Memphis Recreation Grounds - Located one-half mile northwest of Memphis
Improvements included'construction of new concrete outlet control,
installation of guard posts, 40 cubic yards graveled road surface, construction of four new picriic tables and five fireplaces.
Midway - Located eight

miles.so~tpwest

of Cozad

No improvements; maintenance work only.
Ogallala Lake ~- Located nine mil~s northeast of Ogallala
No improvements; maintenance.work only.
Otter Creek - Located thirty miles northwest of Ogallala
Improvements consisted ·of three new fireplaces, fish cleaning
stand and pit, _three picnic tables and relocation of three toilets.
Peterson Place - Located fifteen miles east of Harrison
.

r

imp~ovements;

No

.

routine fence patrol only.

Pibel Lake - Located twelve miles northwest of Spalding
,_

.

Improvements consisted.of moving approximately 2500 cubic yards
of earth, laying two drainage tubes, regrading access roads, filling
in. old hotel and icehouse basements, construction of five new fireplaces and three new picnic ~ables.
Plattsmouth Rifle Range - :Located two miles north of Plattsmo_uth
N~ improv~ments; maintenance work only.

Pressey Area - Located five miles north of Oconto
Improvements included'two new fireplaces and_purchase and
installation of new recreational swing set.
10.

Rat and Beaver Lakes - Located thirty-five miles south of Valentine
No improvements; maintenance work only. ·
Ravenna Lake - Located one mile east of Ravenna
No improvements. An attempt was made ·to·JQ.11 excessive growth
of water lilies by spraying; however, it has not proven too satis• ·
factory.
Rock Creek Recreation Grounds - Located five miles ·north of. Parks···
Improvements included two new fireplaces, four new wave.·
breakers and the digging out and rocking up of two springs to
increase flow of water.
Rowells Lake - Located seven and one-half miles north of Tilden
No improvements; maintenance work only.

Sacramento Game Farm -. Located three and one-half miles northwest: ·
of Wilcox
Improvements included construction of new pheasant rearing
pen, an enclosure of approximately nine acres. The pen is enclosed with 1 and 211 woven wire mesh to a height of 8 feet and
divided into quarters. Also, the pen constructed during 1954
was divided into quarters and catch pens were constructed in
both enclosures.
Schlagel Creek - Located fifteen miles southeast of Valentine
Improvements included the haying of access roads.
Seining Crew Headquarters - Located two miles south of North Platte
Improvements include the construction of four earth-diked
holding ponds ranging in service.capacity from 1/4 to 1/2 acre.
These were constructed for the purpose of expediting the handling .
of fish salvaged by seining crew. Existing water line was con- tinued to each of these ponds ·to enable them to have flcwing water
at all times. All ponds drain into a concrete catch basin which
can be controlled for the capturing -of fi.sh~ _A new 611 well arid
electric pump with pressure tank was installed to snpply water for
filling of the fish tanks and for.use in.the new building.
New combination district office .;. seining crew headquarters
is now under construction~ Plans and specifications were prepared
last summer and a contre~ct let. This is
concrete block building
with br:.ck veneer, a two-.. story section, size 40 x 92, for use by.
seining crew and a one-story wing, size 32 x 75, to be used for
district office to replace the building now being rented at the
Municipal .Airport.
·

a
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Jhell

Lak~

- Located fourteen miles northeast of Gordon

Improvements consisted of two new picnic tables, two fireplaces and one well.
Smith Lake - Located twenty-three miles south of Rushville
Improvements included planting of 800 cottonwood trees and
installation of locking device on outlet to prevent vandals from
removing planks and lowering the water level,
Sutherland Inlet Area - Located seven miles southwest of Sutherland
Improvements included two new fireplaces, two picnic tables,
two toilets and one well,
Valentine Fish Hatchery - Located three miles northeast of Valentine

3500 cubic yards of earth were moved in repairing access roads
and dikes around the rearing ponds.
Verdon Lake - Located one mile west of Verdon
In an effort to eliminate the moss, tentative arrangements have
been made to deepen this lake. To date, the only activity has been
draining it and salvaging all fish as it will require an indefinite
period of time to dry up the lakebed sufficiently to pennit the use
of heavy equipment.
Walgren Lake - Located five miles southeast of Hay Springs
All access roads within the area were regraded and graveled,
Two drainage tubes were installed to change run-off water course.
Also, an old drainage canal paralleling the county road was filled
in. This drainage canal had eroded to the point that it was causing
a traffic hazard. Sheridan County Commissioners assisted in these
operations. Two new toilets, two picnic tables and six fireplaces
were installed~
Wellfleet - Located one-half mile·west of Wellfleet
Improvements included two new fireplaC$S and

1525

feet of guardrail.

Wildcat Hills Recreation Area - Located ten miles south of Gering
No major improvements; maintenance work only. However, this
area required more than nonnal maintenance as it includes the game
reserve which has both a buffalo and elk herd. It is necessary to
have a regular patrol of a fenced area the year round and animals
must be fed during the winter months.
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Supply Depot The supply depot is maintained as a warehou$e for smaller items
and materials to enable.us to take ·advantage of bulk buying and
eliminate the time loss in securing materials through norma~ purchase
procedures. It is operated as a revolving fund with a general service section for supplying of office space, mail service, etc. for
various federal-aid offices pertinent to the commission.
Ponca State Park Plans and specifications were prepared and construction started
on a new swimming pool. According to Legislative action, it was
necessary that this pool be constructed with the use of inmate labor;
therefore, could not be contracted. The pool has a capacity of
169,000 gallons with a children's wading pool and concrete block
bathhouse. At the present time, construction is approximately 90%
complete.
Niobrara State Park Preliminary plans and specifications are being made for construction of a swimming pool at this park. This pool also is to
be constructed with inmate labor and will be similar in size and
design as to that of Ponca Park. Construction is scheduled \o
start April, 1956.
Chadron State Park Plans were dra\tm up for construction of a superintendent rs
residence and park office. This will be a frame building and will
be constructed in 1956.
Fort Robinson Plans for the conversion of a portion of Fort Robinson into a
state park have been approved. This will provide overnight cabins,
a lodge, cafe concession, swimming pool, camping and tenting grounds,
picnicking area and bridle trail. Construction on this will start by
Harch of 1956.
Burchard Proposed Lakesite Through the co-operative efforts of five local sportsmen's
clubs and various other civic organizations, preliminary plans
have been made for the construction of a new lake near Burchard.
To date, appraisal has been made by Federal Aid and local organizations are making arrangements to provide funds for acquisition
of the ground. If this impoundment becomes a reality, it will
impound 130 surface acres of water.
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RECREATION GROUND EXPENDITURES

..

Alexandria Recreation Grounds •
•• $ 2,575.75
Arnold Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
2,193.07
Atkinson Recreation Grounds • • • • ••
1,825.63
Ballards Marsh· • • • • • • • • • • • •
1,375.82
Big Alkali • • • • • • • • • • •. • • •
1,590.71
Blue River Recreation Grounds • •· • • •
778.81
Bowman Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
664.20
Bridgeport Recreation Grounds •
2,884.98
Burchard • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • •
2,124.50
Carter Lake • • · • • • • • • •
• • •
7,499 .38
Chadron State Park • • • • • • • • • •
215.07
Champion Lake • • • • • • • • · • • • • •
476.99
Cotton.mill Lake • • • • • ·• • • '• • • •
1,045.57
Cottonwood Lake • • • • • • • • • • • •
949. 74
Crystal Lake, Ayr •
• • • • • • • •
645.0l
Crystal Lake, South Sioux City • • • •
3,518.13
Dead Timber • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
3,556.50
Fremont Recreation Grounds • • • • • •
1,201.20
Ft. Kearny State Park • • • • • • • • •
367.33
Gallagher Canyon • • • • • • •
• •
468.64
Garden County Refuge • •
546.20
Gavins Point • • • • • • • •
18.59-'
• • •
Gilbert-Baker Place • • • • • • •
210.64
Goose Lake , • • •
·• • • • • • • •
535.59
Grove Lake • • . , • • • • • • • • • • •
6,029.28
Hayes Center • •.•
• •••
1,803.81
Hord Lake • • • • • • • • • • •
938.09
Hull Lake • • • • • •
• • • • • • •
754.02
Johnson Lake •
• •
2,463.65
Litchfield Recreation Grounds • • •
329.82
Long Lake • • • • • • • • • •
789.25
Louisville Recreation Grounds • • •
3,515.05
Maloney Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1,354.11
Memphis Recreation Grounds • • • • • •
7,034.77
95.60
Midway • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Moving of Equipment • • • • • • • • • •
541.74
Niobrara State Park • • • •
77.52
Ogallala Lake • • • • • • • • • • •
75.69
Otter Creek • • • • • • • • • • • •
1,929 .09
Peterson Place • • • • • • • • • • • •
823.72
Pibel Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1,767.14
Plattsmouth Rifle Range • • • •
• •
75.37
Ponca State Park • • • • • • • • • • •
604.23
Pressey (310-61) • • • • • •
• • •
1,277.20
Pressey (310-80A) •
• •
351.68
Rat and Beaver • •
• • • • • • • •
48.91
Ravenna Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1,853.32
Red Deer Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • •
24.58
Rock Creek Recr€ation Grounds • • •
644.88
Rowells Lake • • • • • • • • • • • • •
111.01

..

..

RECREATION GROUND EXPENDITURES
• (CONTINUED)

Sac (Con~t. of Pens •
Sacramento Game Farm • •
Schlagel .Greek · •
• •
Seining Crew Hdqs • • •
Shell Lak.e • • • • • • •
Smith Lake • • • •
•
Stolley State Park • • •
Sutherland • • • • • • •
Verdon Lake • • • • • • •
Walgren Lake • • • • •
W. C. H. Recreation Area
Wellfleet • • • • • • • •
Willow Lake • • • • • • •

• ••••
• • • •. • •
• • • •
• • •
~ • • • • •
••
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• •
• •
• • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • •

.....
.• .• .• .•

Crystal Lake, Ayr • • • • •
Fort Robinson
• •• • •
Fisheries • • • • • • • • • ..
Game • • • • • • • • • • • •
Information • • •
• • • •
Land Management •
Law Enforcement • • • • • • •
Ponca Swimming Pool • • • • •
s. C. Hdqs. - District Office

..

• • •
• • •
• •
• • •
• • •
• • •

•
•
•
•
•
•

GRlulJD TOTAL

$ 1,596.03
3 ,098.90
133 .83
10,013.03
632.97
602.47
368.28
1,081.65
970.36
6,747.16
2,251.15

1,842.46
11.49
'$107 ,937 .36
$ 5,101.65

14.40

3,207.09
2,318.22
294.28
20,219.34
120.90

42,571,24
29,069.28
$102,916.40
$210,853.76

TREES AND SHRUBS PLANTED IN WILDLIFE COVER A.i.i.EAS DURING 1955
SPECIES

AMOUNT

Eastern Red Cedar
Russian Olive
Chinese Elm
Green Ash
Wild Black Cherry
Chokecherry
Nanking Cherry
Sandcherry
Wild Plum
Honeysuckle
Rhus trilobata
Lilac (common)
Dwarf Ninebark
Cotoneaster
Silverberry
Pine (Ponderosa)
Multiflora Rose
Hansen Hedge Rose

81, 790
60,000
3,000

l,ooo
5,ooo

30,000
30,000

25,ooo
65,ooo
Bo,ooo
20,000
5,ooo
5,ooo
5,ooo
10,000
5,ooo

1,500,000
1,000

1,931, 790

TOTAL

INVENTORY OF RECrlEATION GROUND EQUIPNENT
Fireplaces
Picnic Tables
Shelter Houses
Toilets
Trash Barrels
Wells & Pumps

157
260
13
127
263

49

Road maintained in state recreation grounds

16

71.7 miles

FISHERIES DIVISION
ADMINISTRATION
Glen R. Foster, Supervisor
Lucille Brazil, Secretary
The administration.of the Fisheries Division consists of one
supervisor and a secretary, with offices in the State Capitol. The
supervisor is responsible for the planning and activities of four
fish hatcheries, a seining crew and five district fishery managers.·
In addition he is respons.ible for the issuance of all fishery permits
such as commercial seining-vendor permits, bait vendor permits and
private fish hatchery permits. Scientific collecting permits are
also issued by this division.
It is the duty or the supervisor to prepare monthly and annual
reports in addition to special reports on many activities of the
fishery division.
Detailed cost accounting on production and distribution of the
various species of fish are also kept to show the actual cost of any
fishery operations at the end of each month of the year.

At the present time the supervisor is also acting as the project
leader for the Fisheries Research Division until a qualified leader
can be employed. Management plans are also prepared by the supervisor
for all waters of the state. During the year the supervisor visits
all fishery stations and personnel on an average of once a month to
discuss work plans and inspect work that is done.
GENERAL INFORlft.ATION

Following this section are reports of activities and accomplishments of each section of the fisheries division for the calendar year
1955. Reports from the fisheries research division are summarized in
this report, but detailed reports are on file in the Lincoln office
and each district office.
Information from the research division, as well as seining
information from the seining crew, is used in p:eparing fish stocking
plans for the fish hatcheries, and in the general management of lakes
and streams. By having fishery men in each district it is possible to
check lakes before stocking is done. This has resulted in a better use
of hatchery fish as they are not stocked as often in lakes where
natural reproduction is found to be adequate.
In general, most lakes studied this year have produced a plentiful
supply of pan fishes and in some cases enough natural reproduction of
game fishes so that additional stocking is not necessary.
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Fish Administration
Continued
Hatchery production was about normal with the exception of the North
Platte hatchery where cold weather last spring cut down on the natural
food supply in the rearing ponds, resulting in a low output of walleye
fingerling.
Weather conditions greatly affect both natural and artificial
production of fishes, not only in spa-wning success but in food supplies
for the young fish. There is very little that can be done to avoid such
conditions.
Hatchery production of the various species changes from time to
time depen~ing on the specie~ most needed. This year, as less warm water
pan fishes were needed, the ock Creek hatchery is planning to use more
ponds for trout,and the Valentine hatchery plans to use more ponds in
experimental work with northern pike.
An all time record was accomplished this year by the seining crew in
the transfer of adult fish, mostly bullheads, from over-populated lakes
to city and state lakes where fishing pressure is heavy. Over one million
adult bullheads were stocked in such lakes this year. The numbers of
course depend on the availability of the fish. If there is a bad winter
kill this winter in the shallow sandhill lakes this ~Ay result in fewer
adult bullheads for distribution in 1956. All sandhill lakes were low
going into the winter due to the dry period last summer and fall, so a
winter kill is possible.

The following permits were issued by the Fisheries Administration in
1955:
Commercial Seining-Vendor Permits
Bait Vendor Permits
Private Minnow Hatchery Permits
Private Game Fish Hatchery Permits

*** **** *****
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313
JOO
25
18

1955 GRAllD TOTALS
PRODUCED Af\lD STOCKED FROM HATCHER.IFS - All Species ••••••••••
Species
Walleye Pike
Northern Pike
Bullhead
Rock Bass
Crappie
Bass
Bluegill
Channel Catfish
Blue Catfish
Brown Trout
Rainbow Trout
Br".'.>ok Trout

Fing,
39,021
20,649
4,180
24,910
99,958
134,560
94,622
2!2z 7~0
443,650

Adult

Total

640
4,.jOO
204
16,?47

39,021
20,649
4,820
4,500
25,114
116,705
135,117
94,622

557

22,648
10,041
43,812
8,303
62,156

8,140
8,140

2~ 2 750

466,298

10,041
51,952
8,303
70,296

FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED - All Species •••••••••••••••••
Catfish
Crappie
Bullhead
Perch
Rainbow
Bluegill
Bass
Vhite Bass
Drum

37,000

21,478
4,626
23,197
249
1
61
504
2,153
16J
54,320

19,700

56,700

60
422
1,848
2,525
36,934
981,455
1,640

1,100
5,690
20, 722
8,150

35
900

35,662

28
1,,025,847

1.

61
504
2,153
16~

111,020

13,300
3,659
16,959
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1,061,509

60
422
1,848
3,625
42,624
1,002,177
1,640
s,150

35

900
28
1,061,509

CATFISH TRAPPED FROM MISSOURI & NIOBRARA RIVERS-Stocked ••
Catfish Trapped in 1954
Catfish Trapped iL 1955

lll,020

58,478
4,626
42,897
249

FISH SEINED AND TRANSFERREID AFD STOCKED - All Species ••••
Northern Pike
Sauger Pike
Bass
Bluegill
Crappie
Bullhead
Perch
Carp
Catfish
BUffalo
Viall eye

536,5~4

13,300
3.659
16,959

16,959

1955 Grand Totals, Continued
FEDERAL FISH STOCKED BY VALENTINE HATCHERY ••••••••••••••••••••••

Brown Trout
Rainbow Trout

Brock Trout

4,217
17,165
10,457
31,839

41,640
40,199
• 42 075
85,914

117,753

45,857
57,364
14.532
117,753

FEDERAL FISH STOCKED BY GRETNA HATCHERY (Neosho, Missouri)......
Rainbow Trout
8,679
8,679

8,679

FEDERAL FISH STOCKED BY CRAV.7FORD FISH HATCI ERY •••••••••• , •••• ,..

6,625

Brook Trout

6,625

6,625

FISH STOCKED BY DISTRICT FIS. ERY VJA1'TAGEhS, •••••••••• ,., ••• , , ••• •

Northern· Pike

230

GRAND TOTAL FISH STOCKED IN 1955

Fingerling
Adult

634,066
l,2252~Q.1

1,859,369

ROlGH FISH STOCKED ••••••••••••••••••••••
ROUGH FISH SOI0 •••~o•••••oC••··········
ROUGH F~SH BURIED/Gr/EN AWAY ........... .

20

158,L~O #
1029328 #
40;.960 #
301,708 #

230

230

1,859,369

FISH STOO KING RECORDS

1945-1955
1945 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
N~ breakdown en size
576,858 Trout
2,126,016 Warmwater
1946 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
2,ll.B;Bll Fry
396,572 Trout
2 1 839 1 110 Fing.
4,912,436 Warm.water
351,467 Adult

2,702,872
5,309,388

1947 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1,097,916 Fry
275,952 Trout
2,B99,0l0 Warmwater
1,775,367 Fing,
301,679 Adult

3,174,962

1948 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
366,974 Fry
405,709 Trout
1,124,244 Fing,
1 1 639 1 567 Warmwater
554,058 Adult
1949...................................................... .
332,346 Trout
951,424 Fry
21 9501 274 Fing.
3,843,111 Warmwater
273, 759 Adult
1950 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
64, 000 Fry
297, 995 Trout
1,587,990 Fing.
1,791,991 Warmwater
437,996 Adult
1951 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •·• •••••••••••••••
17,457 Fry
351,027 Trout
1,239,324 Fing.
11 371,487 Warmwater
465,_733 Adult
1952
118,17.8 Fry
. 578,384 Trout
2,1781 270 Fing.
2,596,835 Warmwater
878,771 Adult
1953 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
145 1 2.40 Fry
372,696 Trout
2,437,142 Fing.
31 040,602 Warmwater
830,916 Adult
1954

2,045,276

4,175,457

2,089,986

1,722,514

.....................................................

3,175,219

i;o59;967'F~:···············268;465·rfi:;~i··········

2,348,975

1,288,990 Adult

2,080,492 Warmwater

1955 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
634 1 066 Fing.
203 1 354 Trout
1,225,303 Adult
1,656,015 Warmwater

21

1,859,369

· GREl'NA FISH HATCHERY

310-54
1955
GAME FISH PRODUCED AND STOCKED ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••
Species
Crappie
Bass
Bul::ihead
Bluegill
Blue Catfish
Channel Cat *

Total

Adult

~

135,672

6,700
4,750
100
3,750
25,750

6,700
4,750

100
3,750
25,750
2!u622
135,672

~1622

135,672

FISH SALVAGED ANI STOCKED••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Bullhead
11, 725
ll,700
25

11,725

FISH SEI!JED AND TRANSFERRED AND STOCKED

J8,ll4

Crappie
Bullhead
Carp
Bluegill
Channel Cat

Buffa lo

••••••

0

•• 0

•••••••••••••••

5,690

5,690
1,800

20,722
8,150

22,522

8,150
850

850
2

2

900

900

1,800

.36,314

38,114

FISH STOCKED FOR OTEER HATCHERIFS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Rainbew
Bass

1,400

3,405

1,400

3,405

FEDERAL FISH STOCKED FROM NEOSHOj MISSOURI••••••••••••••••••••••

8,679

Rainbow Trout

8,679

TOTAL FISH STOCKED BY GRETNA •••• •.

* 40,002. Catfish were traded to

Minnesota in returri for walleye eggs.
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8,679

194,190

Gretna Hatchery - 1955
PRODUCTION AND MISCEIUNEOU3 WORK COSTS:

(a)

Channel and Blue Catfish
Producing 120,372 Fing.@ $44.54 Per M••••••••••
Stocking 120,372 Fing.@ $ 1.94 Per M••••••••••

$ 5,361.43
233.62

(b) Warm Water Fish
.
Producing 15,300 Fing.@ $ 174.00 Per M. •••••••
Stocking 15,300 Fing.@ $ 4.39 Per M. •••••••

2,663.34
67.08

(c)

Fish Salvaged, Transferred, Misc,, Trips ••••••••
(Salvaged ll,725 bullheads. Transferred 5690
crappie; 22,522 bullheads; 8150 carp; 850 bluegill; 2 catfish; 900 buffalo).
.

548.75

(d)

Cost for holding Neosho, Mo. trout over winter •••

635.37

(e)

State Fair Exhibit (Expense Gretna budget) ••••••

326.67

labor ••••••••••••••••••
Supplies •••••••••••••••
Travel Expense •••••••••
IYBterial and Repair ••••
(f)

$ 222.00
49.48
35.70
19.49
$ 326.67

Cost for stocking fish for Federal, Valentine and
Rock Creek Fish Hatcheries ••••••••••••••••••••••

306.53

(g)

Picnic Grounds and Aquariums ••••••••••••••••••••

4,189.05

(h)

Improvements and Equipment •••••••••••••••••••••••

2,780,29

Truck ••••••••••••••••• $ 2 1 157.49
Pipe/Valves............
26.51
38061
1/2 H.P. Motor.........
Valves/truck sprayer...
23.24
Seine ••••• ·•••••••••••••
251" 54
3001 Galvanized pipe...
282,.9Q_
$ 2,780029
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GRETNA HATCHERY

1955
Production was about normal at this station; howeve~, the crew was busier
than usual during the first part of the year as 4,722 trout obtained from the
Federal Hatchery at Neosho, Missouri in the fall of 1954 were fed and held
until the spring of 1955. These fish were then stocked in Grove State lake.
One pelvic fin was clipped from each fish and also from 4,357 other trout
brought in by the seining crew before stocking. The District III fishery
manager requested this and helped with the work so he could distinguish these
fish from the others stocked, and making it possible to better check the
growth rate, catch, etc., during the year.
Channel catfish production was up this year although the numbers
stocked were below last year. This was due to the low water in many of
the streams; therefore, these catfish are being held over winter and will
be stocked this coming spring. Egg production was about normal but we
were very fortunate in not having trouble with "white spot" disease,
Live fish were furnished for three television shows in Lincoln, and one
at the Kearney television station. Trout and goldfish were furnished to the
Harmon park in Kearney for display purposes.
The superintendent of this station is in charge of the State Fair
Exhibit each year, with the help of other hatcheries and the seining crew in
furnishing fish. Considerable time is spent in getting the building ready
and keeping the exhibit going during the Fair.
One load of channel catfish fingerlings was delivered to the State of
Minnesota again this year in exchange for eyed walleye eggs for the North
Platte hatchery.
One man and a distribution truck
Fair parade this year.

partic~pated

in the Saunders County

Assistance was given to the State Health Department in taking samples
of water from the M.issouri river near Nebraska City and LaPlatte because
of reported fish losses.
other work at the hatchery and outside work consisted of the

foll~wing:

Stocked one load of fish for the Valentine hatchery.
Two trips for water samples from and near the Missouri river
at Neb~aska City and LaPlatte on report of fish kill at
NebT·aaka City for ammonia and chlorine contents, assisting
an officer and per~.nel from the State Health Department.
Pr~e trip t(, Memphis State Lake to .bury dead fish from a
'Winter kill.
Two p<"md checking trips, assisting and giving information
for better fish production.
TVlo test-seining jobs - one to determine the cause of dead
fish, and the other to determine what fish necessary to
stock to control an over-production of bluegills.
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Gretna Fish Hatchery, 1955
Eleven salvage and seining jobs, transferring fish to more suitable
waters from dried-up and over-stocked ponds ar~d lakes throughout
the eastern part of tbe ste.te.
Painted shingle roofs on all hatchery buildings.
Painted the exteriors of the following buildings: Aquarium, hatch
house, pump house, spring house, one tenant house, threett>ilets,
burn, catfish hatchhouse roof.
Repaired and painted all park tables and railings.
Reshingled aquarium and hatch house, and one tenant house roof.
Transferred fish distribution tanks from old to new truck, and
changed air compressor system to air blower system.
Painted the 3/4-Ton pickup truck.
Rearranged catfish spawn h$tching and rearing system by installing
new drain screens throughout all the trcughs.
Removed an old lean-to from the barn and applied new siding.
Returned goldfish to the hatchery from Kearney.

StnGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
This stotion has been expanded and developed as far as cnn be done
'Without additional land and water. Improvements in operation can be made
nearly every year, however. Following are a few suggestions:
(1) Construct a rock retainin~ wall and new sidewalk on the west
side of the hatch house. This will help control tbe·pond bank and keep
the house from settling.

(2) The small recreation area used by thousands of people throughout the summer months could use more picnic tables.
(3) The superintendent 1 s residence and lower tenant house needs
repainting this coming year. The paint is already on hand.

(4) The upper tenant house is in need of redecorating and should
have a new kitchen sink installed.
( 5) The old lavatory nnd stools in the public rest rooms should be
replaced with new fixtures.

(6)

the 4"

The ?§- H. P. electric pump for the catfish rearing plant and
pump should be overhauled or repaired.

~entrifugnl
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Gretna Fish

H~tchery

- 1955

(7) Rock retaining walls along the ponds should be repaired.
(8) A bathroom and fixtUres should be installed in the lower floor of
the superintendent's residence. All materials are on hand for this project.
(9) Rearrangement of the lower floor and garage in the lowor tenant
house would provide extra bedroom spnce that is badly needed.

##########
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SALVAGE AMD DISTRIBUI'ION

310-53
1955
FISH SEINED AND TRANSFERRED •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

60

60
422
226
2,025

Northern Pike
Sauger Pike

B. Bass
250

Bluegill
Crappie
Bullhead
Perch
Walleye
Catfish

Total

Adult

Fing.

Species

422

226
2,275

36,434

36,434

971,215
1,640
. 28

18
1,012,068

250

971,215

;i.,640

28
18
i,012,318

FISH SALVAGED AND STOCKED •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

B. Bass
Bluegill
Crappie
Walleye

1,888

Perch
Rainbow

249
1

1

Bullhead
White Bass

147

147
2,15.3
16J
30,0.30

2,153_
163
30,030

Drum

CATFISH TRAPPED FROM MISSOURt AND NIOBRARA RIVERS-Stocked.

Catfish (Trapped 1954)Stocked
Catfish (Trapped 1955)Stocked

13,JOO

g~659

l ,959

30,030

504
21,478
61
3,386
1,888
249

504
21,4?8
61
3,386

Catfish

1,012,318

16,959

1.3,.300
.

g,659

1~~·959

(Holding 9,953 for Stocking in 1956)

TOTAL FISH STQCKED • ••• • ·
TarAL ROUGH FISH REMOVED FROM LAKES

Carp •••••••••••••
Quillback ••••••••
Buffaloe•••••••••
Shad ••••• ,, ••••••

or

AND ·sTREliYB;_ ·...

263,124 #
J,750 #

24,979 #
9,855

ti.

301,708 #

ttis total:
158,420 # Stocked
102,328 # Sold
40, 960 # Buried/Given Away

301,708 #
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. 1, 059, 3.07 .

SALVAGE AND

DISTHIBUTio~r

(Cont 1d.)

PB.OL UCT ION AND OTHER WORK COSTS:

(a) Trappin~ 27,912 Catfish @ ~ 68.58 Fer M. •••••••••

$ 1,914.46

(b) Cost of Rough Fish Removal••••••••••••••••••••••••

2,960.81

(c) Income from sale of rough fish •••••••••• $ 7,205.31
Carp
75,524
Buffalo 24,959
Shod
1,825
Bullhead* 6,000
108,308

*

#

#

#

#

#

$ 4,154.45

2,926.30
4.56
120,00
$ 7,205.31

Sold for fish feed

(d) Salvage and transfer of fish from overstocked lakes,
test seinings and miscellaneous jobs ••••••• $ 68,468.98

(e) New Euipment and Improvements......................
One 1-Ton Truck ••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 1,930.00
3,539.26
Pipe for races ••••••••••••••••••••••••
416.73
1,770.77
New seines and nets •••••••••••••••••••
302,22
New materials for fish tanks ••••••••••
Trench waterline,,, •••••••••••••••••••
153.50
6,624.60
Three trucks •. ,· ••••• , ••••••••••••••••••
Gas & electric motors •••••••••••••••••
335.20
One passenger car •••••••••••••••••••••
1,280.55
New well ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,.,
2,699.00
680,16
Lumber and iron for fish tank •••••••••
$ 19,732,00

Two Couriers••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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19,732,00

SALVAGE AFD DISTRIBUTIO!·T CREW

310-53
1955

During the latter half of the yeor the seining crew wes enlarged
by adding several men and two additional trucks. The crew consisted
of a total of seventeen men for one-half of the year. Additional
nets and other seining equipment was added throughout the year. The
enlargement was justified as shown by the increased work accomplished.
For example, the number of adult fish seined from over-populated
lakes and transported to lakes nearer centers of heavy population
was increased from around 900,000 in 1954 to over one million in
1955. 1954 was c record year on transfer of fish, being four times
greater than in 1953. This phase of the work hrs increased very
fast and seems to be providing better fishing in areas lacking in
natural fishing waters.
Salvage work wcs down agtin this yecr due to less fish going
out of the reservoirs into the irrigation canals. This resulted
in more time spent on transfer of fish.
Cutfish trapping; end stocking was about the same, although it
is becoming more difficult each yecr to find good trapping
leer. tions.
Rough fish removal was up some ..this yev.r. More uarp were
also stocked in the "ce-.rp only" lnkes, mostly in the eostern
section of the state. Rough fish sold brought in two and a half
times more than it cost to remov~ und transport them.
Other work consisted of the following.
Assistance was given the Rock Crebk Hvtch8ry in distribution
of yearling trout. Two loads of yeerling trout were brought in
from the Neosho, Missouri Federol Fish Hatchory for stocking in
Grove lake.
Seining crew members also helped the north Platte Hr.tchery
crew in obtaining walleye spn'W!lers.
Several loads of fish were collectud over the stnte for the
State Fcir Exhibit, and two men helped out during tho week cf th0
exhibit.
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SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUTION, Cont'd.

The seining crew muke all their nets, Webbing rcpe, corks end
presorvv.tive is purchc.i.sed in large lots and nots ere mo.de up in
sections so thct c net can bo mode available in n short time for arry
size lake. Hoop nets are made the same way. This year 2400 feet of
30-foot deep seine was made and five sets of five nots from 16 to
200 feet long were made and treated far each of the five district
managers. All nets are rehung and treated at least once e ye~r to
prelong their use.
Ice chisels wert; made for the five fishery m!mD.gers c.lso.
Four new holding ponds were built nt the headqUDrters site by the
district operations crew. Seining crew members assisted in this work,
and in the re-laying of the water lines.
A new combination seining crew 6nd district offico building is
being constructed and should be completed early in 1956. Seining crew
personnel assisted with construction of a well and water lines to the
new building, and to the concrete raceways. 500 feot of 2" water line
was installed to supply fresh.water to the· kettles on the new holding
ponds.
Several days were spent in rooking repairs on the holding pends at
the west side of Maloney lake.
In addition to nets, the crew builds most of its own equipment.
Fish transportation tanks are constructed for the various sized trucks.
All boats, live boats, pulling jacks, live boxes, fish boxes,
instcllation of winches and some truck repairs are all done by personnel
of the crew.
a

Assistance was given to the Lexington Fire department in recovering
victim frnm Johnson reservoir.

dr~wning

Help was also given the Bassett Firo department in
fires.

fightin~

pfairie

Assistance was also given the Lincoln County sheriff in recovering
stolen guns from the power canal at North Plotte.
Verdon State lake was drained and fish removed prepcrotory to
deepening the lake.
SU:JGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMErIT

The big prt"blem in the enlargement Gr improvement of ttis crew is
the difficulty in keeping men on the crew. This is probably th0 hl!rdest
and most disagreeable work within the department, and all pers~nnel are
awoy from home most of tho time. Many men become discouraged withi~ a
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SALVAGE AND DISTRIBurimT Cont'd.
j

year or two and look f r,r other work. It tekes from one to two yocrs to
train a man in this work and new men ore being trained almost
constant].y.
It is felt by older members of the crew that the present solary
plan is one reason for this turnover. With the $Se00 per month
annual increase it requires twelve years to reach the top salary.
They suggest that a $10.00 per month raise annu.c.lly instead of the
$5.00 would encourage new men to stay with the crew. This would
result in recching· the top salary bracket in six years. It is
felt this would also result in less time now being spent in training
and produce better results from the work by having experienced men.
lhless something can be done to keep experienced men it will be
difficult to try enlargement of the crew, or expansion of this phase
of the fisheries work.

**********
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SALVAGE AND DISTRIBUI'ION
Lakes Seined - 1955

1. Johnson Lake, Rock County
2. North Twin Lake, Rock County
3. Goose lake, Rock County
·4. Minatare Lake, Scotts Bluff County
5. Cn-stal Lake, Dakota County
6. Minatare Lake, Scotts Bluff County
7. Mnloney Lake, Lincoln County
s. Ericson Lake, Wheeler County
9. Schoolhouse Lake, Cherry County
10. Dewey Lake, Cherry County
11. Clear Lake, Cherry County
12. Verdon Lake, Richardson County
13. Missouri River, Knox County
14. Lamb Lake, Holt County
15. Schoolhouse Lake, Cherry County
16 .. Dewey Lake, Cherry County
17. Clear Lake, Cherry County
18. HEW thorn Lake, Arthur County
19. Two Mile Lake, Cherry County
20. Missouri River, Knox Cotmty
21. Big Alkalai Lake, Cherry County
22. Castle Lake, Cherry County
23. Moran La.1ke, Grant County
24. Dipping Vat Lake, Grant County
25. Swan Lc.ke, Holt County
26. Lake Maloney Forebay, Lincoln County
27. Bunner 1 s Lake, Grant County
28. Miner 1s Club Lake, Grant County
29. Thurston Drain-Fry Lake, Grant Co.
30. Kramer's Lake, Grant County
31. Mowing Machine Lake, Grant County
32. Mocraft Lake, Grant County
33. Coble Lake, Grant County
34. Dora Lake, Holt County
35. Watson Bros. # 1 Lake, Sarpy County
36. Watson Bros. II 2 Lake, Sarpy County
37. Watson Bros. # 3 Le.ke, Sarpy County
38. Watson Bros, # 4 Lnke, Sarpy County
39. Niobrara Par1<: lilke, Knox County
40. Niobrara Park Lake, Knox County
41. Mcconaughy Lake, Keith Bounty
42. Bunney Crcppie Pond, Keith County
43. Ogallala Lake 1 Keith County
44. Sutherland Reservoir, Lincoln Co.
45. Missouri River, Knox County
46. Fish Lake, Rock County
47. Dora Lake, Holt County
48. Smith Lake, Rock County
49. Mc.Alli s+,er Lake, Colfax County
50. Fremont Red-Gun Club, Dodge Co.
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Transfer Fish and Rough Fish removnl
Test seine
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish and Rough Fish Removol
Transfer Fish and Rough Fish Removal
Transfer Fish and Rough Fish Removal
Seined for spawner fish
Rough Fish Removal
Transfer Fish
Rough Fish Removal
Rough Fish Removel
Removed all Fish
Trap Catfish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Transfer Fish
Rough Fish Removal
Removed all Fish - Drained Lake
Test Seine
Trap Catfish
Transfer Game Fish
Transfer Fish
Trnnsf er Fish
Trnnsf er Fish
Transfer Fish und Rough Fish Removal
Repair work - fish returned
Transfer Fish
Transfer small Fish
Salvage Fish
Test Seine
Test Seine
Test Seine
Transfer Fish
Remove game fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Transfer Fish
Remove Rough Fish
State Fair Fish
Salvage Fish
Salvage Fish
Salvage Fish
State Fair Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Transfer Fish
Tr£>.nsf er Fish
Remove Rough Fish
State Fair Fish

Salvage & Distribution
Lakes Seined 1955 - Cont'd.
51.
52.

53.
54.

55.
56.

57.
58.

59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
?3.

Mosser Sandpits, Buffalo Co.
Fremont # 4 Lake, Dodge Co.
Smith Lake, Rock County
Woods Scndpits, Saunders Co.·
Goedeken Pond, Platte County
Bellwood lake, Platte ·comity
Bryant Sandpits, Plette County.
Kimball Reservoir, Kimball Co~
Dewey Ldro, Cherry County
Minatare Canal, Scotts Bluff Co.
Niobrara River, Knox County
Missouri River, Knox County
Devoy Lake, Cherry County
Abbott Lake, Grant County
McClurg Pond, Holt County
Swv.n Lake, Holt County
Bonederger Pits, Holt County
Wenner's Pits, Holt County
I.W.L.Lake, Holt County
Kimball Reservoir, Kimball Co.
Smithfield Canal, Gosper Co.
Tri-County Canal, Phelps Co.
Wellfleet La~e, Lincoln' Co·.·
.......
,~

•

I

'

f

Stete Fuir Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Trunsf er Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Salvage Fish
Trap Catfish
Trr.p Cctfish
Remove Rough Fish·& Transfer Fish
Trc.nsfer Fish
Trcnsfer Fish
Test Seine
Remove Rough Fish
Tronsfer Fish
Remove Rough Fish
Trrinsf er Fish
So.lvvge Fish
Salvcge Fish
Transfer Fish - Remove Rough Fish

~

'

....
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NORTH PIATTE HATCHERY
310-57

1955
GANE FISH PRODUCED
Species

STOCKED ••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••
Adult

Fing.

Northern Pike
Walleye Pike

B. Bass
Crappie

A~JD

119,933

~

15,401

15,401
39,021
54,422

J2 1 021
54,422

52,767
12,744
65,Sll

52, 767
12 1 7~

65,511

PRODUJTION AND OTHER WORK COSTS:
(a) Producing 119,933 Fing. @ $ 167.93 Per M• •••••••••••••••••••
Stocking 119,933 Fing. @ $ 5.11 Per M. •••••••••••••••••••

$ 40,141.65
612.54

(b) IMPROVEMENTS AND EQUIPME1'i1T: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$ 6,206.48

Two Trucks •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 2,933.80
1,379.20
One Courier ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
145.66
Two Power Take-offs•••••••·•••••••••••••••••
32.50
Irrigation Pipe ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Material and Labor •••••••••••••••••••••••••
The following improvements were mode
with hatchery labor:
Porch Repair
Construction of Irrigation Trailer
Planting Trees and Shrubs
Installation of Fish Tunks
Remodel hellway in residence
Insulation of hctch house ceiling
Mower Repair
Wallpaper and Labor
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1,715.32

NORTH PLATTE HATCHERY
1955
Production declined this year, but progress was made in
experimental work. Production of walleye fingerling is the primury
goal ut this station. Experience plus experimental work this yeur
will be an asset in obtaining better production in the future. Data
concerning each species of fish will be discussed under separate
headings.

NORTHERN PIKE
Trapping operQtions at Motherts lake was started }\iirch 18 this
year. A snow storm and cold weather stopped the operations Mo.rch 20.
El0ven quarts of eggs were taken during this time and delivered to
the hatchery Murch 20. The eggs were taken using the dry method,
and were hardened overnight at the lake, The eggs were put into
fruit jars, the jars pecked in sa'Wdust and transported by automobile
to the hatchery. None of these eggs hatched.
Morch 24 five quarts of eggs were taken in the morning using the
wet method, hardened during the day and delivered that night to the
hatchery. The same method of trnnsport0tion was used as mentioned
above. There was a complete fnilure with this group of eggs. Another
storm and cold weather halted operations at this time.
On March Jl adult pike were transported to the hatchery for
stripping. Nine quarts of eggs were taken, using the wet method, and
were jarred April 1. These eggs eyed April ll and were hatching by
April 16. 2,000,000 f-ry were obtained from this group of eggs which
was approximotely a thirty-five percent hatch.
Trapping operations ceased April 2 as the spawning run was over in
Mother's lake. The following chart shows the water temperature at the
hatchery during hatching operations of northern pike eggs.
Dute
Morch 19,
Mnrch 20,
Mlrch 21,
March 22,
March 23,
March 24,
March 25,
Murch 26,
Morch 27,
March 28,
lfJ.arch 29,
March JO,
March 31,

1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955
1955

1955
1955

Degrees
J8
JS

32
32
J3
J3
Jl
Jl
J2
J3
34

36

36

Date
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

1, 1955
2,

1955

J, 1955

1955
1955
1955
1955
8, 1955
9, 1955
10, 1955
11, 1955
12 1 1955
4,
5,
6,
7,

lJ, 1955

14, 1955

15, 199

Degrees
J7
38

4241
J9
39
40

42

44
45
45
46
46
46
48

The chart indicates that the water being used is too cold for
successful hatching of northern pike eggs.
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North Platte Hatchery - 1955
Some natural spa'Wlling of northern pike resulted from the release of
ripe spawnors in one of the rearing ponds. It is planned to use the lcrge,
2~cre pond next yecr for this purpose. This might prove to be a more
successful way to rear northern pike hore. 15,40? northern pike were
produced and stocked this year.
WA~E

PIKE

A group of walleye spa'Wtlers were seined from toke Maloney on April 18.
The following doy thirty-one femcles were injected with corp pituitary
extrcct. Within the next two days seven females ripened enough to be
stripped. Six quarts of eggs were tcken from these fish. On April 26
eighteen females were given two treatments of c~rp pituitcry solution
twelve hours e.part. Only four females from this group could be stripped
ofter treatment. Four females that ripened naturally were found this year,
which is the most ever found in one year. It nppecrs thnt the cnrp
pituitary extroct encouraged eleven females to ripen. This is the first
year experiments have been mnde with this solution, nnd also the first year
walleye eggs he.ve hatched from Nebraska fish. The total was 116,620 walleye
fry. It would be a great help and saving if walleye eggs could be obtained
from our o\.ltl stcte for hutching. Each year approximately 2 1 200,000 eyed
walleye pike eggs are obtained from Minnesota. A 90% hntch can be expected
from these eggs, or approximately 1,900,000 fry.
7 1 500 1 000 green walleye eggs were obtnined from Put-in•Bay Hatchery in
Ohio. These eggs are taken by commercial fishermen and a very low percentage of hatching can bo expected from them. From these eggs 866,280 fry were
hatched, or n little over 12%. The eggs were delivered by plane and were
in better condition compared to the eggs delivered by car the previous year,
although the percentage of hatching wos not as high.
The hatching percentage
is low due to fungus and so mncy infertile eggs which encourages fungus. The
eggs must be treated with IDtllachite green during the entire hatching period
to keep fungus down. Cleaning also is a continuous process during the
hatching period. Considering the low hatching percentage and the amount of
work involved it would be better to get 1 1 000,000 eyed eggs instead of
7,500,000 green eggs - if they were available.

Thirty-seven rearing ponds were stocked with 2,916,924 walleye fry this
spring, which was the most promising stc.rt in the history of the hatchery;
however, only 39,021 fingerlings were recred and stocked due to some misfortune after the fry were put into the rearing ponds. It appears this
failure may hove been due to insufficient food in the ponds, caused by lack
of sunshine and cool weather during the growing season.
BLACK BASS AND CRAPPIE
Black bass and crappie spo'W?lers are placed in the rearing ponds after
the northern pike fingerlings ore removed. Some of the walleye ponds ore
drained before the black baas and crappie spawn which mnkes a few more
ponds avcilable. This year seven ponds were used for block bass and two for
crappie. Four of the seven black boss ponds were stocked with fry obtained
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North Platte Hatchery - 1955
from the Muscatine, Iowa hatchery. Men and trucks from the hatchery
went after the fish and they arrived in good shape.·
An attempt to obtain some black bass from the Guttenburg, Iowa
hatchery was mode. These were delivered as far as the Gretna hatchery
but the fish arrived in very poor shape and were a total loss.

Two ponds of crappie this yerrr produced 12,744 fingerlings and
seven ponds of bl.ack bnss produced 52, 767 finger lings. These nine
ponds had northern pike and wnlleye fingerlings removed from them
enrlier in the year.
It may not be advisable to double up on these ponds unless black
bass and crnppie are in demand, as this practice depletes the fertility
of the ponds and may reflect on the growth of northern pike and walleye
fingcrlings the following year.
POND PREPARATIOH FOR 1956

Everything possible is being done to avoid a recUITence of this
year's low production. All pond bottoms were cultivated in the fall
of 1955. Rye grass has been planted in the bottom of 23 ponds, and
seven and one-half tons of barnyard manure has been worked into the
bottom of the remnining sixteen ponds. Next spring two and one-half
tons of manure will bo placed in the ponds that have been seeded to
rye, if the manure is available. By alternating the rye nnd mo.nure
in the bottom of the ponds ench year the fertility will be built up.
RECOMMEJJD.ATIONS AND SIDGESTIONS

When fish are obtained from hatcheries outside of the stete they
should be transported by depcrtment trucks und personnel.

A well in the hatch house to supply the hatching batte:rywould
serve two purposes. First us an emergency water supply in case of
trouble with the present water system. Second to better control water
temperatures during the hatching season, which would improve hatching
and help control fungus.
A full time biologist is needed at this hatchery from l-·1£rch 1 to
July 31 each year.

If possible, all walleye eggs obtained from other states should
be in the eyed stage.
Insto.ll a trap of sone kind near the herd of the waterline to
catch debris and lnrge fish which are constantly passing through it.
OTHER .ACCOMPLISLMEFTS FOR

1955

All projects mentioned below were completed with hotchery employees.
Painted the utility building and yard fence.
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North PJ.e.tte Hatchery - 1955
Pointed woodwork in two bedrooms and closet, kitchen cabin&ts
and basement hallway in the residence.
Painted hatchery battery ~nd tonks, shower room floor and the
office ceiling in the hatch house.
Repaired ell residence window screens.
Poisoned

~nts

end vine weed on the hatchery grounds.

Seeded the north pond dikes to Reed's canary grass.

##########
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BENKEIMAN AND ROCK CREEK HATCHERIES
310-58

1955
GbNE

FISH PRODlCED AND STOCKED ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••

Species

Fing,

Brovm. Trout
Rninbow Trout
Brook Trout
B. Bass
Bluegill
Bullhead
Rock Bo.ss

18,312
104,000

4,oso

126,392

Adult

Totnl

10,041
51,952
82 303
70,296

10,041
51,952
8,303
70,296

16,375

34,687
104,000
4,720
4,500
147,907

640
4,500
21, 515

FISH SALVA.GEI> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • •
Cntfish

218,203

37,000

37,000

37,000

FISH GIVEN TO Ul'HER F ATCHERIES (Gretna)

Rninbow

1,400

1,400

TOTAL FISH STOCKED
PRODUJTION AND

MISCELLA~TEOUS

255,203

COSTS:

(A) Producing 70,296 Trout@$ 355.73 Per M. ••••••••••• $ 25,006,63
Stocking 70,296 Trout@$ 10.01 Per M. •••••••••••

703.16

Cost to Jo.n, 1, 1956 for Trout to be stocked in 1956 ••••

19,571.98

Cost to Jan. 1, 1956 for Trout to be stocked in 1957 ••••

2,646.29

(b) Producing

147,907 Wcrmwcter Fish@$ 47.64 Per M••••
Stocking 184,907Wornwntcr Fish@$ B.23 Per M••••

7,047.50
152.34

(c) IMPROVEMENTS AND EQUIPMENT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

4,207.18

One Truck ••••••••••••• $ 1 1 429,05
Pressure PUiap..........
183.00
Hatchery Troughs.......
520.00
SprGyer................
15.00
Tractor w/acoop........ 1,996.00
Net••••••••••••••••••••
64.13
$ 4,207.18
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BENKELMAN .AND ROCK CREEK HATCHERIES
1955
Adult trout production during 1955 ran cbout normcl with o few more
stocked·during the.spring than in 1954,
More trouble wns experienced with disease again this year which always
cuts down production and increases costs. Cost of producing yearling trout
wns somewhat higher, 36¢ each as compared to 32¢ in 1954. We still believe
some of the diseases are brought in with tho eggs nnd plons are underway to
try chomiccl treatnent ns soon as the eggs ere received.
Warm water fish production was neerly doubled over last year in fingerling ns well as adult size fish. This varies each year depending on the
success of natural reproduction from the spo:wners a This successful production results in cutting costs in half os it takes the scne amount of work in
each case.

A now experiment was tried this year in the feeding of trout fry. A
si.x-jar brine shrinp hatching unit Wt;S instclled with en air compressor.
The small shrimp, when hatched, are immediately fed to the trout fry each
day for the first two or three weeks. They ore then put on n beef liver
diet. The shrimp provide an excellent food for starting the young fish,
o.nd so far it has worked out satisfactorily. The shrimp eggs resemble o.
fine dark powder and ore purchased and shipped in dry for~. They can.be hel~
up to a yecr before hatching if desired, Solt water is used when hatching
them, but the temperature must be carefully controlled.
Sixteen new steel trout hatching troughs wore purchased end instelled on
a concrete platform just outside of the hatch house, This gives o.dditionol
spe.ce for hutching trout. ·It is believed this 'Will cause less crowding,
resulting in less trouble ,with disease c.nd fungus.
One sDe.11 trout:racewoy was remodeled with concrete Wlllls ond floors
and divided into coupartments for sorting and treatment of fish.
A new fish transportation tnnk wo.s constructed by hatchery personnel o.nd
installed on a new two-ton truck.
Other work consisted of tho following:
A concrete floor was put in the north tenant garage, and a new electric
water system instnlled at the Benkelmnn stction.
All ynrds wore fertilized end spot-seeded.
Painting of all bUildings was stnrted ot the Rock Creek stction in the
foll; however, this was discontinued when cold· weo.ther began and will be
completed in the spring of 1956.
New concrete spillways were built in Ponds # 10 and 11 to replace the
old wooden struct,ures •
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Bankel.mnn nnd Rock Creek Hatcheries 1955
A 6" gate valve a.nd control pit wo.s installed in the mo.in wnter line
to the circular trout ro.cewnys to better control temperntlEes nnd water
supply.
SUGGESTIQlJS FOR 1956

Continue replo.cement of wooden spillwoys with concrete structures
in the ponds. Four should be replaced in 1956 0
Instnll a five-inch water supply line to supply more water for tho
hatching of trout·eggs, and to provide cooler water. The present 3-inch
line is not odequnte since the sixteen now troughs hnve been added.
Continue the cleaning of pond bottoms as tine will perrnt.

######11###
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VALENTINE HATCHERY

310-55
1955
GAME FISH

f'RODHC:ED l!.ND STOCKED ••• • ••••••••••••••••••• ~ • • .... • • • • • • • • • •

Sgecies
N orthern Pike
Crc.ppie

Bass

Bluegill

~.

5,248
5,466
24,129
26,810
61,653

Adult

204
372

52.Z

1,133

Total

5,248
5,670
24,501
271'J.67
62,786

FISH SEINED/TRANSFEPJtED AND STOCKED..............................
Catfish
Bullhead

15
8,440

1,622
500

Bnss

Bluegill
Cre.ppie

500
-11,077

s,ooo
s,ooo

23,025
1,240
24,265

41,640
40,199
4,075
85,914

4,217
17,165
10.457
31,839

_];~

32,265

117,753

45,857
57,364
14,532

117,753

TOTAIJ FISH STOCKED ••••

PROD OCT ION AND OTHER WORK COSTS:
(c.) Producing 62, 786 Warm Weter Fish @ ~ 74.41 Por M•••••••••••
Stocking 62,786 Wnrm Water Fish@$ 56.07 Per M. ••••••••••
(b) Cost to Jo.nunry 1, 1956 of trout to be stocked in 1956 ••••••
(c) Cost of Stocking 117,753 Trout for Crawford Hatchery ••••••••
Cost of Feeding 117,753 Trout held at Valentine ••••••••••••
(d) Miscellcneous Salvcge and Other Work Costs •• ~··•••••••••••••
(o) Picnic Grounds ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••G••••••••••••
(~) Improvements nnd Equipment •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
One 2-Ton Truck ••••••• $ 1,896.11
One lt-Ton Pickup...... 1,450,00
$ 3,346.11
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32, 265

31,025

CRAWFORD FISH STOCKED BY VALENTINE HbTCHERY••••••••••••••••••••••
Brown Trout
Rainbow Trout
Brook Trout

11,077

15
8,440
1,622
500
200
11,077

F!SH SALVAGED .AND STOCKED. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
BullheEtd
Crnppie

62. ' 7~

223,881
$ 4,671.69
3,520.50
1,059.58
3,541.78
744.78
523.0l
260.00
3,346.11

VALENTillE FISH HATCHERY

310-55
1955
Production at this st~tion this year on bnss, bluegill and crappie
was not as large as in 1954 as several ponds were used in experimental
work with northern piko, ond more ponds were held over winter for spring
stocking. Over 51 000 northern piko fingerlings were raised and stocked.
Spavm.ers were placed in the ponds and then removed after spawning. A
full detailed report on this experinentnl work will be found in the
annual report from the District II Fishery Mcnoger.
It is plcnned to use more ponds in 1956 for northerns as there
seems to be more need for predator fish than for pan fishes, especially
in this pert of the state.
If eggs cnn be obtcined it is also planned to experiment with the
hatching of Muskelonge.

A large number of adult fish wero seined and transferred to other
lakes again this yenr. These fish ore obtained from over-populnted
lakes and moved to state nnd city lakes to provide better fishing.
Considerable snlve.ge work wus done this yec:r by the hatchery
personnel r.s I!lllny lnkes ih this area were lower than normal.
Spawner bass were obtained and given to the Rock Creek Hatchery,
the North Plctte Hatchery and the Federal H~tchory at Crawford.
Trout produced at the Cruwf ord Federal hatchery were stocked ognin
this yeor by the Valentine crew.
Due to an error the trout eggs received each year from the u. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service did not arrive. As it wcs then too late to
obtnin eggs froo another source no trout were produced at the Valentine
station this yenr. F.ggs for the 1956 production have already been
received and a good production is hoped for in 1956.
Hatchery personnel helped with the renovution of HnckberrY" lake

by the u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service, nnd helped the Seining"'Crew
in transfer of fish frora Schoolhouse Lnke.

Fish were socured for the State Fair Fish Exhibit and one mon
helped ct the Exhibit for one week.
Other work nt the hatchery consisted of chnnging and rebuilding
fish tanks for the new truck, painting hatchery buildings, remodeling
~nd decorating the tenont houses and ropniring of screen boxes in
the ponds.
Much of the salvage work consisted of draining and seining
privately owned ponds. In most coses the fish were taken to cover the
cost of doing the work 0
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Help was given to the sportsnen nec.r Long Pine and Ainsworth in repairing
trout nursery ponds.
A large ref'rigerator was given to the Valentine Hatchery by tho superintendent of the Federal Hatchery at CrawfoDd. This was hauled nnd set up to be used
to store trout feed.

**** ********
CRAWFORD FEDERAL FISH HATCHERY

FEDERAL FISH STOCKED BY CRAWFORD •••••••..•••••••••..•••••• 6,625
swcies

~

~

Brook Trout

6,625

6,625

FISH STOCKED BY rrSHERY MANAGERS.........

230

Northern Pike
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230

230

FISHmY RF.SEARCH

1955 is the first full calendar year completed under our district
plan of operation.
All five fisheries managers continued studies of Nebraska fishery
problems with the exception of district five, the southeast district.
Dr. Kiener resigned the first of September and so far a new fisheries
manager:. has not been hired. This bas been due to the extreme lack of
trained and experienced fisheries biologists.
Activity reports are received monthly and detailed semi-annual
reports are prepared for the Commission and Federal Aid offices in
Minneapolis. These reports are on file in the main office in Lincoln
but will not be included here. Following is a brief summary of
activities from each district •.
DISTRICT I

Headquarters : Alliance
Fishery Manager:. Jack Heaton
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments:
Job No. 1 - Trout Streams and Lake Inventory and Management
Job No. 6 - Public Power and Irrigation Reservoir Management
The following is only a brief summary of the work accomplished
on Jobs 1 and 6 for the calendar year 1955. A complete detailed
report is on file in the Lincoln office and district office at
Alliance.
SUMMARY OF JQB_l
During the early part of the year checks were made on winter ice
fishing for trout~ Very few fishermen were out during the winter
months, however, there were reports of some good sized rainbow being
taken in Nine Mile, Red Willow, v'ildhorse and Otter creeks.
During stormy weather office work consisted of compiling information collected in the field for monthly and semi-annual reports.
Spring work consisted of regular cheks at the various stations
set up on each of the major trout streams within the district, Checks
consist of temperatures, spawning, young-of-the-year, seining
collections, benthos samples, chemical checks covering pH, alkalinity,
oxygen, etc., trout foods available, plants, etc.
Work was also continued on length, volume and depth studies on
each stream to determine the amount of good and unsuitable trout water
for each stream.
Three fish kills were investigated. It was found that ammonia
fertilizer was introduced into these streams. In Dry Spotted Tail
Creek all trout were killed in over three miles of the stream.
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§UM.MARY OF JOE> .l - Continued
During July through December observations of the streams
throughout the district were continued. Major emphasis was placed on
obtaining water temperatures during the middle of the summer. Spawning surveys were conducted during the fall months.
Rainbow and brown trout were fin marked and stocked in Dry Spotted
Tail Creek as the start of an experiment to learn more concerning growth
and movement of these fishes in the stream.
A sandpit lake in the Birdgeport recreation area was rotenoned and
stocked with marked rainbow trout in an attempt to learn the suitability
of this type of water for rainbow fingerlings.
Work was started in preparing reports covering the observations of
all the trout streams during the past year. Included in this report are
the reports on Akers Draw, Sheep Creek, Nine Mile Creek and Monroe
creek.
St}1MARX OF JOB 6

Creel census observations were made during the early winter months of
the year on Box Butte reservoir, Minatare reservoir, Smith lake, Whitney
reservoir and the Kimball reservoirs. Crappie fishing through the ice was
good in Box Butte. It was the only reservoir that was consistently fished.
Collections of scales, lengths, weights, etc., were taken from fish caught
and collections made at lake Minatare during rough fish removal work by
the state seining crew.
Monthly checks were made on the reservoirs throughout the spring,
summer and fall and samples taken of physical-chemical conditions. Gill
net sets were made to collect samples of the fish population of each
reservoir. These data are presented in the semi-annual report. During
the fall and winter months work was begun on analyzing data from the
collections made earlier. Age-growth studies have been started but few
scales have been examined so far. From catch data analyzed to date
certain species, including largemouth bass, bluegill and trout, do not
appear to be successful in Box Butte reservoir. In the preliminary
stages of age-growth studies the growth rate for walleye, perch and black
crappie appear to be slow. In ~Iinatare reservoir the walleye are reproducing naturally and growth rates compare favorably to other reservoirs.
SUMMARY OF arHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED:

Assistance was given to the North Platte hatchery and other fisheries
biologists during the northern pike egg taking operations at Mother's lake.
Participated in eleven radio programs.
Attended six sportsmen ts meeting and gave talks regarding fisheries
problems.
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SUMMARY OF arHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED - Continued
Participated in the renotation job on Hackberry lake in Cherry
county.
Assisted other district biologists in checking the North Platte
Hatchery ponds to try to determine fish losses.
Test-netting and tests were made at Smith lake on the Crescent
lake Refuge at the request of the Refuge Manager.
Several days were spent in assisting in trout stocking.
Two days were spent with conservation officers during the
opening of pheasant season.
Help was given the Rock Creek Hatchery in disease control.
Several days were spent examining farm ponds and sandhill lakes
for stocking.
Attended several fisheries meetings during the year.

*****
DISTRICT II
Headquarters:
Bassett
Fishery Manager: Bruce McCarraher
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments:
Job No. 1 - Trout Stream and Lake Inventory Management
Job No. 2 - Sandhill Lakes Survey
The following is a brief summary of the work accomplished on
Jobs 1 and 2 for the calendar year 1955 A complete detailed report
on each job is on file in the Lincoln office and the district office
at Bassett.
0

SUMl'1ARY OF JOB No, l
Sampling stations were set up on the main trout streams in
District II, and checks made at intervals covering the following:
Temperatures, natural spawning, food organisms, chemical tests
covering o:xygen, carbon dioxide, alkalinity, pH, etc. Total mileage
and drainage information was collected on severaJ.of the streams as
well as some information as to fishing pressure.
Continued studies are necessary before complete management
recommendations can be made. Work 'Will be continued through 1956.
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s UMl .ARY

OF JOB NO

I

?

This study is to cover all sandhill type lakes in general; however,
several typical lakes have been selected for more intensive studies.
Many of the findings on these lakes will apply to others of the same
type, thus saving time in their future study,
The five study lakes are as follows (1) Swan lake, Holt county
(2) Cottonwood State lake, Cherry county (3) Hackberry lake, Cherry
county (4) Pelican lake, Cherry county and (5) I.Ong State lake, Brown
county.
Monthly tests and collections were made on the above lakes as well
on others within the district. Physical, chemical and biological
data was collected and studied as well as checks made on fishing
pressure, catch data, etc.

-as

Soundings were made and some mapping was done, mainly on the
study lakes. Sampling of fish populations was done by netting and use
of rotenone, Some fish collections were made during seining operations
by the State seining crew.
Comments resulting from studies to date follow for several of the
sandhill lakes:
BIG ALKALI LAKE, Cherry County
More study is needed on this lake but as an interim report it is
felt that there is a definite need for additional predator species.
Walleye is being considered for introduction in 1956. Introduction of
northern pike in 1951 has provided a good fishery the pest several yeDrs.
The growth of the northern is good - those collected reaching a length
of 20 to 24 inches at the end of their second summer. Additional stocking of northern is not recommended ct this time until results of walleye
stocking can be evaluated. Is is recommended th8t no additional
stocking of black.bass, bullhesd, crappie, bluegill or yellow perch be
ma~e until more data is collected and analyzed.
White be,ss stocked as adults in 1951 have failed to show up. It
may be the high alkalinity of this lake may be a f£ctor in their success.
Development of better recreation facilities and access would help in
promoting more fishing for the lake, thus helping to reduce the overabundant species such as bullhead and perch.
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COTTONWOOD STATE IA.KE> Cherry County
Studies to date indicate natural r-eproduction of bass, bluegill
and northern pike.
There is a danger of stunting in the bluegill unless the lake is
fished heavier.
The heavy population problem here slews up the

~ucccssful

harvest

of fish by the fishermen.

Destruction of bluegill nests may be tried during 1956, as well
as studies on the possibility of controlling the aquatic vegetction.
Additional stocking .is not recommended at this time.
HACKBERRY LAKE, Cherry Cotmty

This lake located on the Federal Waterfowl Refuge was rotenoned
u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service during the year and restocked
with bass and bluegill. It is to be managed as a bass and bluegill
lake. The rotenone job did not produce a complete kill. Carp and
bullhead are present in the la.ke · and some method of keeping them under
control will be attempted. .
· ;

by the

Additional stocking of adult black bass is recommended.
More information will be presented on this lake during 1956.
LONG STATE LANtJ, Brown County
Formerly an excellent bass lake, at the present time the
bluegill and black crappie have gained top position. An excessive
submergent vegetation problem is one cause of the pan fish increase.
Recreational facilities are good. There is a boat livery
available, also picnicking and camping groimds.
An additional predator species would help keep down the pan
fishes. Northern pike should do well in this lake.
Stocking of perch, bluegill, bullhead and crappie should be
discontinued as they ~re reproducing naturally.
PELICAN LUE, Cherry County
This is another lake located on the Federal Refuge. It is a
large lake \Ji th o.pproximately 819 surface acres. Pelican lake, a.a
with most of the larger sandhill lakes, is not fished heavily
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DISTRICT II, Continued
Pelican IP.ke, Continued
enough. Hundreds of fish are going to waste in such lakes because of
the small numbers of fishermen using them.
The lo.ck of overnight and other recreational facilities is one
drawback to fishermen coming long distances. Submergent vegetation is
also a problem here. Black bnss populations are excellent. The lake
also contains a high population of bullheads and good populations of
black crappie, yellow perch and bluegill.
Additional stocking of any of the above species is not necessary.
The primary purpose of this lake is for waterfowl, and fishing
must be considered secondary.
SWAN LAKE, Holt County

During 1954 the state seining crew romoved 520,300 black bullheads
all running from four to eight inches in length. There are still too
many bullheads in the lake for the fish to grow. An att~mpt is being
mode this winter 1955-1956 to remove as many bullheads as possible by
seining. Since northern pike have done well in past years future stocking should be with northerns and in addition black bass and bluegill.
WATTS IAKE, Cherry County
Located within the Federal Refuge this loke covers approximately

230 surface acres and is located just off of an oiled highway.

This lake shows great promise as a northern pike lake. Northern
fingerlings o.nd adult were introduced in 1955. It is hoped that the
northerns will help control the over-abundant perch and bluegill population now in the lake.
Stocking of northern pike will be continued until natural reproduction is adequnte.
Stocking of all other species should be discontinued until results
of the northern stocldng is evaluated.
Submergent vegetation here is also a problem as it is in most of
the sandhill lakes.
SUMMARY OF arHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED

Mr. MoCarraher was in charge of the northern pike egg-taking
~perations,

assisted by the other fisheries managers.
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SUMMARY OF OTHER WORK

ACCOMPL~

Physical, chemical and biological data w~s collected on mnny
other sandhill lakes ns well as form ponds and filed for future
use and study.
Considerable time was spent in providing information to pond
ownors as to better management for fish production.
An experimental project was carried on at the Volentine Fish
Hatchery in the production of northern pike fingerling by nctural
reproduction in hatchery ponds, It is planned to continue this
work in 1956 •

.All s.c.s. offices wero contacted several times and assistance
given and received regarding data on farm ponds.
Assisted with the stocking of trout from the Valentine and
Crawford hatcheries.
Inspected several lakes of individue.ls wanting to start private
fish hatcheries.
Attended several fisheries meetings during the year.
Completed ercdicotion project on the Hull State lake near
Butte. The lake bottom was seeded to rye and lcter restocked,
Assisted the Valentine Refuge personnel with spot eradication
work on Dewey lake.
Assisted in the investigation of the wall.eye loss at the North
Platte Fish hatchery.
Attended several sportsmens meeting and worked with sportsmens
groups on local fishery problems.
Participated in the 4-H group program at Long Pine,
Assisted with vegetation control work at Victoria Springs
lake and Arnold State lake.
Supervised several pond renovation jobs.
Assisted in one pheasant brood count for the game management
division.
Attended the Midwest Wildlife Conference at Purdue lhiversity in
Indiana where a paper was presented on the status of the northern pike
in North America sport fishery.

******
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DISTRICT III
Headquarters:
Norfolk
Fishery Manager: Elmer Carlson
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignements:
Job No4 3 - Grove Lake Studies and Management
Job No, 4 - Crystal Lake Studies and Management
Job No. 5 . - Gavina Point Reservoir Investigations
The following is a brief summary of the work accomplished on the
above Jobs, Nos. 3, 4 and 5 for the calendar year 1955. A complete
detailed report i~ on file in the Lincoln office and the district office
at Norfolk.
·

SUMMARY OF JOB NO, 3
Siltation caused by sand movement in the stream and bank erosion is
important to the life of this lake, and much work has been done to help
correct the problem.

A survey was made by members of the Game Commission district office,
the Antelope County Soil Conservation Supervisors and Work Unit Conservationists and the State s.c.s. covering the Grove lake area and watershed
and all parties are working together to try to control the silt problem.
To date the following has been accomplished.
Denuded areas around the lake have been fertilized, seeded and
mulched. Reed canary grass sod has been planted in various places along
the lakeshore and a plot started for future transplanting. Willows and
russian olive have been planted in sand draws.
Log dams and deflectors of several different types were constructed
in the stream above the lake to create cover for tr.out and to decrease
stream velocity. These have produced good cover but are not ·useful in
controlling silt.
Creek banks were also stabilized along sharp curves, and 200 feet of
the stream was rechanneled to prevent.erosion from a high bank.
Yearling trout, stocked have all.been marked by clipping the right
pelvic fin.
Creel ~ensus work and regular monthly checks of physical-chemical
and biological conditions were made throughout the spring, summer and
fall months.
Gill nets were used in fish sampling as well as data collected from
fishermen.
Spawning checks were made during spring and fall months.
Sand movement in the stream above the lake has been charted since
the lake was filled and seems to be slowing down.
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SUMMARY OF JOE NO,

3, Continued

During the fall of the year trout fishing improved. It was not
good through the summer months.· A number of the crappie spawners
introduced in 1954 were also reported caught.
Water conditions with a lack of oxygen in the lower depths was
much the same as last year.
Three diversion dams were constructed near the lake to control
silt.
SUMMARY OF JQh NO 4:
I

Crystal Lake was measured and soundings made with the help of
the operations crew, An outline map has been prepared with contours
showing various depths.
Samples of fish were taken during rough fish removal operations by
the state seining crew and will be processed at a later date. A small
amount of creel census work was done in the spring.
In order to keep up with developments at the Gavins Point
reservoir and Grove lake, work on Crystal lake studies has been
delayed.
The lake at the end of the year was very low. The state seining
crew plans to remove more rough fish early in 1956,

SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 5:
Biological studies on Gavina Point will be cerried on as a
cooperative study between South Dakota and Pebraska. Elmer Carlson,
district five fishery manager for Nebraska, and Ted Shields,
reservoir biologist of South Dakota, will divide the studies, thus
avoiding duplication of effort. Creel census sillnreys will be made by
Nebraska and fish sampling and rate of growth studies by South Dakota.
During the year all clearing of the reservoir area was completed
and brush pile: ·fish attractors constructed by the clearing contractor.
Four groups of three brush piles each were constructed along the
Nebraska side, and three groups of three piles each constructed on the
South Dakota side. Tops of piles will be eight feet under water when
the reservoir is full. Each brush pile is approximately 100 feet long
by 50 feet wide by ten feet high, held down by cables. Besides
attracting certain species of fish to these locations it is felt
that fish will also use them for cover spawning and source of food
supply. Each brush pile on the Nebraska side has been marked with a
buoy made of 100 lb 0 grease barrels painted and marked, and filled
with styrof oa.m. Signs will be placed on shore which will enable
fishermen to locate the piles,
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SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 5 - Continued
On Ju].y 31, 1955 water was first diverted through the dam and some
fishing started in the tailwaters immediately. Only a slD.D.ll amount of
fishing has been done so far in the pool formed so far above the dam.
Most fishing was done in the tailwaters, ResUlts of creel census work
so far show an estimate of over 91 000 to 11,000 fish taken by fishermen
between August 1 1 1955 and Decmeber 31 1 1955, or 10,000 lbs. of fish.
Species being taken were drum, catfish, sauger, carp, crappie, perct,
walleye, bullhead, sturgeon, goldeye, red horse and flathead chubs.
No s~ocking is planned by either state at the present time until
studies of natural reproduction have been made.
SUMMARY OF OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED:

A complete chain survey and sounding job was completed on Dead
Timber State lake with the help cf the operations crewc
Participated in a series of radio programs throughout the year over
W.J.A.G., Norfolk.
Helped in the winter sex ratio pheasant counts in January, and
several other counts during the year.
Some time was spent in surveying and mapping Goose stcte lake with
the help of the operations crew.
Four days were spent helping at the Sportsmen's Show in Omaha.
Fin-clipped 4 1 000 rainbow trout at the Gretna Hatchery before stocking
in Grove State lake.
An article on crappie was prepared for OUTDOOR NEBRASKA.

Rowell's State lake was checked and· sounded and fish samples taken.
Helped with the checking of fish after the rotenoning of Hackberry
lake in Cherry county.
An outboard motor carrier was built ,.d th the help of the operations

manager.
Kept in touch with the
of farm pondso

s.c.s.

district office regarding management

Helped with a seining job at Fremont State lake # 7 where carp were
dying.
Helped with stocking of fingerling catfish from Gretna Hatchery.
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SUMMARY OF OTHER WORK ACCOMPISISHED, Continued
Observed the use of an electric fish shocker used by the Iowa
fisheries men in the Missouri river.
Including some ponds mentioned herein, a total of 41 ponds were
checked for one reason or another.
Several sportsmens meetings were attended throughout the year.
Salvage work wos carried out on the following ponds, much of the
time with the help of the operations crew: Blyberg lake; Atwood lake;
State lake # 7 at Fremont; farm pond near Niobrara, and the Country
Club lake at Neligh.
Test seining was carried out at Pibel lake, the Vieierhenry pond
at Hoskins, and the Gayer pond at West Point. Results of these tasks
indicate that Pibel should be fished heavily for bullheads. Excellent
catfish also occur in the lake. Bass and bluegill growth has been
good. The Meierhenry seining indicated need of complete eradication
of stunted bullheads and the Gayer seining indicated a very good ·
population of game fish. Because of this, the proposed rotenoning of
the Gayer pond was cancelled.
Many ponds dried out because of the drought. Owners were visited
and attempts were made to show them that fish are expendable and also
the poor economics involved in trying to salvage in many cases.
Assistance was given in one drowning case.
Three tapes were cut for use by W.J.A.G., Norfolk.
The Meierhenry pond, Hoskins, was rotenoned with a resulting kill
of some 3500 stunted bullheads and less than fifty bluegill.
Approximately three weeks were spent working with the U.S.F.W.s.
on the Salt-Wahoo watershed development program, The work consisted
of obtaining data from various agencies, field observations, and
assisting in writing a report on recommendations for fish and wildlife
development of the proposed reservoirs.
Two days were spent working for the game division obtaining
biological information during the operning weekend of pheasant season.

An article on fishing in northeast Nebraska was written for
0 UI'DOOR NEBRASKA.

Improvements were ma.de on the laboratory with the help of the
operations personnel. Shelves were. built and the sink and cabinets
were enclosed,
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SUMMARY OF OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED, Continued
Two fisheries meetings :·were attended• An intra-state meeting was
held at Mullen in preparation of a meeting held at Alliance at which the
states of South Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, Oklahoma and Nebraska were
represented,

******
D!STRICT NO, IV

Headquarters:
North Platte
Fishery Manager: Orty E. Orr
Dingell-Johnson Job Assignments:
Job No, 6 - Public Power and Irrigation Reservoir Investigations
The following is a brief summary of the work accomplished on Job No. 6
for the calendar year 1955. A complete detailed report is on file in the
Lincoln office and in the district office at North Platte.
SUMMARY OF JOB NO. 6:
Mcconaughy reservoir, a large public power and irrigation impoundment
on the North Platte river in Nebraska, was studied from a biological point
of view with emphasis on the sport fish population. In· u similnr manner,
Harlan County reservoir, recently constructed on the Republicen rive·I' iri
southern Nebraska, was sampled, though less intensively, to provide
comparisons of new and old lake fish populations,
The chemical and physical data from Mcconaughy reservoir indicated
comparatively good productivity. The alkalinity range was desireable.
Some evidence of chemical stratificntion occurred during the late summer
in areas of greater depth, usually over 60 feet. OJ<ygen deficiencies were
noted in August at depths of over 50 feet. Thermal stratification was
found near the lower end of the lake at approximately 70 feet. It seemed
that wind action was sufficient to prevent thGrmnl stratification over most
of the lake.
The plankton population in McConaughy seemed good, a colonial form of
green algae became abundant in late summer. Plankton turbidity increased te
lower the secchi disk reading fron nine to three feet in late sunnner.
Bottom fauna organisms seemed to be relatively scarce~ Paucity of.
organic detritis together with a high population of coarse fish may have
been largely responsible for the condition.
Netting and seining operations provided evidence that the composition
of fish population was dominantly rough fish in McConaughy reservoir. In
Harlan Cotmty reservoir the species composition was reversed; game species
outnumbered the rough fish approximately six to one according to the gillnet sample. The situation in HDrlan County was brought about by the large
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S lMMAR! OF JOB NO. 6, Continued
year class (1953) white orappie, which in the third growing period had
attained an average length of only five inches, a good example of overpopulation and stunting. The walleye population in Harlan County had
made excellent growth and the white crappie were being utilized
occasionally as forage. The walleye population in McConaughy reservoir
were ma.king good growth when compared to that reported from other
states. Evidence was 1ncrea:soo that natural reproduction is supporting
the walleye population in McConaughy. The immediate future of good
white bass fishing seems uncertain as the 1953 and 1954 year classes
appear relatively weak. The large dominant 1952 year clcss will
likely provide another season or good bass fishing. Yellow perch seem
to be in rather good balance at the :Eresent. Other game ~pecies,
trout and channel catfish, seem to occupy minor roles in the population.
The trout because of scarcity of numbers and the channel catfish by
selectivity of angling.
The rough fish population was high and likely will continue to be
Grovth of the young-of-the-yc.:ar and yearling white bass
and yellow perch seemed below average, s situation that J'fl!J.Y correlate
with rough fish competition far food.
a problem.

SUMMARY QF OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISHED:
Several articles on fish and fishing were written for the North
Platte newspaper.
Participated in radio and television prosrams throughout the
year.
Several trips were made to the Rock Creek fish hatchery to assist
in treatment or diseases and control of aquatic vegetation.
Experiments were started this year in the use of carp pitUitary
extract in attempting to aid in taking of walleye eggs. More work is
necessary on this experiment.
Almost three weeks were spent in helping with the northern pike
spa'Wl'l taking program. Weather conditions prolonged the project this
yec.r.
Two highway-killed deer were picked up.
One sand pit was rotenoned to kill out all undesirable fish and
will be restocked.
Participated in the North Platte High School annual conservation
day program.
Attended several sportsmens meetings throughout the year.
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SUMMARY OF OTHER WORK ACCOMPLISH§P; > Continued
Aasisted in the observations:t made· .after the rotenoning of Hackberry
lake in Cherry county.
Several lakes were inspected at the request of the owners who desired
their lake be stocked.
Assisted in the checking of the North Platte hatchery ponds
determine cause of fish loss.

t~

North Platte hatchery ponds were treated to try and control the
algue growth.
Assistance was given in the rotenoning of the experiment lake at
Bridgeport.
Some spraying of chemicals was done at Ravenna lake to try to control
aquntic vegetation.
One week was spent helping at the State Fair exhibit.
Two days were spent in helping during the opening of pheasant season.
Assisted in several small salvage jobs.
Several fisheries meetings were attended during the year.
Assisted in taking brown trout eggs at the Rock Creek hatchery.

***** *
DISTRICT NO. V
Headquarters :
Wildlife Building, Lincoln
Fisheries Manager: Walter Kiener
Dingell-J~hnson Job Assignments:
Job No. 8 - Compilntion of Past Investigations
Job No. 9 - Qravel Pit lakes - Studies and Improvement
Job No.10 - Watershed Developments - .Studies c.nd Management
Job No.11 - Small Lakes Investigations
The following is.a brief summary of work accomplished during the year
1955. Detailed reports are on file in the Lincoln office.
SUMMARY OF JOB NO, 8:
lhtil the formation of the·District Plan, Nebraska has had only two
fisheries biologists. These men were used over the· entire state, ma.king
all types of investigations. No definite projects were worked on due to
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SUMMAfiY OF JOB NO. 8 1 Continued

lack of time; howover, much informntion was collected and filed for
future use. The above Dingell-Johnson Job was set up to compile tho
impcrto.nt facts for use by the present fisheries managers.
Tho Job
was completed and cancelled out during the yeo:r •.
A paper was written by Dr. Kiener coverirl6 a qunlitative
· phytdplnnkton reconnaissance of some of the Nebraska reservoirs.
One set of 256 duplicates of plankton samples were sent to
the Chicago Natural History Museum for identification. From these
samples 117 identifications were made and are on file in that
institution. An interpretnt!on of these findings were sent to each
fisheries biologist.
Other information, reports, scale sample~ and readings were
made available to the di~trict fisheries managers, and the balance
left on file in the district office for future reference.
SUNMAHY OF' JOB NO. :l..:
Dr. Walter Kiener, fishery manager for district five, resigned
August 31, 1955. A replncement for him has not been made to date
due to the scarcity of qualified fisheries biologists. Because of
this fact little was accomplished on this Job.
SUNMARY OF JOB NO, 10:
Work by Dr. Kiener b6fore his resignation consisted mainly in
keeping up on progress of the development of the Salt-Wahoo watershed
program. Some ponds were built under the s.c.s. plans and some of
these should mcke good small fish ponds. Others, however, consisting
of the so-culled dry dam construction will not.be suitable for fish
at an:y time.
EJ.iier Carlson, fishery manager for District three, was assigned
to help the Fish and Wildlife Service pmsonnel in making t;l, study of
twelve flood control reservoirs in the Salt-Wahoo watershed proposed
by the Army Engineers, and their effect on fish and wild life resources
of the urea. The most important aspect was to analyze and.appraise
the relative merit of increasing the size of conservation pools on
seven of the reservoirs. Approximately three weeks was spent in the
survey and writing of the report. The report was submitted to the
Secretary of the Nebraska Game, Forestation and Porks Cemmission to be
presented to the Commissien for their considerotion.
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FISHERY RESEARCH

1955
DISTRICT V, Continued
SUMMARY OF JOB NO....J:l:
During the two month period that Dr. Kiener wo."s ·here, six small
ponds were checked to help the owners.in providing better fishing.
Information was given to them on what should be done to improve the
lakes for fishing.
·as o.

This Job was started in July, 1955 and will be continued as soon
fishery manager becomes avr;ilable.

§U1MARY .oF OTHER JOBS ACCOMPLI8HED:
During the time Dr. Kiener was with the &partment in 1955 much of
his time wae spent in "trouble shooting". This consisted of investigation
of lakes where fish were dying, or to find out why fish were not growing,
etc. Sportsmens meetings were attended and talks given on fisheries
management.
mime wcs also spent in helping with the ordering and distribution of
laboratory supplies and equipment for the. district offices.
Many checks were mode on fish scales ond fish sent in by individuals.
Pcrticipated in the sportsmen's show in Omnho,
Time was consumed in rearranging the fisheries office and storage
room to provide more office space at the wildlife building.
One week was spent at the 4-H ConservDtion Comp at Chadron State park
instructing mombers relative to fisheries management.
·
Considerable time was spent in the study of Verdon State lake where
carp had been stocked heavily for several years in an attempt to contrcl
the heavy growth of vegetation. Th~ cnrp did not seriously effect the ·
vegetative growth in the lnke, nor wus fishing for cnrp good. It wos
decided .to drn'in the lake for the purpose of deepening the lake over most
of the nrea. This drcining has been completed and work will be started in
deep€ning the lake bottom in 1956.

******
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LAND MANAGEMENT DIVISION ..
by Jack D. Strain

INTRODUCTION
This Division is primarily responsible for the administration
of the Habitat Restoration Program (17-D) and the Sacramento Farm Wildlife Experimental Area (2.3-D) under the Pittman-Robertson Act
providing Federal Aid to Wildlife; the supervision and administration
of the seven State Parks, and the Reservoir Management Program.
Additional responsibilities are the administration of various
land use leases on department lands, liaison with appropriate
Federal agencies as directed by the Commission, and investigation
and analysis of the recreational potentials of proposed Federal
reservoirs.
The Division permanentl.v employs 26 persons, or about 15% of
the total, and is assigned 16% of the licensed vehicles of the
Department.
DIVISION ACTIVITIES
A.

•

Administration

This section is manned by one Supervisor and one Steno - Clerk
III. The Steno-Clerk also is responsible for clerical work of the
Enforcement Division.
This section is responsible for the administration of the
division programs and budgets, supervision of division field personnel
and maintenance of records, reports, correspondence, etc. pertinent
to the division.
·
As examples of routine acti"n.ties during the year, the supervisor: Originated approximately 1,300 pieces of mail, 97% of which
was first class; issued ten special reports to the Commission and
thirty-nine general operational directives to field personnel;
spent 117 days in the field, an average of 9.• 7 days per calendar
month, or approximately 40% of the wor~ing time, attended staf~
meetings as held and Commission meetings as required; made eight
public speaking appearances; submitted twelve monthly activity
reports, and participated in six arrests for Game Law violations.
Periodic administrative trips were made to the seven State
Parks and the District Headquarters in the pursuit of routine
activities.
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B.

Reservoir Crew

In 1952, the Commission entered into a Memorandum of Understanding
with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in which it agreed to assume management of project lands of the three reservoirs then proposed in the
Republican River Basin in southwestern Nebraska.

The purpose of entering into this agreement was to 4evelop the
lands according to sound conservation practices to increase wildlife

production and harvest; to make the lands available to the public for
free hunting and fishing; and to develop the recreational potential
from as ma.n.v aspects as feasible.
Under the terms of the agreement, all monies derived from subleases are spent back on the project.
The Commission assumed management of Enders and Medicine Creek
reservoirs in 1952, and Swanson Reservoir in 1954. Since these dates,
the Commission has derived income from the project in the amount of
$69,997.49, and has expended $81,844.57. Most of the deficit is
contained in the original capital expenditures for vehicles, equipment,
etc.
The project income far exceeds its annual costs of operation and
the costs of original equipment and regularly budgeted capital improvements are being amortized at a satisfactory rate.
·
By assuming management of these areas over 14,000 acres of land
has been made available for free hunting and fishing and other public
recreation. Since the project was initiated, it is estimated that
680,000 persons have used these recreational facilities.
In addition .to the recreational uses of hunting, fishing, camping, boating and swimming, sites are available for private cabins
and organizational camps.
A permanent crew of four men administers these three areas with
such temporary labor as is necessary in the heavy use season.
The first two or three months of the year were devoted to overhauling equipment, repainting signs, picnic tables, etc., cutting
fireplace wood, administering leases, bUilding fence and general
area maintenance.
Spring work started in April with 14,000 trees and shrubs being
planted at Swanson Lake. Agricultural leases were administered,
legume seed distributed to £armers for planting, auto gates installed,
tree cultivation commenced and roads worked.
As the Spring progressed, fireplace wood was hauled to picnic
sites, roadways mowed, outside painting accomplished and grazing
quotas assigned on grazing permits. Private cabin lots were surveyed
at Swanson Lake, public use areas were mowed and the recreation area
cleanups were begun.
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In July, irrigation of trees in the recreation areas was begun,
small grain harvest was supervised and as the summer progressed,
the routine cleanup and maintenance activities were carried out.
September started the fall activities. All grazing units
were checked, irrigation systems dismantled, terraces built,
and roads worked. As the fall season progressed, steel matting
and concrete culverts were· salvaged at the Harvard Air Base for
use in repairing the rock boat ramp at Medicine Creek and repairing roadways.
Harvest activities were supervised, two miles of fence
built, terraces surveyed, old fence salvaged and winter preparations begun to round out the year 1 s activity.

1955 saw the largest annual attendance since the project
began with a whopping 201,335 visitors at Swanson Lake combined
with 179,467 at the other two areas for a total of 380,802.

c.

District Land Managers

The District Land Managers are a relatively new addition
to the Commission staff being brought into existence with the
inauguration of the District plan of management in 1954.
Five Land Managers are employed, one to each district,
for the primary purpose of cvaiuating cover conditions within
their district and administering the Habitat Restoration Program
under Federal Aid to Wildlife to supplement natural cover and to
correct deficiencies either natural or man-made insofar as is
practicable.
These men are also available to
to land operators who are interested
habitat conditions on their property
ings, crop manipulations and various

provide teChnical assistance
in improving wildlife
through tree or shrub plantother conservation practices.

During 1955, the Land Managers made a total of 80 public
appearances, an average of sixteen per district, including schools,
F.F.A. groups, Boy Scouts, radio programs, sportsmens 1 groups and
similar youth, farm and sportsmens 1 organizations.
1.

Land Manager Project Leader
Wade Hamor, Lincoln, Nebraska

GENERAL STATEMENT: Having one Land Manager located in each of the
five district headquarters has proven to be a step in the right
direction. These men, being qualified game managers, are carrying
the entire story of procedures and purpose of the program directly
to the landowner. This was not possible under the old organization •.
In addition, these men assist farmers with other game and fish
problems when visiting the farms. Their technical training allows
them to go beyond the habitat restoration theme which fosters better
understanding and results in greater efficiency of manpower in the
field.
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The amount of nursery stock used each year is gradually being reduced
to insure quality plantings, More time needs to be spent with each
landowner interested in habitat restoration in order to insure his
continuing interest. If his interest lags or fails, so will the
habitat restoration program on his farm.
PERSONNEL: One Land Manager, William J. Bailey, Jr. was transferred to
the Grune Division during the year and was replaced by Jack w. Walstrom.
Mr .• Walstrom was taken from his temporary status with the Game Division
to fill the vacancy.
Charles v. Bohart, Land Manager, District r:v, reported to the Pr~ject
Leader's office December 19, 1955, to become acquainted with those
duties prior to his taking over the position January 1, 1956. A replacement has not as yet been selected to fill Mr. Bohart•s position.
SITE SELECTION: For the most part, all plantings are loc2.ted on land
not suited to the production of farm crops. The Land Managers work
closely with Soil Conservation Service personnel to assure themselves
that the developed site will fit in the farm plan. The major portion
of the planting sites are selected in cooperation with the s.c.s.
Leads on other farmers interested in the program are obtained from
the County Extension Agents, sportsmens' clubs, etc.
At the time each site is approved, the Land Manager obtains the landcwner 1 s signature on an agreement, measures the perimeter of the site
and rough sketches the site on the agreement blank, Detailed sketches
are later made in the office and are used by the planting crews at
the time the site is plantedo
GROUND PREPARATION: The farmer is responsible for all ground preparation. He is asked to fall plow the site where such action is feasible
and necessary and to disk it again in the spring prior to planting
operations.
FENCING: The farmer is responsible for fence construction with materials
furnished by the Project. Fencing materials are deliver~d directly to
the site by Project personnel. This operation was commenced in November
and is still in progress.
TREE AND SHRUB PLANTINGS: Tree and shrub plantings were accomplished by
three methods: (1) Project crews, (2) Contracts with Soil Conservation
Districts, and (3) Cooperators.
Project crews consisted of men from the Construction and Engineering
Division employed on a temporary basis for the planting season.
Project crews planted 470,059 plants in 165 wildlife areas,
crews planted 614,975 multiflora roses on 215 farms.

Project

Contract crews planted 45;~73 plants in 23 wildlife _areas.
crews planted 259,215 multiflora roses on 110 farms.

Contract
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Cooperators planted 109,595 plants in 95 wildlife areas.
planted 334,600 multiflora roses on 197 farms.

Cooperators

Replant by cooperators 59,348 plants in 196 wildlife areas.
plant by cooperators 38,725 roses on 196 farms.
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

Re-

planting stock used: 1,931,790
new wildlife areas established: 283
wild.life areas replanted: 196
new rods of multiflora rose fences established: 96,703
rods of multiflora rose fence replanted: 3,098

Total number of all plantings: 1,197
Total acres involved: l,L.58.5
Total number of wildlife plantings established since the project
was initiated in 1947: 3,686
Total acres developed since 1947: 5,744.5
Total plants used since 1947: 9,349,012
LIST OF NURSERY STOCK PLANTED

1955

SEASON

AMOUNT

SPECIES
Eastern red cedar

81,790
60,000
3,000
1,000

Russian olive
Chinese elm
Green ash
Wild black cherry.
Chokecherry
Nanking cherry
Sandcherry
Wild plum
Honeysuckle
Rhus trilobata
Lilac (common)
Dwarf ninebark
Cot one aster
Silverberry
Pine (Ponderosa)
Multiflora rose
Hansen Hedge rose

5,ooo

30,000
30,000

25,ooo
65,ooo

80,000
20,000

5,ooo
5,ooo
5,ooo
10,000
5,ooo

1,500,000
1,000
1,931,790

TOTAL

All Soil Conservation Districts were contacted and an attempt was
made to interest them in planting Project trees in 1956. Thirtyone Districts signed agreements to do this work and one or two
others are likely to sign after the first of the year. The thirtyone Districts will plant trees in about 45 counties during the
season.
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Eight Soil Conserv,ation Districts planted Project trees in 1955.
plantings enjoyed the same survival success as those planted by
Project personnel.
2.

The

District No. I Land Manager
Charles Keeler, Alliance, Nebraska

District One comprises the eleven counties in the Nebraska Panhandle. There is an interesting variation in this area so far as topography and climatic conditions are concerned. Naturally, theee variations provide for a diversity in the type of agriculture performed,
which in turn directly influences the distribution of wildlife.
Prior to 1955, habitat restoration was confined somewhat to the
Cheyenne tablelands south of the Platte River. This year was devoted
to the renovation of old plantings and evaluating cover conditions
throughout the District. A summary of this year's planting operation
appears in Table I. In 1956, the Sandhills and Box Butte tableland
will be included in the planting program. The Pine Ridge and certain
areas of the Platte Valley, which already provide abundant natural
cover, may not need much consideration in the immediate future.
There seems to be a wide distribution of game birds, particularly
pheasants, over the entire District, in spite of the fact that production of field crops is limited to specific areas. For this reason, all
of the Sandhills and tablelands north of the River and much of the
Pierre Plain in Sioux County are being considered for habitat improvements. This work is summarized in Table II which does not include
fifteen new areas still to be arranged f<?r•
Future work in habitat restoration in this District might include
There should
o.lso be some feature in a wildlife area that would be especially appealing to the rancher that has game birds on his place but no real protection for cattle. It has been suggested that the first row on the
leeward side should be a row of tall trees to increase the amount of
protected area at calving time. It ~v be necessary too, to adopt more
up-to-date planting methods. A scalper or tench planter should be made
available for work in the Sandhills where soil disturbance must be held
to a minimum.
a plan for ditch bank development on irrigation projects.

Table III shows the per cent survival by species for trees and
shrubs which were planted by machine in 1955. The survival for all
species is above the historical average for this area of Nebraska.
Potting Red Cedar prior to planting would increase their survival in
sandy soils. Watering all plants immediately after planting in heavier
soils would be most beneficial, if not a necessity.
The cost of planting logically falls into two categories, namely:
(1) Plants that are made available to cooperating landowners for handplanting, and (2) Plants that are machine planted by the Commission.
Separate cost records were not kept in 1955 for these two phases of the
planting •peration. The total cost, however, f•r properly disposing •f
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34,810 plants was $1,243.46.

This amount includes all the operational expense for planting crew and equipment.

With four Soil Conservation Districts as a medium for planting
during the 1956 season, it will automatically provide for a much
wider distribution of wildlife areas. It will at the saroo tiloo
lend increased impetus to the restoration project. It will, at
least in this District, save the expense of making far-flung trips
to make a single planting.
The Land Manager has attended eight meetings to talk before
small groups and lead discussions concerning habitat restoration.
Man..v other meetings have been attended in an effort to become
familiar with local situations. Ten minutes each month has been
devoted to explaining the need for habitat restoration over the
local radio and four releases have been made to the local papers.

TABLE III

1955 SURVIVAL DATA
PER CENT

SPECIES

(1)

Plum

76.1

(2)

Sande berry

74.9

(3)

Honeysuckle

72.4

(4)

Quailbush

64.8

(5)

Chinese Elm

63.6

(6)

Russian Olive

62.8

(7)

Chokecherry

57.2

( 8)

Lilac

.50.8

(9)

Red Cedar

50.2
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SUMMARY OF PLANTING OPERATIONS
1955

TABLE I
[

County

DISTRIBUTE
FOR REPLANT

OPERATIONS CREW

,
-1-:::-ri -!Areas Acres Plants

I

-·+·

Per Cent
Survival

·Areas

HAND
PLANTED
ON

Plants COMMISSION

-- LANDS --

(Sept.)

I

I

3.6

4,119

74

1

100

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,139

72

3

770

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.o

4,600

51

7

2,095

-

-

-

-

2

200

-

4.o

2,419

63

1

400

-

2

3.3

2,953

65

3

2,865

Scottsbluff

-

-

-

1

300

-

Sheridan

-

-

-

10

7,450

Sioux

-

-

-

1

300

66.6

28

14,480

Banner

l*

I

i

Box Butte

-

i

Cheyenne

3

I 5.7
I

-

Dawes
Deuel
Garden
Kimball
Morrill

TOTALS
~~

I
I

3

-

I2

11

I

I

I
I

-

- I

21.6 17,230

Denotes new planting
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3,100

3,100

SUMMARY OF PLANTING OPERATIONS

1955
TABLE II

1956

DISTRIBUTION

NEW PLANTINGS

COUNTY

REPLANTS

FOR HAND PLANTnG

--

No.
New
Acres
Plants
No.
Areas
Acres
Plants
Areas
Oooperators

Banner

1

2.5 1,915

-

-

Box Butte*

3

9.6 8,870

-

-

Cheyenne

4

12.6 8,665

Dawes

3

7.7 4,880

Deuel

-

- -

Garden

l

Kin,iball

1

-

t
j

~

J.7 3,790
3.0 2,550

-

Plants
•<.Uilllf

-

l

-

4
..

895

-

- -

:~

175
~

...

2

s.o

4,250

2

665

1

4.5

3,825

-

-

1

1.9

1,650

1

600
:

Morrill*

2

3.2 2,690

2

2.7

1,860

1

60

Scottsbl.*

2

9.6 6,055.

2

l.l

700

l

400

13

46.2 w.,002

-

-

-

-

1,140

-

99.6 81,557

8

Sh~ridan*

Slowe:

TOTAL

1

31

:I..$

-

-

15.2 12,285

·'

AVEMGE:
Per Pl()t
Per Acre
~~Denotes

-

10

2,135
~~:J'c···'

.

.3.2 2,63t)
816

1.9

808

cooperating Soil Districts
.

1,536

·•

·'

69

273

3. District No. II Land Manager
Kenneth Johnson, Bassett, Nebraska
Wildlife Plantings Established During 1955
During the past year, a total of 130 550 trees and shrubs were
planted in District II. Of this total, 86,587 plants wero planted by
department personnel with the use of department equipment. In many
cases, the value of the department planting is by providing a demonstration showing what can be done by habitat improvement. The fact
that the remaining 43,963 trees and shrubs were issued to private
landowners who made arrangements to do their own planting illustrates
this fact.
Wildlife Planting Site Selection
The 1956 program has been altered in favor of increasing the
planting stock allotment as well as turning the planting operations
over to the Soil Conservation Service wherever possible. All of the
s.c.s. districts have been contacted in District II and in all but
one county, agreements have been signed. In the one county not signing a contract wi~h the Game Commission, neither a tree planter or
planting crew is maintained. Under next year's program, the number
of areas has been increased to 88 and the planting stock allotment
has been increased to 135,ooo plants.

To da.te 1 approximately 63 cooperators have signed agreements to
have improvement plantings established on their places during 1956.
Man.v of the areas represent sites where only limited planting or
simply_ fencing is necessary to increase the value for wildlife. · Together with the normal planting, a special grouse improvement planting will be initiated. The planting sites for these areas will be
somewhat larger than the normal plantings, and intentions are to
plant only a few areas of this nature until their value can better
be determined.

.
County

No. Areas Estimated Planting Site Requirements No. Acres
-·- ----·-V-- . .
--·-Boyd
6
14, 2'55
11 •.5
Brown
8
22.4
23,949
Cherry
10
38,486
36.7
*Custer
16.7
13,384
9
Holt
15
32,592
34.3
Kava Paha
5
17,097
14. 7
*Rock
6
9,262
8.5
Valley
13,692
11.9
4

-

-~

I

63

*

162,717

Incomplete Totals
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156.7

Meetings Attended
Perhaps one of the most valuable meetings attendad was one
at which Dr. Ward Sharp, Leader of the Pennsylvania State Cooperative
Wildlife Research Unit, was present. Dr. Sharp was Manager of the
Valentine Refuge from 1935 to 1943, and has been in contact with
the sandhill country ever since. At this meeting held in Valentine,
Nebraska, Dr. Sharp was able to give some suggestions for cover improvement but perhaps most important, was able to describe the
changes that took place durir..g both drought and wet years and their
effects on wildlife populations. ·This was a joint meeting of both
Game and Land Managers and man.v valuable ideas were derived.
Other meetings attended include a Sandhill Woodlands Meeting,
a cooperative endeavor of the Soil Conservation Service and Extension Service; a tour of the s.c.s. Sandy Farm in Pierce County;
4-H annual meeting at Long Pine; Wranglers Club at Burwell; and
the Gordon Community Club at Gordon. At the latter three, a discussion of Game Management and Nebraska's Habitat Program was
discussed.
Cover Analysis
The writer is not in a position to give a detailed evaluation
of cover conditions in the district; however, a general condition
exists thatca.n,.be reported on. Most of the area within the
district has received less than normal rainfall. Thus the carrying capacity of the land has been reduced, but livestock raisers
have not reduced their herd numbers to correspond and over-grazing
is prevalent. The immediate effects of this loss of habitat for
native grouse popuiations will probably not be apparent until
spring nesting time. Reduction in spring nesting cover would
normally bring about a reduction in the next fall's grouse population. In addition to the reduction of grasses, there has also
been a loss of clover which grows naturally in wet meadows. It was
the opinion of Dr. Ward M. Sharp, Leader of the Pennsylvania
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, Pennsylvania State College,
that clover is an important forage food for grouse. Therefore, the
drought conditions accompanied by over-grazing will very like~Y
have detrimental effects on the grouse population.
Most of the lakes within the district are lower than they have
been for many-years, or as in the case of some of the smaller lakes,
have dried up completely. This approaches the situation that is
described in a Reevaluation of Plant Communities within the Pheasant
Range in the Nebraska Sandhills by Dr. Sharp, at which time favorable conditions for the pheasant occurred. This being only the
first years of a drought, many of the conditions described in the
bulletin are not, as yet, present.
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Russian Thistle, a plant that has been scarce for the last
few years, was noted to be much more common this past summer and
fall. This weed is recognized by some sources as an indicator
plant of overall conditions favorable for pheasants. The above
conditions lead one to suspect that we have a situation which
favors a pheasant population increase.
Cooperation With The Game Division
Assistance was given to the Game Division in making game
surveys,. operating deer checking stations, and in various other
activities. While these a.ct:lvities are pointed out under a
separate heading, they should probably be considered as part of
the normal duties.
Other Activities
Various newspaper releases have been originated on cover
development and other game and fish topics. These news articles
are released to the papers in the district.
The writer further worked at the State Fair, assisting in
the operation of the Game Commission's displa..Y booths.

4.

District No. III Land Manager
Jack Walstrom, Norfolk, Nebraska

The writer assumed duties as Land ~Ianager for this district on
August 1, 1955. The one week prior to this date was devoted to an
indoctrination period with the writer accompanying William Bailey
(who was transferred t6 Alliance as Game Manager) on tours of the
district to become acquainted with procedure, plant species, and
habitat developments in this section of Nebraska. The activities
which were engaged in the remainder of the year included: (1) Working with the Work Unit Conservationists in each of the Soil Conservation Service districts to contact landowners interested in wildlife
plantings; (2) Preparing planting diagrams; (3) Working in cooperation with the Grune Management Division during pheasant and big game
seasons; (4) Meeting with interested groups to explain our habitat
development program; (5) Spot checking established habitat areas and
multiflora rose sites.
HABITAT lEVELOPMENT AREAS
During the summer months, many requests had come into our
district headquarters, as well as the Soil Conservation Service
offices, for consideration as habitat areas. These landowners were
called upon to determine the suitability of their plots for our
plantings.
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William Bailey had met with the Soil Conservation Service Board
of Supervisors in each district to discuss with them the terms of the
Game Commission planting cont.ract. Ten counties have signed agreements to date, agreeing to plant all multiflora rose and wildlife
habitat areas within their respective districts. The remaining eleven
districts do not have planting facilities and would rather not invest
in this equipment. The following is a breakdown of wildlife areas
that will be planted in District III during the spring of 1956:
WILDLIFE AREAS·- DISTRICT III
County

No. Areas

No. Plants

Acres

Antelope*

4

9,196

7.90

Boone~~

3

7,544

6.48

3

4,273

3.67

2

3,306

2.84

Dakota
Dixon
Dodge

7
1

17,320
768

14.88
.66

Greeley

22

39,880

34.26

Knox. ~.

4

10,045

8.63

Madison~}

1

2,887

2.48

Nance.,'f

1

885

.76

Burt~*-

Cedar*
Colfax
Cuming

Pierce~~

1

4,004

2

5,471

3.44

Platte*
Stanton

1

1,921

1.65

1

1,.502

1.29

53

109,002

93.64

4.70

Thurston
Washingt.on1r
Wayne
Wheeler
TOTALS
~*"

Those

f!our.rt. i o.s which bav€ si gued Game Connni ssion planting agreements •
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Due to the extremely dry conditions which have prevailed during
the past three years, much of our planting stock has not been successful in surviving, therefore our replacement has been abnormally high.
Approximately seven wildlife areas will have to be entirely replanted
next spring.
MULTIFLORA.ROSE SITE SELECTION
At the time this report, is being prepared, we are still receiving
requests for multiflora rose plantings. Consideration is being given
those sites in which fall preparation is not an absolute necessity.
A total of 71 sites have thus far been contracted for.

1956 MULTIFLORA ROSE PLANTINGS
County

No. of Plantings

Antelope*

3

8,390

Boone-*
Burt*

3

19,700
4,260

3

Cedar*
Golf ax
Cuming

4
3
9

Est. Stock

9,940
29,280
16,500

Dakota·
Dixon
Dodge

2
2

8

6,800
3,720
24,190

Greeley

2

3,700

Knox~t

1

11,350

Madison-}f-

3

11,000

Nance~}

1

1,000

Pierce~}

1

1,000

Platte~t

2

3,480

Stanton

4

6,950

10
10

16,660
21,140

Thurston
Washingto n~t
Wa..vne
Wheeler
TOTALS
~} Tho~

199,o60

Counties which have si gued Game r.ommi ssi on plA.nting agreements.
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In addition to the aforementioned number of new sites, an
additional 95,085 multiflora roses will be needed to replace that
portion of previous plantings which did not survive, mainly due
to drought conditions.

COVER CONDITION EVALUATION
Cover conditions in District III have changed but little in
the past year. On one hand we have corn that was left standing
because it was of too poor quality to pick and, on the other hand,
we have situations encountered where the corn was cut off for
silage leaving land almost devoid of cover. There is an ever increasing tendency for farmers to utilize the new chemical sprays
to eradicate plum brush and woody thickets.
Our bird populations are benefiting from the slow but steady
progress which the Soil Conservation Service is making throughout
the district. More hillsides are being terraced with the result being
that ~v fields are being broken down into smaller units thereby
increasing field boundaries which benefit our upland bird populations.

Manv of the shelterbelts were planted by c.c.c. crews in the
1930 1 s and have at this time grown beyond the stage where they are
beneficial to our game birds. Grazing of these shelterbelts has
further detracted from their usefulness.
MEETINGS ATTENDED
Two very successful programs were given in conjunction with
the Soil Conservation Service 7th and 8th grade conservation days.
The land manager was invited to attend and participate in programs
in both Cedar and Madison County. Advantage was also taken of the
opportunity to appear on the County Agents' weekly program. A news
release was issued to all newspapers in this district.

COOPERATIVE WORK WITH GAME DIVISION
With the advent of our pheasant and big game hunting seasons,
the land manager was asked to lend a helping hand to the Game
Division in the quest for information which will help to better
manage our game populations.
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5.

District IV Land Manager
Charles Bohart, North Platte, Nebraska

It is impossiblA to sever wildlife, regard.less of the specie
or type, from land. It is equally as impossible to consider land
and its relationship to wildlife without considering habitat or
cover. Wildlife is a product of land and a direct relationship
exists between cover and land and its ability to produce and sustain wildlife populations in desirable quantities and qualities.
The work of the Land Manager in District r:l is directed toward improving and restoring cover that will prove beneficial to
wildlife indigenous to the area. This wildlife is primarily upland game birds, principally pheasants and quail, but includes
grouse and prairie chicken in certain limited areas. The effect
of cover improvement upon other wildlife species is not overlooked.
The majority of land ~n Hebraska is held under private ownership and nearly all improvements and restoration of adequate cover
conditions must be carried on in cooperation with landowners.
Sportsmen should, and in cases do, realize that we owe more to the
farmer than permission to hunt.
In order to promote better wildlife habitat conditions, landowners are encouraged to take steps which will provide and maintain
cover requirements for species in their locality. Contract is also
maintained with other organizations that are concerned with land
management.
Landowners are provided with assistance by the Game Commission
in the form of technical and physical help. Planting stock is
available for establishing new cover areas and improving those in
existence. Fencing material is furnished to protect cover areas of
all kinds.
During the 1955 planting season, 52 winter cover plots and
seven rose hedges were planted by the Game Connnission on privately
owned land. 105,032 trees and shrubs were used. In addition,
49,790 trees and shrubs were delivered to landowners and organizations for establishing new plantings and 45,696 were distributed
for replanting in old areas. The total number of trees and shrubs
planted in District IV was 200,518.
In addition to activities required in preparation for the above
plantings, the following work was carried on:

1.

Pheasant sex ratio counts and crowing counts were
made in cooperation with the Game Division as were
grouse and quail counts.

2.

Assistance was provided the District Fisheries
Manager in obtaining data at Lake McConaughv.
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3. One meeting was held with the County Soil Conservation District Board of Supervisors in each
of the eighteen s.c.s. Districts located in
District IV.

4.

Survival counts were conducted on wildlife plantings made in past years.

5.

Five days were spent at the Game Commission
exhibit during State Fair Week.

6.

A survey was conducted on the Enders and Medicine
Creek Reservoir areas with Fish and Wildlife
Service officials and Grune Commission officials
to provide information for planning on future
reservoirs.

7.

Assistance was provided the Fish and Wildlife
Service with cover planning on the proposed
Sherman County Reservoir site.

8.

The Bridgeport checking station was operated
during antelope season with 89 antelepe being
checked.

9.

Hunter bag checks were conducted during the
first two week-ends of pheasant season.

10.

The Bridgeport and Cody checking stations were
operated during deer season with a total of 487
deer being checked.

11.

Two week-ends were spent working with Conservation Officers on air-ground patrol activities.
Additional off-duty hours were spent assisting
with routine patrols.

12.

Eight public appearances were made before
various groups and five radio programs were
participated in. Six articles concerning
habitat were written for release to District IV
newspapers.

13.

Management of the Pressey Park area was assigned
the District IV Land Manager and considerable
time was spent on this project. Additional work
was carried on at State Recreation Grounds at
Hayes Center, Johnson Lake, and Wellfleet. Some
time was also spent on the Sacramento Wildlife
Experiment Farm at Wilcox.

14. Thirty-eight farms were checked and plans made
for cover improvements during 1956.
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It is difficult to make one statement that will suffice for
cover conditions throughout District IV. Considerable cover continuooto be lost through burning of odd areas and cutting out
natural woody cover for various reasons.
Landowners often have good sound reasons for burning and
cutting, but many times the same objective could be reached by
means which would be far less damaging to wild1.ife. Often the
good gained by eliminating a cover area does not approach the value
of the wildlife which was lost. It is difficult to show landowners
just how wildlife does benefit them but gains are being made in this
direction, and although the gains may seeem srna.11 there is little
choice but to continue.
Nebraska wildlife comes from privatel,v owned lands and the
majority of it will continue to do so. It is possible to acquire
public land for wildlife, ibut it would be difficult to acquire
enough to meet the needs of Nebraska hunters. Even if this were
possible, it would be unwise to disregard the potentia.l of privately owned lands for raising wildlife.
Repeated corrt acts with landowners have shown that they are
willing to have wildlife on their lands and to assist in its propagation wh3re practical. It is important that sportsmen directly,
by good relations with landowners, encourage them to provide for
wildlife. It is equally important that sportsmen indirectly, through
the Grune Commission, provide technical. and mat~rial assistance for
the same purpose.

6. District V Land Manager
Clarence Newton, Lincoln, Nebraska
The year of 19.5.5 was my first complete calendar year with the
department. In accordance with the anticipation expressed in my
first annual report, the past year was indeed a period of pleasant
associations with my fell ow workers, and I look forward to the coming
year with equally pleasant anticipation.
The following is a breakdo-wn--by monthly periods--of my activities
and accomplishments;

January
A large portion of the month of January was consumed by preparation
of planting diagrams. In the field, eighteen land operators were
contacted, and sites were selected for five rose plantings, two nesting sanctuaries and one wildlife area.
Simultaneously with the field work, a few roadside pheasant counts
were made to obtain sex ratio data for the Grune Division.
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February
In office work, the preparation of planting diagrams
continued. In the field, twenty land o~rators were contacted,
and planting sites were selected for fourteen new rose plantings,
three replant rose plantings, one nesting sanctuary, and one
wildlife area.
A group of seventy-five F.F.A. boys were the audience for
a presentation on the habitat restoration project.
March
The preparation of planting diagrams again consumed most
of the office time. In the field, twenty-two land operators
were contacted, and sites were selected for twelve new rose
plantings, two replant rose plantings, two nesting sanctuaries
and one wildlife area.
Films and a short talk on habitat restoration were presented to 135 members and guests of the Otoe County Gun Club.
April
The majority of the field work in this month consisted
of assisting the planting crews and deliveri~ planting
stock. There were ten land operators contacted, and planting
sites were selected for two rose plantings and three nesting
sanctuaries. Inspections were conducted at twelve wildlife
plantings.
A talk on habitat .restoration was presented to twentysix members of the Nehawka SportsmenSs Club. Instruction on
hand planting of trees was given to 315 Boy Scouts and their
47 leaders. The planting crew was assisted in a demonstration in mechanical tree planting for two groups, a 4-H group
of six, and an Explorer Scout group of thirteen.
Pheasant census work was corxiucted in cooperation with
the Garre Division.

Considerable time was consumed in the preparation of
records and reports on the planting season. In the field
work, six land o~rators were contacted. Inspections were
conducted at seven wildlife plantings.
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May - Contd.,
A film was presented to 47 school students and eight instructors at the Adams County Soil Conservation School Day.
A crowing cock count and a pheasant roadside count were
conducted for the Grune Division.
June
In field work this month, seven land o:r:e raters were contacted,
and planting sites were selected for two wildlife areas, and one
wildlife area was scheduled for a replant. Three wildlife plantings
were inspected.

A talk on habitat restoration was presented to thirty leaders
192 Boy Scouts were instructe4 on the hand planting

of the F.F.A.

of trees.

A crowing cock count was conducted for the Game Division.

In field work this month, thirty-two land operators were
contacted, and planting sites were selected for four new rose plantings, one replant of roses, and nine wildlife areas. Forty-six
wildlife plantings were inspected.

A pheasant brood count was conducted for the Grune Division.
Aupust
In field work this month, twenty-three land o:rx;rators were
Gontacted, and planting sites were selected for six r0se p~antings,
one wildlife area, and one wildlife area was sc.heduled fo1· replar.Lting.
Eight leaders of a 4-H group were assisted in conducting fiftyfive boys on a conservation tour.
The Information Division was assisted in the preparation of the
State Fair ex~_'bit.
A pheasant brood count was conducted for the Game Division.
Two days annual leave were included in this month.
Five wildlife plantings were inspected.
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September
In field work this month, twelve land operators were
contacted. The planting site for one rose planting was selected,
and one wooded area was selected for fencing to promote natural
growth of wildlife cover. Ten wildlife plantings were inspected.
A Game Commission exhibit was presented at a field day for
the Swedeburg Watershed with 500 people attending. Eight da_.ys
were spent on duty at the State Fair exhibit. A film and a
short talk were presented to twenty-five members of the Lutheran
Brotherhood of Syracuse.
One-half day was spent controlling a fire on the Plattsmouth Rifle Range area.
Five days annual leave were included in this month.
October
In field work this month, nine land OP1rators were
contacted. Seventeen wildlife plantings were inspected.
A fifteen-minute radio program on habitat restoration was
presented with H. Schultz of the York County Soil Conservation
Service. A talk was presented to twenty-six members of the
Farm Bureau. A talk on wildlife management was presented to
twelve members of the University Bird Club.
Two days were spent on road patrol and game bag check for
the Game Division.
November
In field work this month, twenty-five land operators were
contacted, and planting sites were selected for two new rose
plantings, one replant of roses, and five wildlife areas. Five
wildlife plantings were inspected•
A talk on habitat restoration was presented to forty-three
members of tl'e Pawnee City Chapter of the F.F.A. A brief talk
on habitat restoration was presented on a field trip with
twelve members of the Henderson Chapter of the F.F.A.
Four days were expended on travel and work on a deer checking station for the Game Division.
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December
In field work this month, nineteen land operators were contacted, and planting-sites were selected for three rose plantings, and·
one wildlife area. One wildlife area was scheduled for replanting.
Six wildlife plantings were inspected.
A film and a short talk on habitat restoration were presented
to thirty-five members of the Denton Unit of the Farm Bureau.
The relatively small numbers of land operators contacted and
rose planting sites selected is largely due to >the fact that Soil
Conservation Service personnel in several counties have accepted
the responsibility of signing up co-operators for the multiflora
rose program.

1955

Planting Season

Wildlife habitat plantings accomplished in
follows:

1955

are as

Game Commission crews planted 29 wildlife areas and 82 miles
of rose fence on 115 farms. Soil Conservation District crews,
working under contract, ·planted 23 wildlife areas, five nesting
sanctuaries and 65 miles of rose fence. Land operators themselves
planted 241,614 plants partly as replants in older plantings ..
Cover Conditions
A major factor in the picture of cover conditions continues
to be the removal of Osage orange hedges with the resulting loss
of important cover for the quail. It is felt that the program
for multiflora rose must be continued as the only chance to replace some of the cover which is vanishing so rapidly with the
Osage orange.
It is difficult to evaluate accurately the overall effect of
the exceptionally dry year on the cover conditions. With a shortage of good pasture, cattle were turned in to marginal pasture
areas where the cover might have gone undisturbed by grazing in
normal conditions. The failure of corn crops in many-areas stimulated the practice of cutting the com for silage leaving little in
the way of winter food or cover. Sorghum grains obtained less height
and had to be cut short in the harvest, leaving very little cover.
Both corn and sorghum received a heavier than usual load of grazing.
On the other hand, where the wheat crop was poor, the light stand
of stubble, after harvest, did not shade out the ground. The
result often was a good stand of weeds coming up. Also, there are
corn and sorghum fields, in the failure class, that remain untouched by harvest or grazing. Another favorable aspect of the dry year
was the probable boost to hatching and rearing success in the spring.
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Of course, the lack of moisture had its adverse effect on
survival and growth in the habitat plantings • However, field
inspections revealed that with particularly good care the plantings could be brought through the season.
Recommendations

•

~-~

In view of the fact that post planting care of trees and
shrubs is so important in these dry years, it is reconnnended
that the land operator be required to accomplish the planting
job in all future habitat developments. This is based upon
the premises that ofily through exhibiting his willingness to
undertake the job of planting can a man prove himself to be
interested enough to care for the development in the future.
Annual allotments of planting stock will have to be curtailed
somewhat until an education program can increase the numbers of
interested land operators, but the quality of the average planting should become higher.
It is recommended that the various agencies charged with
road maintenance in the state be contacted to investigate the
possibility that they would be willing to pay landowners to
maintain permanent snow fences of multiflora rose or other low
hedge types. It is felt that the cost of maintaining man~made
snow fences is high enough so that these agencies could save
money and pay the landowner enough to make him interested.
Sununary
The accomplishments under the upland Game Habitat Restoration Project are reflected in the following totals:
Land operators contacted •••.•..•.••..••.•••
Rose sites selected •.••••••••••••••••.•••••
Nesting sanctuary sites selected ••••••..•••
Wildlife area sites selected ••••••••••.••••

1955

203

55

8
21

Planting season results are as follows:

Planting crews planted:

52

wildlife areas

5 nesting sanctuaries
147 miles of rose fence

Land operators planted:

241.,614 plants

The dry weather experif>nced in 1955 had a number of favorable as we] l as unf av01•able effects on game and game cover
conditions.

It is recommended that the habitat restoration project be
continued, but on such a scale that landowners who are willing to
do the planting themselves will absorb the entire allotment of
planting stock, and that we attempt to win the cooperation of the
various road maintenance agencies to encourage the use of multiflora rose as permanent snow fences.

7. Sacramento Wildlife Development Project
GENERAL STATEMENT: This project is rapidly approaching the point
of becoming a maintenance project rather than a development project.
Seemingly, the only development which might be practical is the
further division of some of the existing fields into smaller units
and planting of multiflora rose to establish permanent boundaries
for the smaller fields.
PERSONNEL: One part-time man was hired for one week to assist with
tree planting operations. One temporary laborer was hired for five
months to assist with cultivation activities. The foreman was
assigned to this project from January 1, 1955 to October 10, 1955.
GROUND PREPARATION: The ground was prepared for planting six miles
of multiflora rose on existing terraces; for the seeding of 21.5
acres of alfalfa adjacent to the new rose plantings and for the
five-acre tree plot. The latter consisted of plowing shallow furrows
in the buffalo· grass and weeds.
FENCING: Only minor repairs of boundary fences were necessary.
fences had been damaged by drifting snow.

The

TREE AND SHRUB PLANTINGS: Six miles (1,920 rods) of multiflora
rose fences were established on terraces. These rose fences will
act as permanent field boundaries. Thirty thousand multiflora
rose plants were used in this operation.
Five-hundred Hanson's hedge rose were planted in the experimental
plot located in the extreme southeast corner of the area.
The five-acre plot located in the northwest quarter of this area
was planted with the following:
Cedar
Russian Olive
Honeysuckle
Wild Plum

2,000

4,000
3,000
3,000

These plants were set in the bottom of shallow furrows and received
no cultivation.
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HERBACEOUS PLANTINGS: Twenty one and one-half acres of
alfal.f a were planted during this period. The plantings were made
in 20-foot strips on each side of the new rose fences. The area
immediately adjacent to the roses were left unplanted to allow
for cultivation.
CULTIVATION: The three widlife areas were clean cultivated again
this year as were the six miles of new rose plantings. The
conifers in the shelterbelts were cultivated between the rows but
no attempt ~as made· to cultivate in the rows.
TERRACES: The construction of terraces was completed during this
period. Approximately 27 miles of terraces now exist on this area.
MISCELLANEOUS: The difficult task of removing old foundations and
junk from abandoned farmsteads was completed in March. Cisterns
and silo pits were filled and sMoothed over with dirt.

D.

State Parks

Nebraska has seven State Parks. Of these, four are under
acres in size and might more properly be designated as
Historical Sites. The State Parks are the only sub-division of
the Commission which is financed in any part by tax funds.
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Following are the individual activity reports of the Park
Superintendents:
Arbor Lodge State Park
SUPERINTENDENT:· Grant McNeel
LOCATION: Nebraska City
Mission:
Preservation, maintenance and display of the former home
of J. Sterling Morton family, and care of the grounds on which are
growing a large variety of trees, shrubs and flowers.

Summary of Activities
January
Checked fire hydrants, fire alarm system and extinguishers.
Placed one water hose in the garage--attached to water outlet
and one similarly attached in the mansion basement.
Shop work--built new ceiling in Work Shop.
Repaired tools and machinery, inc~uding snow plow, tractor and
sprayer.
Put new battery in Dodge pick-up T-1040.
Greenhouse--propagating new plants for gardens, care of growing
plants, Geraniums, Ferns and others carried over winter.
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January - Continued
Snow plowing after heavy snow storms to clear roads and especially
to make sure that fire trucks can get through in case of fire.
Regular office records, reports, requisitions, plans, etc.

February
Checked hydrants, fire extinguishers, ala.rm system. Recharged
soda acid type extinguishers and weighed C02 tyPe. Replaced old
six-volt "hot shot" electric fence-type batteries in fire alarm
system. (These furnish D.C. current ... -trouble light and standby
supply).

Snow plowing when needed.
Complete renovation of shop room--cut doorway into storage room,
built in tool racks, caulked windows and cracks.
Greenhouse work--care of plants, etc.
Office work--usual vouchers, records, reports, etc.
Banding elm trees for Canker worm control.
March
Thorough cleaning mansion--rugs, windows, walls, pictures, floors
and furniture.
Repaired nine park-lawn benches and repainted same. Repaired and
painted picnic buildings and bulletin boards, road work, replaced
soil in greenhouse benches and planted flower seeds to be used in
gardens, and grass seed on lawns. Removed wint.er cover from rose
garden and cleaned entire grounds, including picnic area, monument
square, roadsides, etc,
Approach to the new entrance at the northwest corner was graded and
graveled.
·

Mansion opened to· the public on the first of the month.
Special events:
Arbor Day festivities on the 22nd. Attendance
300
Girl Scouts from Lincoln
Attendance
1 080
Total
_1;380
Regular cleaning, guiding, admission of visitors and such other
duties that add to the information and satisfaction of visitors.
Cleaning grounds, picnic area, monument square, maintenance of the
greenhouse plantings, gardens, graveled walks, trees, shrubs and
stablea exhibits.
Plantings out on the grounds - 15 Western Junipers (grown in our
nursery plots), 10 Douglas fir seedlings, 10 Ponderosa pines, 10
Scotch pines, 5 Western Buffalo berry shrubs, and 10 Pin oak sdls.
Trimmed and cut back old shrubs, which quickly grow up into better
looking plants. Planted Florabunda roses, Spireas a.rxi Red Barberry
shrubs. Also, planted 10 Pin oak trees five to six foot size and
6 White Birch. Hauled new soil where needed in gardens.
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Special groups:
Omaha Forestry Club study group ••••••••
60
High School Choir concert •.•.••••••••.••
300
Seventy school groups •••••••••••••••••• 1,400
Picnic groups, attendance around •••••••
.500
TOTAL
2,260
Entrance piers and new iron gates installed.
Planted gardens and other flower beds. Mowing, watering and other
maintenance of lawns and gardens, including hedge trimming, work
on graveled walks and picnic grounds.
Spraying trees and shrubs; also some weed spraying was done.
Other work included mowing park with tractor mower, road work,
scything weeds, gravel hauling, removing the old entrance pillars,
stop sign and concrete work. Transplanted plants from greenhouse
to outside flower beds. Repair work.
June
Mowing and irrigating lawns, ·gardens and other flower beds.
Harvested bluegrass seed in park--about 1.50 pounds.
Shop work--general repairs, etc. Cultivating flower beds and the
young trees. Re-worked gravel trails, trimmed hedges at the
gardens and east part of the Park.
Sanded and painted new gates one coat. Sprayed weed killer and
sodium arsenate tyPe on brick walks for killing grass.
Dug 75-fGet trench and relaid part of the tile. Fence repairs.

Specia.lGroups - Girl Scouts

..................... 100

Reception of guests and visitors, regular guiding, house cleaning,
looking after ticket sales and other duties.
Weekly mowing lawns and· gardens, cultivating flowers, trimming
hedges, scything, tractor mowing of Park, irrigating lawns and
trees. Repairs--overhauled tractor motor. Also, repaired power
mower, road and trails worked over.
·August
Special Groups:
4-H Clubs • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • 25
Offutt Air Base • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 30
New Exhibits:
Ostrich plumed hat of 1890 and framed doily by Nora Paterson.
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August - Continued
Regular daily cleaning and maintenance. Reception and guiding
visitors.
Repairs - Old Settlers cabin chimney and the greenhouse chimney
top,caulking and resetting glass.
Mowing and irrigating lawns. Hedge trimming, cultivating garden
and other flower beds. Repairing main meter pit cover. Road work,
maintenance picnic grounds and monument area.
Received from factory 709 square feet of excellent wool Wilton
carpeting and laid same in Reception Room and on the main stairway,
Installed new pl~yground swing.
Regular weekly cleaning of brick walks and drives; also the garage
and shop rooms,

The mansion routine work and outside activities were much like the
previous month except for a few addition~l things. The triangle
of pavement which lie·s between Highway 75 and the entrance paving
at the east gate was completed. This job was done by contract in
accord with the State Engineer's permit and detailed specifications.
Painting hail screen which was removed from the greenhouse for that
purpose, work constructing new sign board and painting with several
coats of paint plus the white enamel finish.
October
Regular reception of visitors, guiding, cleaning and arranging of
'3Xhibits.
Outside work consisted mainly of r~ad work, hauling dirt and
gravel, planting grass seed on lawns, threshing blue-grass seed,
rr1owing, irrigating and picnic ground care. Building iron pipe
standard and supporting bracket for the Arbor Lodge sign. Set same
in concrete to insure that it remains vertical and firm. Finished
mowing with tractor mower.
Painted concrete steps of the three porticos, sun parlor and the part
around the west; also, heavy concrete railing- around the two back
stairways. Drained fountains and out side water taps. Dug and stored bulbs and transf·erred the geraniums and other garden plants to
gr~enhouse for winter protection.
Did the lettering of the new Arbor Lodge sign.
November
l'iansion closed to the public until April 1, 1956.
Cleaned up mansion completely before closing for the winter.
Checked all fire hydrants, fountains, fire extinguishers and the
alarm system. One hydrant which does not drain was pumped out and
tested for leaks.
Shop - some repairing, painted 50 steel posts with aluminum paint.
New woven wire for east line fence stored until springtime.
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November - Continued
Covered meters and unprotected water outlets.
Installed Arbor Lodge sign.
.,
Repaired fence at northwest corner and along west side of park.
Had truck checked and a complete repair job on any defects found.
Removed all roses from trellises and winterized with pine needles.
These needles are returned to the pine grove as a ground cover
and mulch in early spring. Painted understructure of ten picnic
tables. Tops will be enameled in springtime. Installed snow.fence.
December
Started trimming under limbs from pine grove which are being shaded
out. Thorough cleanup of leaves and trash near buildings and along
brick walks. Dragging roads, tree work--quite a number of dead and
decrepit trees are being removed. Office work--inventory, annual
report and other records. Painting of walls and ceilings of
basement (furnace room).
Checked hydrants, extinguishers, etc.

Chadron State Park
SUPERINTENDENT: L. M. Snodgrass
LOCATION: Chadron
Ylission
Protection, preservation and display of 1,500 acres of pine
ridge area within the Park and operating the Federal and Stateowned fire fighting equipment.
Operation manager of all major and minor projects, park
employees, three to fifteen throughout the year. Rental of cabins,
group camp 250 capacity. Swimming pool, boating lagoon, bathhouse,
complete laundrv, camp grounds, major water system, major power
system, eight miles of roads, picnic areas, store and care, office
and pony rides.
New Improvements:
Two new dual public latrines were built equipped with frostproof flush-tYPe stools, each with water supply and septic tanks,
sewer disposal.
One new garbage pit 250 ft. long, 10 ft. wide, 10 ft. deep
was built. The back filling on the water and sewer lines and
installing of new equipment in the seven new cabins was completed.
One new merry-go-round and new swings were installed in the playground. New water heater was installed in the Park caf e. Threehundred feet of sidewalk and six concrete porches were built at
the group camp. New public a.d.d.ress system with three speakers was
installed.
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Summary of Activities:
In addition to routine activities of operating the park
facilities, one barracks 20 1 x 70 1 and one barracks 20' x 24' have
been lined inside with sheet rock and 1 x 10 ship lap. The other
barracks, which is also 20 1 x 70', was also finished. The small
barracks was completely reshingled.
The entire park was rewired and all secondary lines put under
ground nnd about one-half mile of new primary was built to the picnic
area. Two time clocks were installed in the picnic area--one turns
the lights on and off and the other one blows a horn 30 minutes before
the lights go off.
All the cabins and group camp buildings, pump houses, shelter
houses and log cabin have been completely rewired. Two floodlights
were installed adjacent to the mess hall, one on the kitchen side and
one at the front door. A large exhaust fan was installed in the
kitchen of the mess hall.
Built five new fireplaces in the picnic area and relined and
repaired eight of the old ones.
Built a boat dock in the north end of the lagoon near the
shelter house; the bo~ts were always hard to get into without the
dock.
Installed a new shallow well pump in the basement of the
Superintendent quarters; also, a 180-gallon supply tank.
Sprayed all the poison ivy and poison oak in the north end of
the Park and in the camp area.
Installed a traffic count~r in the entrance of the park; also
installed a public address system with one speaker in the administration area and one in the group area, built about 80 rods of line for
the system.
Installed four new lavatories and four new stools in the girls
barracks; also, remodeled the bathroom in same.
Poured cement porch floors on seven of the cabins, three water
front and four east side.
Painted ho tables green and 10 benches. Salvaged all the old
overhead wire and removed all the old posts that were used f cr
secondarv power lines.
Installed five chrome dinette sets in the east side cabins and
we installed six apartment-size gas ranges, and two electric refrigerators in the east side cabins.
Built an extension onto the driveway into the shop and also one
on the end of the sidewalk to the office.
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Dug a .new garbage pit in the south area about one-half mile
south of the shop; also covered and buried the old pit which was
located near the north ar~a.
Repaired and maintained all the roads and grounds in the park
and all other maintenance, such as mowing the park and picnic areas,
at least once a week; also maintained the golf course.

Put

u~

several loads of alfalfa and cut and baled some hay for

the deer.

Ponca State Park

SUPERINTENDENT: Dallas Johnson
LOCATION: Ponca
Mission
Preservation of native Missouri River Bluff area within the
park and operation of the rental cabins, group camp, recreation
areas and related activities.

Summary of Activities
A major capital improve~ent was the construction of a new
swimming pool and bathhouse. A large parking area has been cleared
and rea~v to finish this spring.
During the winter months, old trail signs were hunted up, repaired and painted. Also, tl"e picnic tables were hauled in and
repaired and painted.

In the spring, we started mowing the picnic areas eariv. Built
30 new fireplaces. Cleaned out the trails and put up the signs.
Did house cleaning in all the buildings; also, did repair work on
them. Cut a pile of posts and peeled them, and set them to keep cars
off the grass at the east shelter house.
During the summer, we had a lot of picnickers and werebusy wi.t1'
the cabins and group camps. The exterior of all the buildings was
painted. Did a lot of road work and mowing. A concrete drive was
built to t re river for loading and unloading boats. Also, floodlights
were put along the river bank.
During the fall and early ID.nter, I built a concrete walk and
steps to the Superintendent ts office and also tc the residence on the
hill. Put new concrete drives in the gara.g~ and rebuilt the doors.
Painted shingles on the shelter house and toilets. Buzzed wood and
cut down old tref".s and cleared them away.
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Stolley State Park
SUPERINTENDENT: John Tooley
LOCATION: Grand Island
Mission
Preservation and display of historical buildings. Operation
and maintenance of r·ecreation area and tree plantations. Display
of deer herd.
Summary of Activities
January
This was a quiet month here, with very few visitors.
The frequent snows accumulated to six to eight inches,
but the roads were kept open with the Ford tractor pusher.
February
Still much snow to contend with.
Painted the interior of the bathroom, utility room and the
kitchen.
March
Weather opened up and brought a good manv visitors,
We razed and cleaned up the old building known as "Fort
Independence". Graded all the roads and hauled gravel where
needed, Cleaned up the winter accumulation of tumble weeds,
brush, etc.
April
Busy season had started. Several large school gatherings.
Sanded, repaired and painted 15 picnic tables. Rebuilt guard
fences and filled the pools on Rock Garden with dirt, and did considerable wall and rock work.
Built and erected a large Martin house. Established and
planted a new rose bed, and a large chrysanthemum bed, setting in
325 plants. Erected a new sprinkler line to these beds.
Additional road work done; cleaned the back garden and all
gravel walks. Started to mow~ covering about half of the public
areas.

Sanded and painted 12 new picnic tables. Rebuilt and repaired the sewage disposal system. Prepared the .flower and nursery
beds and planted trees, shrubs, flowers and bulbs. Reseeded and
fertilized the house lawns. Installed a new water line and put
down a well in the picnic area. Painted the garage roof.
Mowed all areas. General sununer maintenance.
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June
Many picnickers and visitors now, including Day Camp for 450
Girl Scouts.
Planted 100 roses. Put in an additional water line and in-.
stalled a new pump for the main water system. Mowed and baled the
first cutting qf alfalfa. Hauled wood to the fireplaces. Cleaned
the irrigation ditches, cultivated and weeded the shrubs and flowers.
Cleaned the roads, walks and drives. Started watering of lawns.
Ran the cement footings for the marking of the historical· "Fort
Independence".

Overnight camping - 46 fa.'llilies.
Hot and dry all month, cutting the dail.v attendance. Precipitation during July 1.30 inches with a deficiency of 2.91 inches since
January.
Kept irrigation well running all month. General summer maintenance of mowing, cleaning and road work.
Installed new traffic signs and counter.
August
Actual count of visitors 11,817 leads us to think we have been
extremely conservative in our past estimates. Overnight camping, 34
cars, 135 people.
Only a trace of preciptation during this month, our main concern
being, therefore, to save our trees by irrigation. We irrigated
around the clock, along with the general summer maintenance.
Received six orphaned fawn from District I, and built a nursery
pen for these.
§eEtember
Total ca.mp groups 9, people 27.
Received a light rain on September 18; the first for 39 days. On
September 24 and 25, a total of 2.05 inches.
Concentrated wholly on irrigating along with keeping picnic areas
clean.
·
Started work on the installation of modern rest rooms, built cesspools and well vault.
October
Still had three campers.
Practically all working hours spent on capital improvements; built
a foot bridge in picnic area, completed new brick well vault for rest
room; footings for the building and readied building for moving; drilled
new· irrigation well in the east end; dug well vault; completed brick
laying in vault and built steps in vault. Drained water lines for the
winter.
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November
Completed cesspool installation for rest room; dug ditch for
the water lines; moved and installed electric line to this site.
Completed all work on the new irrigation well and pump house
in east end.
Dug and stored canna bulbs; hauled dirt; sawed wood; winterized rose beds; hailled feed and used lumber; general maintenance.
December
Extremely cold with snow and ice until last week of December.
We did cut down 60 dead trees and kept the roads open. Moved young
deer to large pen.
SUMMARY:

The past year has been a gratifying one to us.
We accomplished a great deal in the w~y of improvement to the
Park and its facilities, with a minimum of expense and with agreeable employees.
The Park was a beautiful sight despite the drouth--spring
orchard and lilac blossoms, summer flowers and beauteous lawn and
tree areas.
The public relations have been excellent. We thoroughly
enjoyed meeting and visiting with the overnight campers; all were
well satisfied with the facilities offered, though there is a need
for further improvement and manv have made return trips.
We are well organized to pick up in the Spring where we left off
and push ahead. Just hope it will be financially possible to continue
an improvement program, and that Mother Nature sees fit to smile upon
us,
Victoria Springs State Park
SUPERINTENDENT:
Howard Jones
LOCATION: Anselmo
Mission
Operation of recreation facilities including boating, fishing,
picnicking, ball and playgrounds, and rental cabins.
Summary of Activities
Victoria Springs State Park is located on Highw~v 180 North
of Merna and East of Anselmo at the "Gateway of the Sandhills 11 •
This was the first season for the new cabins and it is felt that
the public response was very good.
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The 1955 income figures on the miscellaneous and reservoir areas
reflects the drought conditions that were prevalent this year, while
the: increased park income would seem to bear out climbing attendance
data and improved facilities.
Income was up at all State Parks with the exception of Stolley
and Ponca. Ponca had the Group Ca.up facilities closed for the remainder of the season when pool construction was begun on 22 August.
This was necessary due to housing the ref orma.tory inmates in these
facilities, Stolley income is limited to a small hay acreage which
will probably be eliminated entirely.
Comparative park income is shown in the following table:

1955

1954
Arbor Lodge
Chadron
Niobrara
Ponca
Stolley
Victoria Springs

$ 4,009,95

$ 3,962.1)

10' 002. 44;~
6,571.10
1,197.00
47.62

8,736.39
4,812.85
1,511.75
79.81
17.59

595. 45{~

$19,120.54

* Additional

$22,423 •.56

Percent of Change
plus 2
plus 13
plus 27
minus 11
minus

40
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plus 15

Cabins

In relation to the above, it should be pointed out that rent
and miscellaneous fees charged employees residing at the parks is
not considered in the income figures. Such fees are calculated in
advance and appropriated as a part of the budget,
B.

General Data

In the 1954 Annual Report, a rather thorough statistical
analysis was presented on Nebraska's State Park and Recreation Area
expenditures, incomes, and areas as compared with the national average.
It was pointed out that Nebraska spent 68% of her park and
recreation budget for operation and maintenance and 32% for capital
improvements compared with a national average of 62% and 38%
respectively.
This year, it is interesting to note that Nebraska, for the
first time, has beaten the national average, spending 37% of her
budget for capital improvements compared with a national average
of

36%.

This is an encouraging trend, illustrating that we are becoming more efficient in our operations thus making a larger percentage of the budget available for permanent or capital improvements, and that more funds are being made available for such
improV'elTlents.
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Nebraska1s income from recreational properties continues to
lag behind the national average when compared with expenditures on
a percentage basis. This is primarily because Nebraska does not
charge entrance, parking and similar fees that are common in parks
in the Eastern United States which hold
the average.

up

Nebraska's park and recreational income was 20% of total expenditures for the last reporting period (1954 - 1955 fiscal year)
compared with the national average of 26%. Nebraska1s income was 31%
of her operation and maintenance budget compared with the national
average of 41%.
Both of these percentages reflect gains, however, as in the last
period Nebraska's income was 14% of total expenditures~ a gain of 6%
this year over last, and her income percentage of the operation and
maintenance budget last year was 23% compared to 31% this year--a
gain of 8%.
No State Park system in the United States is self-supporting.
It is axiomatic that capital improvements are written off to the
public welfare.
Probably the most usual measure of the efficiency of operation
a park system, but possibly not the best, is its ability to
annually absorb its cost of operation and maintenance. This ability
is tempered by the initiative of the administrators in imposing the
necessary fees, the willingness of the patrons to pay them, and the
ability of the management to operate efficiently and economically
and to carry on a thorough program of preventative maintenance.
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New York State has the largest park system in the United states
from an annual expenditure standpoint, and a very extensive fee system,
yet her income in the 1955 reporting period was only 25% of her total
expenditures and 38% of her operation and maintenance costs.
The following table shows income percentage of expenditures of
other Midwestern or comparable ststes:
Percent Income Of
Percent Income Of
Oper. & Maintenance
State
Total Expenditures
Expenditures

*

iH~
iHH~

Nebraska
Iowa
Kansas
Colorado
Wyoming
South Dakota
North Dakota
Oregon

.31
.13

.20
.08

.75

No income data
No income data

.011

.29

.os

,75
.012

.31
,09

*Limited system: Total expenditures of $2,730 and income of
$2,050, primarily concession.
~~

~HH~

Does not include Custer State Park, which is operated independent
of the South Dakota State Park system.
Oregon is in the same general population category as Nebraska.
Oregon 13% larger in 1950.

In 1955, cabin rental rates were raised at
such facilities. This was the first such raise
changes were designed to raise income from .09%
table indicates results on an income per person

Total
Guests Housed

Chadron
Niobrara
Ponca

Total
Income

the State Parks providing
in eight years. Rate
to 15%. The following
housed basis:

Income Per
Person Housed

1954

1955

1954

1955

1954

1955

2,807
1,205
162

3,611
1,121
148

$3,555
$3,641
$ 714

$5,071
$3,861
$ 604

$1.26
$3.02
$4.40

$1.40
$3.44
$4.08

%Change
Income Per
Person
Housed

plus 10
plus 13
minus 12

This table points up some interesting facts: First, cabin guests
appear to be more transient at Chadron than any other park, thus the
lower rate of income per person housed, as the same rates are charged
at all parks.
Second, the housing of prisoners at Ponca State Park during the
construction of the pool with resultant loss of the group camp for part
of the summer definitely cut cabin attendance. This, coupled with the
fact that some temporary contract labor was housed at a "cost of operation11 fee rather than the usual rental rate, resulted in a lower income
per person figure than the previous year, ·in spite of the general overall rate increase July 1, 1955.
Thi~d, Niobrara housed 7% less total guests in 1955 than in 1954,
yet income was 6% greater, indicating the income gain was solely on the
strength of the rate increase.

C.

Attendance

This year, for the first time in the history of the Nebraska State
Park system, automatic traffic counting devices were installed to aid in
more accurate attendance estimates.
Heretofore attendance was estimated solely on the basis of car
passenger samples and random counts.
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On the basis of passenger counts of several thousand vehicles, an
average figure of 3.99 persons per car was established in 1952. This
figure was applied to the machine count of 1955 with a result that
shows that previous estimates were far too conservative.
Strangely enough, the average number of persons per car varies
considerably from park to park, probably based on the proximity of
the park to a population center. Next year, a base figure will be
determined for each individual park with the consequence that future
estimates should be entirely accurate over tre period of a year.
The following table shows estimated attendances, by parks, for
the past several years:
1945
Arbor Lodge
5,673
Chadron
21,020
Niobrara
23,300
Ponca
14,925
Stolley
13,300
Victoria Spgs.
3,778
Fort Kearny
TOTAL

81,996

1948

1950

1953

1954

1955

19,636
36,750
39,300
38,300
25,850
12,019

24,707
61,842
48,300
47,300
27,930
9,6h5

40,722
65,070
54,000
42,900
18, 850
11,499

35,060
79,498
60,475
36,350
19,850
l0,48o

8,000

58,843
84,780
91,170
62,963
40,463
29,584
15,000

171,855

219,724

233,041

249' 713

382, 803

Total attendance at State Parks and Recreational Areas in 1955 is
estimated to be as follows:
State Parks
Reservoir Areas
Recreation Grounds
Total

382,803
380,802
200 2 000
963,605

It is notable that for the first time in several years, Chadron .
State Park dropped from the attendance lead. There are several reasons
for this: (1) Because of Chadronts geographical location as the park
farthest aw~y from population centers and cold Spring temperatures, all
other parks exceeded Chadron 1 s attendance for the months of January
through April. Two exceeded it in May and one in June; (2) Chadron is
dependent upon vacationists for much of its attendance, receiving 62%
of its attendance in the months of July and August; (3) State Highway
#19, from the City of Chadron south to the Park, was rerouted and
complet~ly reconstructed in 1955 which no doubt reduced the potential
attendance, but without question, the new road will add to the future
attractiveness of the Park; (4) Automatic traffic counting devices were
not installed until June; therefore, attendance figures at all parks
prior to the June figure are estimates only and, of course, subject
to human error, however, this does not detract from (1) and (2) above.
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There can be no doubt that attendance at Nebraska's State Parks
and Recreation Areas in 1955 exceeded any year in the past. This is
in line with the nation-wide trend, with attendance at State Parks
and related areas in the United States increasing 5% over the previous
year, and with tent and trailer camping increasing by 25%. This last
is an extremely significant figure, indicating a national trend toward
camping vacations and away from the use of cabins, hotels, motels and
similar more expensive accommodations.
The continued upward trend of attendance at State Parks and
similar areas which has taken place since World War II apparently has
no end in view of an ever increasing population.
It behooves all agencies responsible for anv phase of planning,
financing or operation of park facilities to anticipate not only tod~v's
and tomorrow's needs, but also the recreational needs of our State and
Nation twenty-five to fifty years from now.
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GAME DIVISION
Administration
Lloyd P. Vance - Supervisor
Jean Marie Clark - Secretary
Game Farm
Orden E. Allen - Superintendent - Norfolk
John F. Stephen - Foreman - Sacramento
State Trapper
Harold Miner - Trapper
Federal Aid
Pittman-Robertson
•

J. Henry Sather/Phil Agee - Project Leader
'stanley E. Smith/
Wm. J. Bailey, Jr.
Harvey Miller
Ray Linder
Dan Heyl
George Schildman

- Game Manager - District I
-

Game
Game
Game
Game

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager

-

District II
District III
District IV
District v

Special Pheasant Study

Phil Agee/ Ray Linder
Max Hamil ton

Janice Bacon - Secretary
Erma Jensen - Secretary
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PERSONNEL CHANGES
Mr. Stanley Smith, who served as Game Manager in District I, accepted
the position of Refuge Manager for the Fish and Wildlife Service at
Mud Lake, Minnesota, in August, 1955. Stan started with the Department in
July, 1954 and during his year as Game Manager, laid the ground work for
our survey work on deer and antelope.
Dr. J. Henry Sather terminated his employment on August 30, 1955 to
become Professor of Biology at Western Illinois Teachers' College, Macomb,
Illinois. Beginning in 1948, Hank conducted a study of the ecology of
muskrats in the Sandhills, contributing much to our understanding of these
animals and their management as furbearers. In May, 1954, Hank assumed the
duties of Project Leader, planning and directing the statewide program of
surveys and investigations on game.

Mr. William J. Bailey occupied the position of Game Manager in District
I following the resignation of Stanley Smith. Bill t~ansferred to this
position after working since August, 1954 as Land Manager in District III.
He is now responsible for work done on the deer and antelope in Nebraska.
Mr. Raymond Linder began work with the Game
when he was named Game Manager for District III.
July, 1954, had not been occupied prior to Ray's
Nebraskan, Ray came here from Iowa State College
of his education in wildlife.

Commission in June, 1955
The position, created in
hiring. A native
following the completion

The vacancy created by Dr. Sather•s resignation as Project Leader was
filled in December, 1955 by Mr. Phillip Agee. Phil began work with the
Department in August, 1954 as part of an investigative team assigned to
intensive research on pheasants.
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1955 PUBLIC APPEARANCES
Times
Appeared
Phil Agee
Orden E. Allen
Bill Bailey, Jr.
Max Hamil ton
Dan Heyl
Ray Linder
Harvey Miller
Harold Miner
J. Henry Sather
George Schildman
Stanley E, Smith
John F. Stephen
L. P. Vance

3
0

Number in
Attendance
290-plus

29

1105

2
4

80
277

7

464
39

2
0
3
3
0
0

5

98
525

805

OUTGOING MAIL
20,857 pieces
16,897 pieces

Game
Federal Aid

37,754 pieces
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PHEASANTS - EXTENSIVE SURVEYS
General:
Extensive surveys of Nebraska's most important game bird, the ringnecked pheasant, ar6 carried on each year with the cooperation of many
pers~ns including various commission personnel and rural mail carriers.
Th€ latter group provides extremely valuable extensive survey data.
Generally, over 600 carri€rs covering more than 100 1 000 miles, return
tabulations of upland game seen on four days of route driving. These surveys are run three times a ysar: winter, spring, and summer. Population
indices for the pheasant (also f~r the bobwhite quail and sharp-tailed and
pinnated grouse) are thus obtained.
Commission personnel, including conservation officers, game technicians
(fish, game and land managers) and certain other employees,carry out surveys
designed to obtain additional population data. During 1955, conservation
officers contributed valuable inf~rmation on broods and hunter bag checks
beside participating in the spring pheasant inventory while g~.me technicians
engaged in winter sex ratio counts, spring pheasant inventory, pheasant
trood studies, end hunter bag checks.
Winter

1954-55:

Winter statewide sex ratio data obtained from mail carriers and game
technicians showed 89 and 90 cocks per 100 hens observed respectively.
When the number of hens observed was increased by one-third to take into
account the hens that nonnally escape notice, a proportion of 66 cocks
per 100 hens was obtained. From this we assumed that the spring breeding
population contained approximately 1,5 hens for ee.ch cock. This was later
borne out by the spring pheasant inventory.
The eastern part of the state had slightly fewer cocks p€r 100 hens
than the state average, probably indicating a relatively greater hunting
pressure, while the western part of the state showed a greater number of
cocks per 100 hens suggesting a lighter hunting pressure in that area.
The important inference which can be drawn from the winter surveys is
that in spite of the low pheasant population, insufficient harvest of the
cock pheasant was obtained. Far too many extra cock pheasants were carried
into the breeding season for no useful purpose. It is b6lieved that at
least another 30 per cent of our cock population could be harvestsd without
detrimental effects.
Spring

1955:

Spring pheasant population data Were secured fran counts by mail
carriers and from crowing counts, and roadside counts by commission personnel.
Mail carriers' data revealert that the spring breeding population was
per cent lower in 1955 than in 1954, and that they saw the greatest number of cocks per hen since 1951.

19
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The statewide crowing peak appeared to occur ~bout the second week
in May. The index from crowing counts indicated the spring cock population to be about the same as in 1954, yet the 1955 breeding popUlation
was considered lower because it was composed of a greater percentage of
cocks (determined from winter and spring sex ratios) than in 1954. The
integral part of the breeding population, the hens, were therefore fewer
in number in 1955 than in 1954, thus lowering the 1955 breeding potential.
Roadside counts provided good informe:tion on harem size. As was exp€cted, because of the high sex ratios, the size of the harems was small.
Ninety-two per cent of the observed harems contained one or two hens per
cock, with 67 per cent of the harems consisting of only one hen. The average harem contained 1.4 hens.
Summer

1955:

Summer pheasant population figures from the conservation officers'
sight records and the rural mail carriers' counts showed 24 per cent and
13 per cent declines r~spectively.
Reproduction data from the mail carriers were invalid because of
the lateness of the survey this year. However, the conservation officers'
sight records revealed 4.8 young pGr hen, which was identical to the average obtained last year. This young-per-hen figure by itself indicates
good reproduction, but in view of the lower number of hens, total production was apparently poorer than in 1954.
Game technicians' data showed the hatching peak to be about the first
of June, although considerable hatching took place over a period from midMay to mid-June.
Fall

1955:

Hunter bag check information revealed that 71 per cent of the 1,137
pheasants examined in the field were young of the year, or 2.4 young were
killed for every adult. This was considerably lower than the 4.6 young
killed per adult in 1954. The lower percentage of young killed in 1955
probably reflected the poor reproduction in 1955 and the large number of
adult cocks carried over from 1954. It is not known i f the age ratios
of birds bagged in 1954 and 1955 were differentially influenced by altered
hunted hours (one-half hour before sunrise to sunsbt in 1954, and noon to
sunset in 1955).
Data pertin6nt to hunters' bags indicated that the hunter had better
success in 1955 than in 1954, even though there were apporently fewer
birds in most places.
Discussion:
The findings obtained from the various sources discussed above were
unanimous in indication. Although there were some localized increases
in 1955, the statewise pheasant population continued the decline begun
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in 1953 (see graph). Winter and spring sex ratios indicated light hunting
pressure during the 1954 season,illustrating that hunting pressure was not
responsible for the decline in pheasant population levels.
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INTENSIVE STUDY OF THE LIFE HISTORY
AND ECOLOGY OF THE PHEASANT

This study was inaugurated in August, 1954 as a concrete effort
to secure facts needed to understand the ringneck and to manage him
intelligently. The following report describes the principal accomplishments of this intensive research program during its first
year.
The work is being done on three study areas near the towns of
Fairmont, Clay Center and Harvard, Their locations in the state
are shown on the accompanying map (Figure 1),
Habitat Evaluation:
In the interest of making basic evaluations of the study areas
to make it possible to detect changes in the habitat, the three study
areas (totaling about 27 sections) were cover-mapped at intervals
throughout the year.
This work showed that about 96 per cent of the acreage of the
three study areas was under intensive agricultural use during 1955.
Wheat and corn occupied about one-half of the total acreage, oats
and milo being the only other important grain crops. Waste areas,
a cover type readily used by pheasants, were limited to building
sites, wet basins, fence-rows and roadsides. Land in hay and pasture
offered scant cover for pheasants. Pastures had been grazed to a
height of one or two inches while hay, during most of the year, had
been mowed to a height of four inches or less, These two crops occupied about 15 per cent of the total acreage of the three areas.
In addition to this information, detailed records were kept on
the density and height of the crop in each field, the weeds present
and the total cover afforded pheasants (measured in per cent of
sunlight penetrating the canopy).
This, with subsequent information, will be correlated with
changes in pheasant populations in an attempt to learn to what extent cover changes influence pheasant numbers.
The positions of pheasants seen on the areas during the year
were recorded. By this method, information on cover type preferences
of the pheasants is being obtained.
Pheasant Censuses:
Several methods of establishing population figures were used.
These included intensive use of crowing counts, roadside counts,
brood counts, and aerial census, Since figures yielded by the first
three methods constituted indices to the populations, not actual
P?Pulations, they are useful only in detecting trends by comparison
with data from succeeding years. These comparisons will be made in
later annual reports.
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Figure 1.

Locations of the Study Areas

Aerial counts, made on the three areas during January and February,
gave us an accurate late winter population figure for each area. This
was the first time aerial censuses of pheasants were used in this state
and probably the first time that pheasants in Nebraska have been enumerated
reliably on areas other than very small tractso
Since sex of birds could not be determined from the air, concentrations were flushed by ground crews to obtain sex ratios.
The results of this census method are shown below:
Area

Total Population

Sex Ratio

Fairmont

179

Harvard

269

4.8
1.4

Clay Center

730

J.,6 hens/cock

hens/cock
hens/cock

Nesting Studz:
An attempt was made during the summer to obtain information on production of young pheasants on the study areas. Valuable information was
gathered regarding nesting habits of pheasants, approximate rate of nest
success and agents of nest destruction.
One hundred thirty-two nests containing a total of 1,021 eggs were
observed during thE study. Distribution, in reference to cover types,
is showrJ. on the following page:
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Cover Type

Per Cent of Nests

59

Roadside cover
Alfalfa

12
8
6
6

Wheat

Fence-rows
Uncultivated,ungrazed areas
Pasture

5
2
2

Oats

Hay other than alfalfa

The fates of the 1 1 021 eggs may be categorized as follows:

617 eggs (60.4%) were destroyed by mammals,birds, and farm machinery.
274 eggs (26.8%) were abandoned by the hens.

1.30 e/gs~(l2,7%) were hatched.

Attempt was made to estimate the total production of young pheasants on
the Fairmont and Harvard areas using the data obtained. The method used was
based on that used by Allen Stokes on Pelee Island, Ontario. However, due to
the low breeding populations on the study areas, total production could not
be figured. Changes sdapting the procedure to the low pheasant numbers
should make such an estimate possible in the summer of 1956.
Trapping and Marking:
During late summer and early f al.l, trapping operations were conducted
Numbered aluminum leg bands were placed on
299 pheasants, and 170 of these were al.so marked for field recognition
using a numbered plastic tag attached by a harness to the bird's back. The
leg bands facilitated positive identification of individuals shot or trapped.
The tags are making it possible to recognize individuals which are merely observed in the field. Information gained in these ways should reveal much
in regard to patterns of movement.
in order to mark pheasants.

The Harvest:
Ex:cellent hunting season data were gathered through the cooperation of
the land operators on the study areas and the hunters. Each hunter was
asked to pick up a large manilla envelope from the farmer when he asked ·
permission to l:ru.nt. At the end of the hunt he answered questions listed
on t~ envelope and deposited the envelope in a collection box on a section
corne,r.
The information thus gathered revealed the following regarding the harvest of wild cocks:
Average Gun Hours
Cocks Shot But
Area
Not Retrieved
Cocks Ba~ged
To Bas One Cock
Fairmont

44

27

6.1

Harvard

81

18

5.2

136

20

2.8

Clay Center
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Evaluation of Stocking Cocks in the Fall:
As a part of the evaluation of stocking phase of this project,

199 cocks approximately 18 weeks old were secured from the.Norfolk
Game Farm and released on the Harvard Study Area. One hundred were
released on October ?, 1955 and 99 were released on October 17.
Ninety-five of these birds, or 47. 7 per cent, were kille4_.by hunters
during the hunting season. Seventy-five of the 95 were shot on the
study area or no more than about two miles from the release points.
The other 20 birds were shot outside the boundaries of the study area,
the most distant being one mile west and three miles south of Doniphan,
a distance of approximately 20 miles from the release point. An additional eight birds, or 4 per cent, were known to have been killed
by the end of the hunting season by means other than hunting. Three
were killed by hawks, one possibly by a cat; the remaining four were
.
~"'~''
found dead; the cause of death unknowno
These figures indicate that under conditions of relatively heavy
hunting pressure, ,as many as half (47.7 per cent in this experiment)
of the cocks released shortly before the hunting season may be harvested. As it is generally conceded among game managers that fall·
released cocks contribute little or nothing to the next summer's
production, a high rate of harvest is very desirable to get the
greatest possible benefit from the funds invested in·the birds.
Further studies will be conducted regarding the various methods
of stocking. In the spring of 1956, attention will be given an experiment designed to evaluate the practice of releasing hens as breeders,
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1955 PHEASANT RELEASE
County

Spring
Release

Antelope
Brown
Butler
Cedar
Clay
Colfax
Dakota

Breeder
Release

Booster Unit
Release

Game Farm
Release

434

411
584

1063

180
185
415

Dawes

Dodge
Douglas
Greeley
Lincoln
Madison
Morrill
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Saunders
Scotts Bluff
Sheridan
Stanton
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler
York

Totals
1954
1953
1952

180
140
200
80
300
460

140
147
541
55
459
94

422
424

210
988
142
150
80

240
629
240
600
300
540
320
300
360
200
60

1356
1,.356

Total
1908
584
180
320
200
80
485
415
460
140
387
541
1106
459
858
600
300
540
530
988
442
510
280
60
1356

i .280

4.881

6,212

13;729

1,357

4,126
4,801
5,451

12,935
9,002
10,374

18,418
15,259
17,007

1;456
1,182
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PHEASANT BOOSTER UNITS
County

Town and
Representative

1954
Startecr-Released

Antelope

300
Brunswick
R. R. Richardson
300
Antelope
Plainview
Everett Bungee
Brown
Ainsworth
Ralph Mefford
Cedar
300
Randolph
Gale Blea sde 11
350
Cherry
Cody
Allen Mccarroll
300
South Sioux City
Dakota
Dale E. Voss, Jr.
450
Dawes
Chadron
Don Berlie
Douglas
Omaha
Art Brown
Greeley
Spalding
Marvin "Cork" Greenway
600
North Platte
Lincoln
Lee Saltow
300
Madison
Norfolk
Orville Carlisle
150
Bayard
Morrill
Lewis E. Kope
600
Bridgeport
Morrill
Art Johnson
Plainview
Pierce
Everett Bungee
Pierce
Randolph
Gale Bleasdell
300
Scotts Bluff Scottsbluff
Lloyd R. Dunker
Gordon
Sheridan
Bill Davis
Stanton
Stanton

Wayne
Wayne
Webster

1955
Startecr-Released

292

300

240

282

300

171

600

584

300

180

290

300

185

420

450

415

150

140

150

147

546

600

541

293

150

55

137

150

113

521

450

346

268
330

120
74
257

Wayne
Bill Richardson
Randolph
Gale Bleasdell
Red Cloud
Ralph E. Ferebee

300

210

600

566

150

142

150

130
20

4850

113

4126

150

80

5850

4881

PHEASANT RELEASES - 1955
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WATERFOWL INVESTIGATIONS

1954 Hunter Success Survey
The use of uniform post card questionnaire (adopted by the C€ntral
Flyway Waterfowl Technical Committee) was initiated in Nebraska in 1954
as a means of obtaining information from Nebraska's duck hunters regarding their success. Questionnaires were sent to a random sampl€ of the
resident hunting permit buyers immediately after the waterfowl hunting
season. The survey period lasted six weeks and included a follow-up
questionnaire to those persons not answering the first mailing within
three weeks.

Three thousand two hundred and thirty-two questionnaires were return6,105 hunters in the sample. Of those answering, 1,065 or 32.9
per cent, indicated that they hunted waterfowl. This percentage of the
161,661 resident hunting permit buyers indicated a total of 52,857 waterfowl hunters in Nebraska in 1954. This figure compares favorably with
the Nebraska duck stamp sales for 1954 of 59,455. Previous studies have
shown that 12-15 per cent of the duck stamps are sold to persons who fail
to hunt.
ed by the

The average kill per hunter was 6.53 ducks and .25 geese for the
season, giving a statewide kill of 344,945 ducks and 13,058 geese during
1954. Mallards made up 53 per cent of the duck kill followed by greenwinged teal - 14 per cent, and blue-winged teal - 10 per cent. The goose
kill included 41 per cent blue and snow geese, 32 per cent Canada geese,
and 10 per cent white-fronted geese.
The accompanying figures present further information pertaining to
this survey. Figure 1 illustrates the areas of the state used for breakdown of hunters' reports. Figures 2 and 3 show the average daily and
season kill per hunter in each area.

SANDHILL$

J
NORTH

-Figure 1.

-PLA_T_TE-----41,,--

1

l

CENTRAL

Areas Used for Breakdown of Hunter Reports.
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1955 Winter Banding:
The banding station on the Dodge-Saunders Refuge near Leshara ·was
operated in January. One thousand fifty ducks, including 1,045 mallards,
2 baldpates, and 1 each pintail, gadwall and black duck, were banded.
Also, 39 ducks banded at this station during preceding winters were
trapped and rel€ased. These included 24 banded in 1954, 13 in 1953, and
2 in 1952. A mallard banded on December 10, 1953, at Lake Andes,
South Dakota, was also trapped and released.

1955 Spring Banding:
Sixty white-fronted geese and 261 ducks, including 187 pintails, 48
redheaqs ,,; ~5 mallards and l ring-necked duck, were banded during March.
This banding was on Johnson Lake and the Platte River in LexingtonOverton area, using cannon-projected net traps.
One white-fronted goose banded March 7, 1955, at Wilbarger Co.,
Texas, was trapped and released on Johnson Lake, March 20. Also a
pintail banded February 18 at Lamar, Colorado, and another banded
July 19, 1952 at Kerrobert, Saskatchewan, were tr~pped and released
on Johnson Lake, March 23.

1955 Breeding Ground Survey:
The breeding ground survey was conducted in cooperDtion with the
S. Fish and Wildlife Service for the eighth consecutive year. The
survey is d€signed to provide an index to the breeding ducks in the
sandhills and to show the trend in duck numbers from year to year.
Systematic aerial surveys were incorporeted f ~r the second year.

u.

and water conditions were adverse to breeding ducks in
Unseasonably warm weather, high winds, and several dust storms
occurred over the sandhills during the early spring. Available habitat
in the eastern sandhills was reduced as much as 80 to 90 per cent from

1955.

Weath~r

1954.
The total duck population as cnlculated from the mid-May aerial
counts was 114,691. Of this total, 101,864 were classed as breeders
and the remainder as loafing non-breeders.
Th€; eastern sandhill count indicated 2 .25 ducks p6r square mile
or 83 per cent less than in 1954. The central and western count was
7.03 ducks per square mile, or a decrease of 22 per cent from 1954.
The total showed a decrease of approximately 45 per cent from 1954,
which is about the same as the estimated decrease in available habitat.
Brood counts indicated 1.4 broods per square mile, which is no
change from 1954 and a 37 per cent decrease from the average of the
1948-54 period. This indicates a very successful season as compared
to 1954 when some nests were lost and may indicate that some of the
loss in breeding ducks was offset by the high production success.
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1955

Brood Banding:

A total of 869 ducks was banded en the breeding grounds during late
July and early August. This total included 645 blue-winged teal, 87
mallards, 53 pintails, 25 gadwalls, 42 redheads, 3 lesser scaup, 7 green~inged teal, and 7 shovellers.
t'
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The 1956 Midwinter Waterfowl Survey in
the Central Flyway
The u. s. Fish and Wildlife Service, the ten States of the
Central Flyway Council, and the Forestry and Wildlife Department of
Mexico cooperated in conducting the survey which began on January
9, 1956.
All Wintering areas known to be important in the Central Flyway
States and Eastern Mexico were surveyed. Aircraft were used for
areas which were extensive and held the larger concentrations, whereas
ground crews covered the more accessible sections.
Survey conditions in the Flyway varied considerably. In most
sections the weather during the prescribed survey period was
satisfactory or above.
The status of .the over-all waterfowl population of the Central
Flyway increased 39% over 1955 and 34% above the eight-year average.
When the major groups of the waterfowl population are considered
separately, their 1956 status was found to be:
Total
Total
Total
Total
Total

Puddle Ducks
Diving Ducks
Ducks
Geese
Coot

22% over 1955; 66% over average
94% "
" 43% ti"
"
ti
36% It
38%
"
ft
33% "
6% 11
"
ff
72% "
25%
"
"

The most reliable index of the status of individual species is
derived from a comparison of the 1956 estimates with eight-year
averages. Such comparisons show:
Above Average
Mallard
Gadwall
Baldpate
G. w. Teal
B. W. Teal
Shoveller
Pintail
Redhead
Canvasback
Sea up
Ruddy
Tree Duck
Coot
Canada Goose
Snow Goose

Below Average
/ 12

f

11

/137
/ 13
I 36
I 41
/ 54
I 61

I
I
I
I
I
I

f

Wood Duck
Mottled Duck
Ring-neck
Goldeneye
Bufflehead
Merganser
Blue Goose
W. F. Goose

- 53
-710

- 74
- 18
2
l
- 10

- 26

31
22

23
13
25

26
5

The status of waterfowl wintering in the Central Flyway in
general is a healthy one. All of the more numerous kinds of ducks
and geese s~and at or above average level. This same trend was
shown by the baldpate, a remarkable increase taking the population from
43% below average in 1955_ to 137% above average in 1956. Divers seemed
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to have had a good year for the most. Redheads, canvasback, scaup,
and ruddy, all of which were below average and of some.concern in 1955,
now stand from 23 to 61 percent above average.
Among geese, the more numerous snow and Canada geese improved
their status. The less numerous blue goose remained about the same.
Only the white-fronted goose showed a marked decrease, dropping from
above average to below par.
The distribution of wintering birds remained about the same between
Mexico and the United States, there being 68 percent in the States and
32 percent in Mexico. The distribution in the States, however, varied
somewhat from 1955 and the 8-year average, Every State, excepting
Oklahoma andTexas, held a smaller percentage of the wintering population.
The slack was taken up by Texas, which held 56% in 1956 compared to 45%
in 1955.
Drought conditions contjnuedto plague much of the Central Flyway,
although moisture and water conditions were generally better than
during 1955. Fall rainfall helped make more small water areas available
this year, but there still remained a shortage of sloughs and ponds and
stream flow. Such conditions plus early arrival of winter conditions
in the northern sector caused many birds to migrate early. Snow and
cold weather combined in northern sectors to reduce the availability of
foods and resting areas as early as November 15 from the Platte River
northward. From the Platte south and west in the flyway drought influenced the distribution noticeably even though water and food conditions
were somewhat improved. The birds dispersed with the water available,
in some instances making estimates difficult. The improved water and
food conditions in Kansas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico attracted and held
larger numbers of wintering birds, but it was in Texas and Mexico where
the major increases occurred. No abnormal or unusual concentrations
were found wintering in the north this year as was the case during 1955.
The composition of the over-all waterfowl population wintering in
the Flyway was found to bea
8-Yr~

Puddle Ducks
Diving Ducks
Total Ducks
Coot
Total Geese
Swan

~

1956

Average

67.5
14.0
83.7
8.6
7.6
tr

59.5
19.5
81.9
10.7
7.3
tr

47.9
18.2
79.3
11.5

9.0
tr

In composition, pintails regained their lead (25%) which they had
lost in 1955; whereas mallards, first last year, dropped to second
(21%). Redheads maintained their third rank with 12%, and coot their
fourth with 11%. For fifth place, baldpate which made a remarkable
surge upward this year, replaced scaup, (6.4:6.1%).
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NEBRASKA DUCK SEASONS
1940 - 1955
(With Bag and Possession Limits)
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QUAIL

1955 has been an excellent one for quail and quail hunters. Field
checks in January and February indicated the birds came through the
comparatively mild winter in good condition. Mail carriers' records obtained in winter and spring indicated a substantial increase over 1954.
The summer records from mail carriers indicated an increase, also, but
of less magnitude than the two earlier surveys. The summer whistle
counts were made by conservation officers and land and game managers.
These counts were made under generally adverse weather conditions and
showed only a small increase over the fine population of 1954. However,
hunting season data indicated the population to be notably better than in

1954.

Data were collected during the 26-day open season by cooperating quail
hunters, conservation officers and technicians. This information revealed
that hunters average~ 4 trips afield in 1955 compared to 4.5 trips in 1954.
The DTerage hunt lasted three hours and 48 minutes, somewhat less than the
previous year.
Hunting success was considerably better then in 1954. On the average,
a covey was flushed. every hour and 13 minutes in the field and a bird was
bagged for every 52 minutes of hunting time. Comparable times for 1954
were 1 hour 33 minutes per cover f1ush, and 1 hour 2 minutes per bird bagged. The average daily bag per hunter was 4.3 birds and for the season,
17 birds. For each covey flushed, 1.4 birds were bagged. Hunters lost
13.4 per cent of the downed birds compared to 9.2 per cent in 1954.
Most impressive of the age data obtained from the 1230 wings collected
during the open season was the great success of the first nesting attempt.
Although the season opened a week later than usual, making the birds about
a week older when shot, there were many more mature or nearly mature young
birds in the 1955 harvest than any of the past six seasons. Young birds
comprised 81.5 per cent of the kill.
With the aid of sportsmen, 227 quail weights were obtained during the
open season. All the weights were from Pawnee, Richardson, Nemaha,
Johnson and Gage counties. Contrary to the beliefs of some that Nebraska's
quail needed 11 new blood," the weights indicated the b~,rds to be of excellent quality. The average weight of all birds, regardless of age, was 188
grams, or a little more than 6.5 ounces. Thes€ data are shown in the
accompanying table.

1955

Quail Weights (Ounces) Obtained During

Adults
Male
Female
umber of
irds Weighed
verage Weight
aximum Weight
inimum Weight

14

15

6.8
7.4

6.8
8.3

6.4

6.o

1955

Open Season

Young
over 12 weeks

Young
under 12 weeks
(Not Sexed)

Male

Fem<Jle

96
6.?

75

22

B.o

6.7
1.6

5.7

5.6

5.6

4.6
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PRAIRIE GROUSE SURVEYS
A systematic survey of the prairie grouse breeding range was initiated
during the 1955 season. Twenty-two routes, each 20 miles long, were established over the sandhill and northern panhandle region. An att€1Tlpt was made
to locate all booming and dancing grounds within on€ mile either side of
the road and to determine the nwnber of males displaying on each. It was
intended that an index of breeding grouse per square mile would be calculated from these data. However, this was not possible since the spring
season was characterized by high winds which interfered with the hearing
of activity on breeding grounds. Due to these conditions, several routes
could not be surv6yed and others were survey6d under marginal conditions.
·Forty-one prairie chicken booming grounds with an average of 6.2 identiTwenty-three sharp-tailed grouse dancing grounds averaged 6.o identified males per ground. No data from previous
years are available for comparison.
fi-ed males per ground were located.

Checks on the Keystone Study Area in Keith County indicated a decline
of approximately JS per cent in the grouse breeding population for that area.
Surveys of production success were made CJVer the breeding ground survey routes. Sixteen routes were checked a total of 33 times during the
period June 2S to August 15. Thirty-two grouse broods were observed on
the routes. In addition, 40 broods observed at random were recorded. Of
the 72 broods observed, 24 were prairie chicken broods and averaged 7.3
young per brood while 48 were sharp-tailed grouse broods and averaged 6.5
young per brood.
Mail carri€rs' counts in February, 1955 indicat6d a substantial increase over 1954 counts. Figure 1 illustrates the statewide indices to
grouse populations as determined by mail carriers just prior to the breeding seasons of the past eleven years.
Figure 1.

Grouse Population Trends
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1955 BAG SURVEY - WATERFOWL AND UPLAND GAME BIRDS
Following the 1955 hunting season, a survey of hunter success, using
pest card questionnaires (discussed under Waterfowl Investigations) was
undertaken. Three thousand one hundred and ninety hunters submitted reports
of their success in hunting waterfowl and upland game birds. From these data
it was possible to calculate the average kill by resident Nebraskans. Using
these averages, the total kill of ducks, geese, pheasants, quail and grouse
by ~ resident Nebraska hunters were estimated.
The procedures used in the collection of the data and the calculation of
the estimates were designed and checked by recognized statisticians. The estimates may be assumed at least ninety per cent accurate. These figures are
presented below in Table I.
The figures given here consider only birds bagged by licensed resident
hunters and do not include harvest by hunters under sixteen years of age (no
license required) or non-resident hunters or illegal harvest. The number of
licensed, resident hunters given in the table (168,627) probably is not exact.
This figure was calculated when records of sales were about 97 per cent complete.
TABLE I

REPORTED HUNTER SUCCESS
AND

ESTIMATED STATEWIDE KILL OF WATERFCWL AND UPLAND GAME BIRDS

Species

Information Reported by 3190
of Hunting Licenses
Ave. 1
Per Day

Calculated
Mean Seasonal Kill
Per Hunter

9. 76

40.2

0.20

eese

661,882
67,788
13,557

6lo7

4.15

1.10

4.48

104,043

466,113

Quail

9.9

2.50

2.18

4.33

16,694

72,285

Grouse

4.2

1.69

1.31

2.17

1,032

~n5,259

heasants

7~Tota

sharptai ed grouse,

prairie chickens.

Waterfowl data are not given by species in this report, since these compu·
tations are not yet completed. However, the figures given illustrate the excellent duck hunting enjoyed by the average Nebraska hunter. The total estimated kill in 1955 exceeded the 1954 figure by 91 per cent. The estimated
goose kill was about the same as in 1954.
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By consideration of the total estimated harvest of pheasants
relative to the area of Nebraska, it was found that, on the average,
hunters bagged six cocks for each square mile of land in the state.
While this may appear to be a large narvest for the state as a whole,
it was not in excess of the number available for harvest. Post-season
.observations ahowed the population to include 56 cocks for every 100
hens. In many states, a substantially greater portion of the cocks
is harvested without noticeable effect on the following year's population.
Since each hunter reported his kill of pheasants and quail by
specified segments of the hunting seasons, it was possible to show
the distribution of the kill of these two species through the season.
(Figure 2.)
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Dis

Season.
These data show a marked decline in the kill as the season
progressed, agreeing favorably with other such data from previou!
hunting seasons. This decline is important for it illustrates that
longer hunting seasons do not result in proportionately greater harvests of either pheasants or quail. As shown by the graph, during
~ur pheasant season of 21 half-days, hunters harvested, not two times
as many, but less than 1.5 times as many birds as they would have taken
in a season half as long.
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According to the survey, 84 per cent of those hunters required to
buy the pheasant-quail stamp hunted pheasants only, 1 per cent hunted
quail only, and 15 per cent hunted both species. Sales records show
$110,181.00* of these stamps sold during 1955. It is probably safe
to assume that at least 95 per cent were purchased by active hunters,
the remainder being purchased by stamp collectors and other persons
who failed to use them.

*This figure includes 1955 remitances for Pheasant-Quail Stamps
received up through March, 1956.
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DEER

Browse Examination on Nebraska National Forest:
Measurement of the utilization of twigs and leaves is one method of
determining the compatibility of current deer populations with the available food. During 1945, browse plots were established on the Nebraska
National Forest to determine the extent of utilization of native browse
by deer. These plots have been examined each year thereafter. A considerable increase in utilization of browse species was found in March 1955.
This information plus frequent observations of deer and deer sign during
the field work, provided evidence that the deer herd in the forest was
increasing. Severity of browsing on some species indicated that the deer
population level was as high as could be tolerated without deterioration
of the food supply.
Distribution and Seasonal Movements of Deer:
The distribution of deer in Nebraska is largely governed by available
food and cover. Hence, deer are, for the most par~, restricted to:
(1) Hardwood growth along rivers and river breaks; (2) Natural growth
ponderosa pine; (3) Areas subjected to afforestation; and (4) Sandhills.
Location of legal kills during the 1954 open season provided the best
method for obtaining specific records of distribution within the areas
opened to bunting. The accompa~1;Jting maps 12.lustrate the distribution of
deer within the areas open to b.:nting as indicated by the locations of
kills. Locations of kills during the 1955 season are not yet plotted on
maps.
Most of the deer taken in the southern part of the panhandle (Map I)
in 1954, were in the vicinity of the Wildcat Hills. Only a few were recorded killed on the table lands. The remainder of the harvest was in the
North Platte Valley and river breaks,
In the northern half of the panhandle (Map IU,, the majority were taken
in the Pine Hidge, with a few being taken along the Niobrara River and on
the table lands.
Most of the deer killed in the Sandhills and in northeastern Nebraska
(Maps III and IV) were a::'.ong the stream courses and river breaks.
Field observations in the panhandle indicated that a movement of deer
from the table lands to the Pine Ridge may occur during early winter; however, evidence of this was not conclusive.
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Population Surveys:
Under any game management program, it is :iJnportant to know the population trends from year to year. This, in conjunction with other information,
allows administrators to formulate wise hunting regulations and management
policies for our game resources.
In order to follow the population trends of deer in Nebraska, two types
of surveys were inaugurated. Aerial survey routes were established along the
North Platte, Missouri, and Niobrara Rivers. Initial surveys were flown during February, 1955. Ground survey routes were established in Sioux, Dawes,
and Sheridan counties. The counts are made at night during August, October,
and November and utilized spotlight techniques. The value of such surveys lies
in building up a year-to-year series of comparable data. Since no similar
investigations were in effect prior to 1955 in Nebraska, no conclusions concerning population trends can be drawn from the data gathered at present.
Surveys by spotlight were also begun in 1955. Observations on 685 mule
deer, obtained at random and during the spotlight surveys, indicated the
pre-season buck:doe:fawn ratio to be 59:100:90.
DEER HUNTING IN

1955

Archery Season:
During 1955, archers enjoyed their first bow and arrow season on big
game in Nebraska, marking another progressive step in Nebraska's big game
management program. A special archery season was declared in Thurston,
Burt, Washington, and Dougles counties, and extended from October 1st
through October 31st. Archers were allowed to bag one deer of any sex or
age.
No restrictions were placed on the number of permits to be issued; however, only 174 applications were received, of which 173 were eligible for the
permit.
The hunting success of archers was about the same as that realized in
most of the other states providing this type of hunting. Seven deer were
known to have been bagged, making a hunter success of approximately four
per cent.
Archery hunting for deer has the potential of providing excellent
recreation for many Nebraskans in future years. Since the hunting success
is low, there is 1ittle chance that archers will compete with rifle hunters
for the deer. It provides a means by which limited deer herds can be utilized for recreational purposes without impairing their reproductive capacity.
Rifle Season:
The open season in 1955 was the seventh consecutive harvest of deer in
Nebraska. Deer hunting was controlled, as in past years, by issuing a
limited number of special permits. Permits were allotte~ on the basis of
four management units including th€ following counties: Area !_, Banner,
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Garden, Morrill, and Scotts Bluff; Area II, Box Butte, Dawes, Sheridan,
and Sioux; Area III, Brown, Cherry, Hooker, Keya Paha, and Rock; Area IV,
Boyd, Cedar, Dakota, Dixon, Holt, and Knox.
Hunters were allowed to harvest deer of any sex or age in Areas I
and II, but were restricted to bucks having at least one forked antler
in Area III and IV.
As in the past years, checking stations were €stablished to seal
harvested deer and gather biological data on them.
The percentage of successful hunters continued at a high level in
Area I and II, although the hunters were hampered by heavy snows after
the third day. Hunting success was higher in 1955 than it was during
1954, being 77.2 per cent as compared to 68.9 per cent. The higher hunting success can be attributed to the "hunter's choice season" in Areas I
and II. Hunting success in Area IV was lower in 1955 than it was in 1954,
probably as a result of heavy snows and adverse hunting conditions encountered by the hunters.
Table I shows the number of deer sealed at checking stations and the
hunter success for each management area during the 1955 open season.
Biological data have not been completely tabulated as yet.
TABLE I
Permits issued and deer harvested in each area
1anagemen
Area

o. ermits
Authorized

o.Deer
Harvested

Hunters
0
Successful

I

2000

1529

1498

1231

82.2

II

3000

2892

2821

2364

83.8

IlI

750

1042

750

508

67.7

IV

500

1090

498

162

32.5

6250

6553

5567

4305

77 .3

All Areas
Combined
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1954 DEER KILL - Area I {Southern Panhandle)
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1954 DEER KILL - Area II (Northern Panhandle)
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1954 DEER KILL - Area III (North Central)
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ANTE LOP~
Aerial Survey
A systematic aerial survey of antelope was initiated during July,
~opuJ.ations in certain areas of
Nebraska.

1955, to derive estimates of antelope

An experimental test area of forty square miles was established in
western Box Butte County to determine the most suitable technique for
censusing. Results of the test indicated that transects one-half mile
wide, obtained by both observer and pilot searching one-quarter mile each
side of the plane, yielded the best r€sults. Altitude varied from 25
to 100 feet and ground speeds from 50 to 60 miles per hour. All trant
sects in the survey were flown in this manner.
•

The area to b6 censused was divided into the following management
units to coincide with the 1955 open season areas: (See Figure 1).
Area I was located in northern Sioux County, and was bounded
by Wyoming on the west, South Dakota on the north, State Highway No. 2 on the east, and U. s. Highway No. 20 on the south.
Area II was bounded on the west by Wyoming, on the north by
U:-S-.-ifighway No. 20, on the east by State Highways No. 2
and 10, and on the south by the North Platte River.
Area III was typical Western sandhills range, bounded .on the
north by u. s. Highway No. 2, on the east by State Highway
No. 61, on the south by the North Platte River, and on the
west by State Highway No. 19.
Area IV was bounded on the south by the Colorado border, on
the east by State Highway No. 27, on the north by u. s. Highway No. 30 and on the west by State Highway No. 19.
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Figure 1. Antelope Management Areas
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Transects

~ere

spaced at intervals of ons and one-half miles in Area I,

II and IV, and at three mile intervals in Area III. Results of the aerial
csnsus are shown in Table I.
TABLE I
Results of the

Management
Size of Area
Area
(Sq. Mi.)
I
II

III

IV
Combined
Areas

1955

Aerial Survey of Antelope
In
Western Nebraska

Antelope Observed
Transects Flown
Area of
I
Transects Adult Adult
Unidentified
Tot.
(Sq. Mi.) Males Females Kids
No.

I

257

19.

17.35
2490

37

272

7

21

4754

29
140

28
108

22

20

101.5
591.0
338.o
102.0

32
13.3
19
9

24

24

1132.5

19.3

215

180

223
226

Cal culated
Population

54

312
607
103
111

1782
751
295

545

1133

3618

42

Antelope Bulletin:
A popularized 21-page bulletin, entitled Nebraska Pronghorn, was prepared
prior to the 1955 antelope season. The bulletin was written and published
for the antelope hunters of Nebraska and was issued to the 1955 permittees.
Included in the text was factual information on: (1) history and distribution of antelope in Nebraska; (2) classification; (3) life history and physical characteristics; (4) food habits; and (5) pronghorn management. Information pertaining to methods of hunting and care of the meat was also included.

1955 Antelope Season:
The 1955 season marked the third consecutive antelope harvest in Nebraska.
A total of 923 pennits were issued for the four management areas described
above. As in the past, data on harvested animals were gathered at checking
stations. These were located at Harrison, Crawford, Alliance, Gering, Oshkosh,
Bridgeport and Sidney.
The hunter success in

1955 was slightly higher than it was in 1954, being

86.2 per cent in 1955 as compared to 84.2 per cent in 19540 AntGlcpe hunters
within Area I realized the greatest success with 97.7 per cent of the permittees
bagging their antelope. Higher success in Area I, as compar8d to other management areas, probably reflects the greater density of antelope as indicated by
the aerial survey. The 1955 kill by m~nagemcnt areas is shown in Table II.
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790

TABJ.J:; II
1

Inf ormation Pertaining To Permits By Management Areas

Information Pertaining To Antelope Harvest By Management Areas

Number of Antelope Harvested
Kids
Unclassi fierl
Tota

I

Adult

I
II
III
IV

Totals

34

14

22

16

8
8

225

55

67
296

153

47

462

52

13
25

25

102

128

%of

Hun

ters Sue
cessful

7

l
B

..

5o6
83
79

97.7
84.8
83.0
83.2

47

7

796

86.2

Sex composition of the harvested antelope indicated considerable
selectivity for adult mnles by Nebraska antelope hunters in 1955.
AduJ.t bucks comprised 53.5 per cent of the total kill; adult females,
28.4 per cent; and kids, 13.l per cent.
Age data revealed that most of the antelope harvested were 2i
years of age or younger with only 33.7 per cent of the animals falling in age classes of
years and older. Ages ~r the antelope
checked are shown in Table III. From the distribution of ages, it
appears that there may have been an aging error in the 2i and 3} year
age classes. More int'ormat.ion is needed t.o verify t.he current aging
technique.

3t
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TABLE III
Age Composition of Antelope Harvested
Age

I

I

Totals

l~

2~

3~

4~

4~

55

157

143

60

63

33

511

Female

47

51

66

36

35

33

268

Tot els-

102

208

209

96

98

66

779

!Kid

Male

I

I

Percentage
,-of Total 13.1

'I
Ii

26.7

2608

12.7

12.3

100.l

8.5

General examination and weight data obtained at the ch6ck stations
indicated that Nebraska antelope were in excellent physical condition in
1955. There was little difference between weights of animals in the
various management areas.
When the total numbers of antelope harvested in each management
area (Table II) are compared to the population estimates obtained during the 1955 aerial survey (Table I), the percentage of the total herd
harvested is indicated. Table IV shows the per cent harvested, based
on these data.
TABLE IV
Estimated Percentage Of Herd Harvested

In
Each Management Area
J.Vlanagement
Arca
I
II

III
IV

All Areas
Combined

Estimated
Population

.Per Cent
Number
Harvested Rarvcsted

790
1,782
751
295

506
83
79

16.2
28.4
11.0
26.8

3,618

796

22.0
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Wildcat Hills Big Game Reserve
1954

1955

5 - $640.00
l - 130.00

6 - $572.04

1953

Buffalo
Elk
Buffalo Hides
Buffalo Heads
Buffalo Head & Hide
Buffalo Horns
Elk Hide

6 - $635.00
230.00
43.50

2 6 -

------------___ ....
..,

.. -----______

4.00
12.00

2 1 -

6 -

4.00

1

$774.00

Deer Hides Sold
1955

Number

Amount

24

$27.00

.. ------

41.50

.... ~----

_.

$925.00
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______

1

-------..---1.00
$614.54

FUR HARVEST
The 1954-1955 trapping season was characterized by lower catches,
higher prices and fewer trappers than prevailed the year before. The number of trapping permits sold dropped from 4740 for the 1953-54 season to
3994 for 1954-55. Extremely low prices in 1953-54 probably reduced permit saleso
Following the season a postal card questionnaire was mailed to 90%
of the permittees. The '\l3able cards returned represented a sample of a
little more than one of every five licensed trappers (21.2 per cent).
The accompanying tables present the results of the compilations and calculations of these data.
The total fur catch is shown in Table I. These figures are projected
estimates based on the information taken from the questionnaires. Results
from previous years are included for comparison. The calculated takes of
all species except beaver were below the 1953-54 figures. Reduced catches
of muskrat, mink and raccoon reflsct the lower populations and smaller
number of trappers.
TABLE I

Calculated Fur Catch

1952-1953

1953-1954

1954-1955

Badger
Beaver
Bobcat
Civet
Coyote
Red Fox
Mink
Muskrat
Opossum
Raccoon
Skunk
Weasel

929
11,475
45
1,218
4,070
277
18,738
222,400
6,413
21,378
9,652
812

446
6,510
46
1,728
1,733
783
16,639
168,877
5,870
24,133
5,9o6
327

389
9,458
84
983
957
230
12,415
133,286
3,418
19,676
3,107
254

All Species

297,085

233,048

184,348

While average fur prices were low for most species during the 1954-55
season, they were improved over the preceding year. Mink averaged $4.00
higher, and beaver $2.20 higher while muskrat and raccoon pric€s increased
17 and 13 cents respectively over prices of a year earlier. Prices of the
other species remained too low to encourage trappers to take them. Coyotes
and foxes usually brought more when bountied ($2.50) than when sold for the
pelts. Most of the badgers and many of the opossums, civets, and skunks
were not sold.
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The average prices received by the trappers are listed in Table II,
with other harvest data. The price given for raccoons ($1.66) is somewhat
misleading. Many of these were sold, carcass and fur intact, for $1.00 or
less while the average pelt price was probably between $1.75 and $2.25.
Table III presents the economic values of Nebraska's fur harvests
through the past four trapping seasons. These figures are based on prices
received by the trappers.
TABLE II
Fur Harvest Data

Ave. Take Per
Trapper Reporting Taking
Zone l

Zone 2

. Statewide

3.25
15.43

1.63

2.13
10.76

Badger
Beaver
Bobcat
1
Civet

2.40

1.55
3.50

~oyote
ed Fox
ink

Muskrat

~ossum

ace non

~kunk
easel

rll

Species

8.90

1.50
3.42

s.oo

8.19
67.33
2.55
6.64
7.68
2.17

2.29
4.19
35.24
4.02
9.85
2.52
1.28

73.33

41.98

1954-1955
% of' Trap-

pers Taking

Mean Ave. Price
Received Per Pelt

53-54
4.7
22.5
1.1
8.1

2.00

3.12

s.o

4.86
2.23

2.6
66.8

40.50

84.2

4.76

21.8
53.0
18.5
4.1

4.02
9.51
4.29
1.58

54-55

$0.74
6.58

~~0.57

o.47
1.90
2.12
12.94
o.67

0.55

0.22

1.53
o.83
0.16

8.78

16.95
o.84
0.25
1.66
0.93
1.03

47.16

i

TABLE III

Total Value of Harvested Muskrat, Mink, Beaver and Raccoon*
Trapping Season
~verage

earnings per .trapper

Value of Annual Catch

1951-1952

1952-1953

1953-1954

1954-1955

$147.82

$108.52

$87.40

$104.35

722,033.00

576,275.00

408,608.oo

407,911.00

*Variables rend-er data for other species unreliable.
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GAME FARM PERMITS
During 1955, a total of 418 game farm permits were issued, as compared to 388 during 1954. Revenue from these permits to keep protected
species of wildlife in captivity totaled $1,118.00 as compared to
$939.00 the previous year.
SCIENTIFIC PERMITS
The laws provide that permits may be issued accredited persons
to take for scientific or educational pruposes only, protected species
of wildlife. Only 37 such permits were issued in 1955, as compared to
22 in 1954 and 1953, and 23 in 1952.

HUNTING SEASON DATES

Grouse
Waterfowl
Pheasant
Quail
Rabbit
Squirrel
Opossum
Raccoon
Antelope
Deer
Deer (Bow and
*Ducks
Geese

Oct. 10-0ct.
Oct. 16-Dec.
Oct. 24-Nov.
Nov. 1-Nov.
Apr. 1-Jan.
Oct. 1-Dec.
Jan. 1-Dec.
Jan. 1-Dec.
Sep. 14-Sep.
Dec. 1-Dec.
Arrow)

15
14
30
26
31

31
31
31
18
11

Oct. 8-Dec. 6
Oct. 16-0ct. 25
Oct. 30-Nov. 25
Apr. 1-Jan. 31
Oct. 1-Dec. 31
Aug. 1-Mar. 31
Aug. 1-Mar. 31
Sep. 11-Sep. 13
Dec. 4-Dec. 15

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Sep.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

22-0ct.
8-Dec.
22-Nov.
5-Nov.
1-DeC•
1-Dec.
1-Dec.
1-Dec.
10-Sep.
29-Dec.

26
21*
13

30
31
31
31
31
12

13
1-0ct. 31

8-Dec. 21
15-Dec. 13

SALE OF FUR

Fur taken by the state trapper, who is also assigned other duties,
is offered for sale each year. Following is a record of the kind and
amount of fur sold during the past three years:

No.
Muskrat
Beaver
Mink
Raccoon
Opossum
Badger
Wildcat

1953
Selling
Price

479 $ 415.00
751.00
118
65.00
8
7.00
4

609

$1,238.00

No.

1954
Selling
Price

15
9

270.90
1,391.50
202.00
18.00

l

2.00

774

$1,884.40

482
267

$

1955
No.

---Selling

Price
435 $ 502.20
173
1,525.25
55.00
5
27.00
9
.27
1

623

$2,109.72

GAME ADMINISTRATION
Account No. 310-70
Expenditures for the Calendar Year 1955
Salaries
Permanent - - - - - - Temporary - - - - - - - - - - Employer's Share OASI - - - - Operating Expense
Postage - - - - - Freight & Express - - Telephone - - - - Board & Room
Travel- Printing
*General
Supplies
Off ice
- - - - - - - - Auto
- - - - - - - - Field (Feed for Buffalo, Elk,
Seals, etc.) - - - - -

- - - - Deer,
- - -

$

----203. 75
28.45
135.65
243.85
582.56
2,998.76
759.49

----- - -370.00
--

511.03

276.02
24.04

300.06

12.00
19.26
97.88
19.20
1,752.97

1,961.31

Properties, Improvements & Equipment
- - - Executive Desk - - - Glass Tops for 2 Desks
4 Numbering Machines - - - 2 Books l Car - - - - - - - - -

*

$

Processing Buffalo, Skinning Beaver, etc.
Processing & Storing Deer
Refunds on Game Applications
Miscellaneous

14.0

4,952.51

111.47
29.56

Maintenance & Repair
Auto
- - - Field - - - - - -

Total

8,113.20
974.46
145.34 9,233.00

16,957.91
202.75
324.49
169.00
63.25

NORFOLK GAME FARM
Account No. 310-71A
Expenditures for the Calendar Year 1955
Salaries
Permanent - - - - - - Temporary - - - - - Employer's Share OASI -

$

4,375.70
10,415.75
292.31

15,083.76

3.00
392.67
156.53
560.11
557.55
1,167.62
2,486.55

5,324.03

19.00
1,523.27
7,065036

8,607063

Maintenance & Repair
Off ice
- - - Auto - Field - BuildingGrounds - -

15.00
767.30
95.32
78dl24
112,,40

1,068.26

Properties, Improvements & Equipment
Jari Power Scythe - - - - - - - - Hot Water Heater & Installation - Materials for Brooder House - - - -

215.00
182.01
307.11

704.12

- - - -

Operating Expense
Postage - - Freight & Express Telephone - Lights - - Board & Room
Trc:.vel
*General

-----------

Supplies
Auto - - - - Field - - - Pheasant Feed

Total

*

Game Farm Lease
Hatching Service
Miscellaneous

1,600000
822.60
63095
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$30,787.80

SACRAMENTO GAME FARM
Account No. 310-71B
Expenditures for the Calendar Year 1955
Salaries
Permanent - - - - - - Temporary - - - - - Employer's Share OASI Operating Expense
Postage - - Telephone - Lights - - Board & Room
*Travel
General - - Supplies
Auto
Field
Pheasants Pheasant Feed

-

$

- - - - - - - - - -

-

9.57
122.95
124.24
86.50
699.42
221.35 1,264.03
31. 71

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Maintenance & Repair
*Auto - - - - - - Field - - - Buildings - - - Grounds - - - - -

173.95
5,708.55
1,921.62 7,835.83
40.82
18.66
35.09
43.17

Properties, Improvements & Equipment
Pickup- - - - - - - - - - Pheasant Feeders & Waterers - Materl als for Tank - - - - - Materials for Driveway & Culvert- Materials for Well- - - Materials for Pens - - - - - - - Total

*

3,278.40
1,258,27
77.86 4,614.53

137.74

1,391.70
880.46
20.05
75.00
501.66
1,856.03 4,724.90
18,577.03

Travel reflects mileage charged to this account for a
federal-owned truck used by this division. Cost of
gas & oil 547.31.
Auto Maintenance & Repairs are less because of mileage
chaged as travel and all repairs on this federal-owned
truck were transferred to Fede~al Account No. 310-90(15-R).
Cost of auto repairs 219.83.
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STATE lRAPPER
Account No. 310-73
Expenditures for the Calendar Year 1955
Salaries
Permanent - - - - - - - - - - - • Employer's Share OASI - - - Operating Expense
Postage - - - - - - - - - - - Telephone - - Heat - - - - - - - - - - Board & Room
Travel
General
- - - -

$

3,693.20
72.10 3,765.30
11.94
6.45
1.05
917.10
498.43
.85

1,435.82

4.35
40.62

44.97

336.57

336.57

Supplies

AutoFi e ld

- - - -

Maintenance & Repair
Auto - - - - - - - - - - - - Total

143

$ 5,582.66

RECAP GAME DIVISION
Expenditures for the Calendar Year 1955
Salaries
Permanent - - - - - - - - - Temporary - - - - - - - - - - Employer's Share OAS! Operating Expense
Postage - - - - - - Freight & Express Telephone - - - Lights & Heat - Board & Room - Travel- - - - - - Printing
General - - - - -

-:

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

$

19,460.50
12,648.48
587,61 32,696.59

-------228.26
421.12
421.58
685.40
1,805.00
2,948.03
2,998.76
3,468.24

12,976.39

Supplies
Off ice
Auto- - - - Field - - - - - Pheasants - - - - Feed - - -

111.47
84.62
2,107.84
5,708,55
8,986.98 16,999.46

Maintenance & Repair
Office
Auto - - - Field - - - Buildings - Grounds - - -

15.00
1,420. 71
138.02
113.33
155.57

1,842.63

208.34
3,144.67
1,115.51
489.12
2,432.69

7,390.33

- - - -

- - - -

Properties, Improvements & Equipment
Off ice - - - - - - Auto - - - - - Field - - - - - - - - Building - - - - - - - Land - - - - - Total

144

$71,905.40

POPULAR AND TECHNICAL PAPERS PUBLISHED DURING 1955
Agee, Phil and Max Hamilton.
NEBRASKA 33(1):19-20.

1955.

Plans To Get More Details.

OUTDOOR

Bailey, William J., Ward M. Sharp, Robert B. Hazel and Grant Davis. 1955.
Food Habit Trends of Ruffed Grouse in the Centre County "Barrens."
The Penna. State Univ., Agr. Expt. Sta. Bull. 604. 18 pp.
Fichter, Edson, George Schildman and J. Henry Sather. 1955. Some Feeding
Patterns of Coyotes in Nebraska, Ecol. Monog. 25:1-37.
Liscinsky, Stephen A. and William J. Bailey, Jr. 1955. A Modified Shorebird
Trap for Capturing Woodcock and Grouse. Jour. of Wildl. Mgt. 19(3):405408.
Miller, Harvey, 1955. Nebraska's Place in the Central Flyway.
NEBRASKA 33(1):3-5.

OUTDOOR

Sather, J. Henry. 1955. General Reasons for Pheasant Decline.
NEBRASKA 33(1):18-20.

OUTDOOR

Sather, J, Henry.and George Schildman. 1955. Nebraska Pronghorn. Nebraska
Game, Forestation and Parks Commission. P-R Proj. 15-R. 21 PP•
Schildman, George. 1955.
:NEBRASKA 33(1) :6.

Let's Take a Look at Winter Kill.

OUTDQ)R

Schildman, George. 1955. Notes on Nebraska Fauna, Thirteen Striped Ground
Squi?Tel, OUTDOOR NEBRASKA 33(3): 26.
Smith, Stan,

1955. Deer Hunting the Hard Way.

OUI1DCDR NEBRASKA 33(2):3,4.

Smith, Stan. 1955. The Search for Better Fishing (Picture story).
NEBRASKA 33(3):20, 21.

OUTDOOR

Smith, Stan. 1955. Round-up Time in the Sandhills (Picture story). OUTDOOR
NEBRASKA 33(4):22, 23.
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LAW ENFORCEMENT
PERSONifEL
Two major changes in personnel were made during 1955. In March,
the Commission abolished the position of Supervisor of Law
Enforcement and the poei ti on of Legal Counsel, Legal problems are noF
taken direct to the State Attorney General's Office. District V did
not have a District Chief' Officer during 1954 as the headquarter of fie€
was in Lincoln, The Supervisor was in direct charge of District V
operations. When the Supervisor position was abolished, Mr. William R,
Cunningham, the former supervisor, was transferred to Chief Officer of
District V, From. March on, supervision was by the Executive Secret.arY
working throug~ the District Chiefs.

19S5,

Law enforcement personnel, their titles and addressee, are listed
elsewhere in this report.

ARREST ANALYSIS
The total number of arrests in 1955 increased 20% over 1954.
This Division continued to have a high pe~age of convictions.
The conviction record for 1955 is 98.3% of the total arrests, Thia
record has been maintained since 1948.
These comparisons each year indicate improved work by the .Conserva.,....
tion Officers as well as improved official relations with Ccwnt:v <:;purt~~
and officials.
9

MAJOR VIOLATIONS
A number

serious examples o! violation were uncowred and
One Of the JltQ_St. 6'1riOUS ·~ef violitiOJJ.S
by- twe hunters.whchad in t~ir·p0&aess1on·out or sea.son,
2 deer, 3 · ducks, .2 pheasants, l grcuie • l ~ :of feat here and 1 ·tub of
hides. They- paid a total of $210 in fine$, and $77)"00 in ·11quidated
damages.
~

prosecu.ted in
was evidenced

Other

19iS, and .prC[tably

ms.jo~

violations 'during 195$ wer4 as follows:

Shooting Deer·· Out Of Season

-Fine

Costs

Liq. D~~

Sgt. Marshall, North Platte
Haynes, O'Neill
Albert Leisy - EllSW'orth

$100.00
$100.00
$100.00
Suspended

$7.55
$4.00
$4.00

$300.00
$300.00
$300.00

$100.00
$100.00

$2.00
$2.00

$300.00
$300.00

e22s.oo

$4•00

$22$•00

c.

Shootins AnteloEe

Outdf"Sea.son

Dick McKeown - Mitchell
John Huber - Mitchell
Shooting Quail Out Of Season
Gene

w.

Imes· - Omaha

-

(This man had a total of nine quail in his possession).
'
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The Commission airplane continued to play a large part in patrol
activities, particularly out of season huntine on refuge areas, big
game seasons, etc. The airplane is also used to some extent on other
than law enforcement work. The Game Division uses the airplane for
migratory waterfowl count's, big game counts, and similar studies. The
airplane was used in 1955 by the Fisheries Division for transporting
walleye eggs from Ohio to the North Platte hatchery. It is also used
for emergency trips when time and money can be saved.
CLASSIFIED OFFENSES
Fishing
Fishing Without A Permit
Non-Resident Using Resident Permit
Hand Fishing
Possession and Use of Illegal Fishing Devices
Fishing With Too Many Hooks .
Fishing In Restricted Area
Spearing Fish During Closed Season
Snagging Fish
Selling Minnows Without Permit
Selling Catfish
Illegally Seining Fish
Illegal Possession Of Seines
Taking Bait Below Dam or Stream
Hauling Fish Unlawfully
Fishing Without Permission
Draining Harmful Matter Into Waters Stocked by Connnission

87
16

14

14

12
10
7

4
4

2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Huntin_g
Shooting Game Birds In Closed Season
Loaded Shotgun in Vehicle on Highway
Hunting Without A Permit
Illegal Possession of Game Birds Or Animals
Killing Ducks After Hcurs
Shooting Game From Public Highw~y
Illegal Killing and Possessing of Deer
Possession of over bag limit of Rabbits
Hunting On Private Land Without Permission
Non-Resident Hunting on Resident Permit
Hunting Game Birds 'tr.Ti th An Unplugged Gun
Over bag Limit of Ducks
Removing Hide From Antelope Before Checking Through Station
Illegal Possession of Qµail.
Shooting Game Birds From A Motor Boat
Hunting on State Game Refuge
Killing Antelope in Closed Season
Shooting at Road Signs on State Highw~y
Hunting With Plane Without Waiver and Flyi~g Low
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102

85
50

35
29
21

13
10
9
8
8

6

5

5
3

3

2
l
1

Trapping and Miscellaneous
Drinking Alcoholic Beverages on State Property
Trapping In Closed Season
·
Possession of Muskrat and Beaver Pelts In Closed Season
Trapping Without Permit
Selling Game (Deer) Meat
Buying Game Meat ·
Buying Fur Without Permit
Speeding
Drinking on Public Highway and Littering
Obstructing an Officer In The Discharge Of His Duties
Pollution of State Stream

18
6

5

2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1

---

COURT ACTION ,....._.
FINAMCIAL
REPORT
...__

,__._

.

..

1954
I

1955

477
473

Total arrests
Total convictions

572 (20% inc.)
562

~~~ic£r~ng~~~;a ------- ·-·--- ·- ----9~% ___ . ____ ~~.3% - II

III

$8,760.00
100.00
2,259.44
8,910.00
6,450.00
3,580.00

Total Fines (To County School Funds) $8,319.00
Fines suspended payment
412.00
Total Costs (To County Courts)
1, 868.44
Liquidated Damages Assessed
8,260.50
Liquidated Damages Collected (To Date) 6,660.00
Sale of Confiscated Guns
2,406.oo

71
257
616 plus

Guns Confiscated
Game Birds Confiscated
Game Fish Confiscated

lOO#dressed)
96 plus
23 pkgs. deer meat)

Game Animals Confiscated

121 plus 5#

122
120
10

132

Furs Confiscated
Illegal Devices
Permits Confiscated

136
145
194

218

30

ANNUAL ARREST HISTORY
NO. OF ARRESTS
479
335

YEAR

I94£i

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

440

442
502
480
455

442

522

432
477
572
148

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

Miles Traveled (vehicle)
Miles Traveled (airplane, est.)
People checked in field
Complaints investigated
Public meetings attended

998,098
25,950
55,839
1,113

1,150,959
27,000

59,191
1,124
437

31.5

VEHICLE OPERATING EXPENSES
Vehicle operating expense for 1955 held to 3.1¢ per mile again
for the fourth year in a row since we have been using the heavy
police specials, and following our trade in policy of selling cars
at around S0,000 miles or not older than two years. Previous to
that time our operating cost was as high as 4.6¢ per mile.

1953

Travel (965,783 miles)
Repairs

$18,935.00
10,186.00

1954

Travel (998,098 miles)
Repairs

21, 725.85
12,424.44

19.55

Travel (1,162,526 miles)
Repairs

24,372.20
11,809.56

AIRPLANE OPERATION AND EXPENSE

Total

f~ying

hours

Gasoline
Oil
Repair and Maintenance
Storage
TOTAL
Cost per hour

1954

1955

259.5

241.4

780.18
37.90
122.31

246.oo

724.28
34.10
44.00
81.00

1,180.39

$883.38

4.54

3.70

This report is intended to be brief, inf•rmational and
the best of our knowledge.
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INFORMATION AND EDUCATION
Introduction
The Information Division is the smallest of the five in the ·
Nebraska Game Commission. The Division is charged with the
responsibilities of:
1.

Informing the Nebraska public of the current
activities of the Grune Commission.

2.

Providing information to make the people of
Nebraska aware· of the needs and means of
conservation of wildlife and other associated
resources.

The staff of this division consists of a Supervisor,
F. Green; an Artist-Exhibitor, c. G. 11 Eud" Pritchard; a
secretary and two circulation clerks. One of the cir.culation
clerks spends much of her time operating the mimeograph.machine
for all divisions.

w.

News Release Procedure (Revised)
The beginning of 1955 marked the introduction of an
intensive effort to promote better information work with both
dail.v and weekly papers throughout the state.
This was considered desirable because of the tremendous
potential on inexpensive and repetitive contact with most
Nebraska sportsmen through this media; their own local newspapers.
This is undoubtedly the most important media available for this
purpose.
Two forms of material were planned to be incorporated into
one weekly release to be sent to all papers in the state. Radio
and TV stations also receive these.
First form of the release was the news type of story; to be
included whenever there was a legitimate news item.
Second form was to be an Outdoor Nebraska Column; to be
issued regularly each week. The format of this feature column
was to provide a vehicle to present the "stor:.v behind the news
story" and to permit us the liberty of some editorializing.

A survey was prepared after the first quarters' operation
of the above-outlined news release series. over 60% of the newspapers in the state answered the survey. From this survey, we
found that the column and news release was printed 200,000 to over
500,000 times each week. The main reason for this weekly variance
was dependent on whether the Nebraska Farmer (circulation 250,000)
carried the £eature or not. It is published every 2 weeks.
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By the end of the year over 18 weekly columns had been published
in this bi-weekly paper. This is the first time that the Commission
has had this particular paper carry its information. This is the most
important paper in the state for informing the landowners and farmers
•f Comrn:i.saion activities. It reaches nine out of ten Nebraska farm
homes, This is the public that is responsible for raising over 95%
-Of Nell,raskals wildlife.

In ~onjunotion with the Outdoor Column, two mimeograph brochures
prepared, Primarily, they were offered as information pieces.
~aipdarily, they offered a measurement of readership of the column.

-~ere

Over $00 copies of a 12 page carp cooking brochure were sent out.
CNer 300 duck identifying keys were sent out.
Of particular interest is the demand for the carp booking booklet.
The Nebraska Farmer received over 200 requests after printing the
column that featured the offer of this small publication. They state
that a response of 60 requests indicates good readership and interest.
These 200 requests are included in the total requests received as a
result of the one column on carp fishing.
Of course this added effort in the news release field has substantially increased the work load. The above information shows the
measurable value of the program; of inuneasurable value is the goodwill
gained from publishers throughout the state.
An important phase of the fe~ture column was its regularity.
Editors soon learned that they could put a regular column on outdoor
activities in their paper and not stand a chance of having to write
it themselves, in case the regular release didn't arrive in time for
publication.
An important and little noticed means of releasing news to the
public is via the wire services such as .Associated and United Press.
This Division released over 30 news stories to Nebraskans in this
manner in 1955. This method of release assures complete statewide
coverage in a matter of hours after the release has been made, This
also gives each publisher in the state an even break on the story •.
Releases ef this kind lead some people to believe the information
originated with the wire service, but actually the source of the story
is from th€ Information Division.
Moving Pictures
The Game Commission has film distributed by the Audio-Visual
Aids Department of the University of Nebraska. They in turn extend
film service to all groups and individuals in the state desiring such
films at ainimum rental fees.
A list of these films may 9e obtained by writing to the abeve
department at th€ University, or to the Nebraska Game, Forestation
and Parks Commission, State Capitol Building, Lincoln, Nebraska.

During 1955 this office was advised that the Bobwhite Quail film
was worn out. This popular 60 minute color film had been in constant
use since its purchase in 1953. We offered to purchase a replacement
copy in exchange for full use privileges of their new grouse film
"Sunrise Serenade."
A new film "Cottontail Rabbit," 49 minutes, color and sound, was
recommended to be purchased from the Missouri Game Commission after
several previews,

Youth Education Programs
The Department also cooperated with active conservation programs of
the Future Farmers, Boys of Woodcraft, and the Izaak Walton League, as
well as the extensive "Conservation Good Turn" of the Boy Scouts of
America.
The State Superintendent of Public Instruction, through his office
of Conservation Education supervised by Mr. George Rotter, prepared and
distributed several publications on conservation to all schools of the
state. The Game Commission assisted in a small way with this preparation.
The Nebraska Grune, Forestation and Parks Commission encourages all
individuals and clubs to participate in youth programs of any kind. The
small investments now being made in the promotion of youth conservation
projects indicates results so successful that it is obvious more activity
in this field of endeavor will pay unbelievable dividends in countering
juvenile delinquency problems.
Public Service Programs
Besides assisting personnel from other divisions on program arrangements, personnel from this Division presented more than 40 programs of
all types at public gatherings in 1955.
Exhibits
The main exhibit prepared by ths Division was the State Fair Exhibit.
This Division was given the added assignment of providing a silllilar exhibit
at the Omaha Sports Show.
Conservation Camp
The Annual State Conservation Camp was held in Chadron in cooperation
with the 4-H Club. This Division planned and scheduled the activities of
12 Game Commission personnel who attended this camp. The camp was in two
periods and more than 500 outstanding 4-H Club members from all parts of
Nebraska attended.
Exchange Magazine and News Release Library
This Division maintains a library containing magazines and news
releases from Conservation departments in 40 states. They are received
on an exchange basis and the material is available to all departmental
personnel.
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Mimeographing
This Division does all mimeographing work needed by all divisions of the
Grune Commission. The total pieces mimeographed for 1955 was 328,800. One of
the circulation clerks spends over one-half of her time doing this work.
Radio and Television Programs
Paul Gilbert presented

52

radio programs recorded on tape and sent to

19 different radio stations. A series of Saturday morning TV programs was
continued from 1954 for 12 weeks in 1955. These half-hour TV shows were aimed
at the qhildren in the viewing audience and the response to the program has
been encouraging. This program was carried over KUON-TV at Lincoln.
Another cooperative bi-monthly television show is programed by KHOL-TV
near Holdrege through the cooperation of the Ft, Kearney Wildlife Club, the
Game Commission and the station.
None of the Commission personnel, including Mr. Gilbert, receive compensation for these programs and the time for such programs is furnished
without charge by the cooperating stations. All other public relations
programs are also presented without cost.
Cutdoor Nebraska Magazine
This magazine was prepared and edited by this Division. Circulation
is supervised from this Division and is handled by the publisher.
New subscriptions for 1955 were lower than 1954 and totalled 2,074.
Of this total, 1,188 were for one year, 701 for two years and 185 for
five years. Renewals were lower than in 1954 and totalled 1,386.
Correspondence
This Division is responsible for answering all routine correspondence concerning inquiries of a semi-technical nature. These inquiries are
answered by dictated letters, supplemented by mailing one or more publications of the Nebraska Game Commission. Unfortunately, with the present staff
it is impossible to produce more publications than those available at the
present time.
Publications sent from this office are: fishing and hunting regulations,
boating regulations, Outdoor Nebraska magazine, Recreation Guide (re-designed
and published in 1955) and the Arbor Lodge booklet. In past years the follo-wing publications were also sent out: Nebraska Fishing Waters, Outdoor Nebraska
map and Trapper's Guide. These are out of print and have been for the last four
years. Revision -was anticipated on some of them for publication in 1955 but
the work load was too heavy for the staff to produce them.
However, a new publication "Nebraska Pronghorn" was produced and planned
this Division. Dr. J. Henry Sather and George Schildman, both of the Game
Division, compiled and wrote this bulletin. It was published in August, 1955.
Distribution, at a cost of 5,000 copies, was approved by the Fish and Wildlife
Service, as it was a federal aid publication. C~mmission approval of this type,
of cost charge distribution will be needed.
by
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Over 53,000 pieces of mail were sent from this Division during 1955.
Over 20,000 pieces of this mail were in answer to individual inquiries
of the public for wildlife information.
About 20,000 pieces of correspondence were to other than information
inquiries from the public. These are such items as wildlife club news,
mailing of departmental newsletter, magazine receipts, subscription
letters, etco
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The following pages are devoted to general itemized and
information for those who are interested:
Departmental Cash Income:
Year
Total
Permit Sales Federal Aid
~
$236,794.33 $225,846.12 $ 6,513.74

1941
275,178.55
1942
298, 694 94
1943
258,489.09
1944
319,644.65
1945
379,757.67
1946
571,783.97
1947
459,065.98
1948
650,621.87
1949
757,902.42
1950
774,076.04
1951
869,890.33
1952 1,012.189.42
1953
991,563.68
1954 1,058,334.31
1955 1,101,114.47
1
•

244,364.33
254, 488. 64
230,742.29
308,134.76
365,045.90
553,119.64
421,969.24
501,366.98
480,964.18
652,733.54
740,245.36
803,304.64
856,996.82
786,997.92
802,697.20

24,594 .•43
38,54.2 .• 13
21,307.90
4,414.22
6,562.88
8,131.76
24,836,09
133,399.55
260,796.04
l04,S58.78
113,558.51
192,401.64
116,478.88
252,215,55
195,978.31

...
statis~cal

Cash from Parks

$

4,434•47

6,219.79
5,564.17
6,438.90
7,095.67
8,148.89
10,532.57
12,260.65
15,855.34
16,142.20
16, 783. 72
16,e86.46
16,483.14
18,087.98
19,120.54
21,359.96

· ..
Pheasant-Qua.
Stamps

~81,079.00

Real Properties

54 Lakes and Recreation Grounds
6 Hatcheries

4 Public Shooting Grounds

3 Bird Refuges
7 State Parks
1 Big Game Refuge

3 Big Game Refuges and Shooting Grounds
Vehicles and Equipment

40 Cars
97 Trucks
11 Tractors
2 Caterpillars
1 Traxcavator
1 Six-inch gravel pump
1 Four-inch gravel pump
1 Two-inch Pump
1 Dragline
1 Electric Welder

Sheepsfoot Roller
2 Scoops
2 Trailers
l Cement Mixer
1 Air Compressor
6 Chain Sa-ws
5 Hotary Mowers
6 Sidemount Mowers
3 Buz Saws
1 Lowboy
1

1 Acetylene Welder
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NEBRASKA RADI 0 STAT! ONS
Carrying
Gazne Commission Broadcast
KXY..X •••• Colby, Kansas •••••.••••
KCOW •••• Alliance, Nebraska •••••
KCNI •••• Broken Bow, Nebraska •••
KCSR •••• Chadron, Nebraska ••••••
KJSK •••• Columbus, Nebraska •••••
KFGT •••• Fremont, Nebraska ••••••
KMMJ •••• Grand Island, Nebr •••••
KGFW •••• Kearney, Nebraska ••••••
KRVN ••• ,Lexington, Nebraska ••••
KFOR•••• Lincoln, Nebraska ••••••
KBRL •••• McCook, Nebraska •••••••
WJAG •••• Norfolk, Nebraska ••••••
KODY •••• North Platte, Nebr •••••
KOGA •••• Ogallala, Nebraska •••••
WOW •••• ,C)maha, Nebraska ••••••••
KOLT •••• Scot-tsbluff, Nebr ••••••
KSID •••• Sidney,
Nebraska •••••••
'
'

8:1$ A.M ••••• Sunday ••••• 791 kc
7:30 P.M ••••• Thursday••• 1400 kc
1:15 P.M ••••• Sunday ••••• 1280 kc
1:30 P.M ••••• saturday, •• 1450 kc
1:45 P.M ••••• Monday ••••• 900 kc
4:45 P.M ••••• Sunday ••••• 1340 kc
10:15 A.M •••• Sunday••••• 750 kc
5:30 P.M ••••• Saturday ••• 1340 kc
7 :45 A.M ••••• Sunday •••• ,1010 kc
8:00 P.M ••••• Sunday ••••• 1240 kc
9:45 A.M ••••• Sunday••••• 1300 kc
8:30 A.M ••••• Sunday ••••• 780 kc
10:45 A.M.~ •• sunday ••••• 1240 kc
12:30 P.M •••• Sunday ••••• 930 kc
7:15 A.M ••••• Sunday ••••• 590 kc
12:45 P.M •••• Saturday••• 1320 kc
5:15 P.M •••••Monday ••••• 1340 kc

DEPARTMENT PAYROLL
December, 1955
Full-time Employees ••••••• 154
Position Title

Number

Executive Secretary
Supervisors
Project Leaders
Class I Superintendent
District Managers
Class I Research Men·
Class II Superintendent
Conservation Officers
Foremen
Fieldmen I
Fieldmen II
Artist Preparator
Trapper
Stenographic Assistants

l

5
2

11

24
1

2

24

is

18

.29
1
l

20

SALARY SCHEDULE
Classification Grade 6 Grade 5 Grade 4 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 1
Supervisors

$410.00 $420.00 $430.00 $440.00

Project Leaders $355.00

~:>J6o.oo

$450.00 $460.00

$365.00 $370.00 $375.00 $380,00

Class I Supt. )
Dist.Managers ) $335.00 $340.00 $345.00 $350.00 $355.00 $360.oo
Research Men I)
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SALA.RY SCHEDULE
(Continued)
Classification Grade 6 Grade 5 Grade 4 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 1
Research Men II)
Foreman
)$280.00 $290.00 $300.00 $310.00
Supt. II
)
Conserv.Officer)

~320.00 S330.00

Fieldman I

$260.00 $265.00 $270.00 $275.00 $280.00 0285.00

Fieldman II

~>220.00

$225.oo

$230.00 $235.oo $240.00 $245.oo

NEBRASKA GAME COMMISSIONERS AND DISTRICTS
Counties

DISTRICT NO. l
George R. Pinkerton
Route 1-A
Beatrice, Nebraska

Cass
Gage
Jefferson
Johnson

Lancaster
Nemaha
Otoe
Pawnee

Richardson
Saline
Seward

Butler
Colfax

Douglas
Sarpy

Saunders
Washington

Dix"'n
Greeley
Howard
Knox
Madison
Merrick
Nance

Pierce
Platte
Stanton
Thurston
Wayne
Wheeler

DISTRICT NO. 2
Bennett Davis
1646 North 53rd
Qnaha, Nebraska

. Dodge

DISTRICT NO. 3
Laverne P. Jacobs en
325 Sheridan
St. Paul, Nebraska

Antelope
Boone
Burt
Cedar
Cuming
Dakota

DISTRICT NO. 4
Leon A. Sprague
Red Cloud
Nebraska

Adams
Buffalo
Clay
Fillmore

Franklin
Hall
Hamilton
Kearney
Nuckolls

Chase
Dawson
Dundy
Frontier

Furnas

Polk
Thay~;r

Weo§'LW'"

f,

York

DISTRICT Nn. 5
Don F. R"bertson
Pawnee Hotel
North Platte, Nebraska
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Gosper
Hitchcock
Harlan
Hayes

Lincoln
Perkins
Phelps
Red Willow

.. t•

DISTRICT NO. 6
Frank P. Button
609 West 4th St.
Ogallala, Nebraska

Arthur
Blaine
Boyd
Brown
Cherry
Custer

Garfield
Grant
Holt
Hooker
Keith
Keye Paha
Logan

Loup
McPherson
Rock
Shennan
Thomas
Valley

Banner
Box Butte
Cheyenne
Dawes

Deuel
Garden
Kimball

Morrill
Scotts Bluff
Sheridan
Sioux

DISTRICT NO, 7
Floyd Stone
Alliance
Nebraska

DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL
Name

Position Title

Address

Paul T, Gilbert

Executive Secretary

1615 So.44, Lincoln

CONSTRUCTION-ENGINEERING DIVISION ·

Eugene H. Baker
Lem Hewitt
Merl Johnson
Robert Wright
Marvin Nelson
John Ferry
Richard Wickert
Elwin Hall
Erdman Leu
Frank Weber
Robert Reynolds

Clifford Milligan
Lewis Klein
Tony Krebsbach
Walter Widman
Ira Glasser
Calvin o. Sampson
Oscar Graham
Lowell D. Bartels
Cornelius Eden
Eddy Rosencutter
Lyle D. Kirts
Earl Weaver
Leon A. Stine
Clifford Clark
Herbert Bucknell
Siegfried Wickert
Frank Sleight
Clifford Fringer
Roy Kennedy

Supervisor
Dist.Manager
Foreman
Fieldman II
Foreman
Fieldman I
Dist. Mgr.
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
Foreman
Fieldman II
Dist. Manager
Foreman
Fieldman II
Dist. Manager
Foreman
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Fieldman I
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Foreman
Fieldman II
Dist. Manager
Fieldman I
Fieldman I
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615 So.36,Lincoln
Dist.Office,Alliance
Housing Proj.Alliance
Housing Proj.,Alliance
Box 171, Bassett
Box 166, Bassett
222 Monroe,Norfolk
1115 Logan,Norfolk
413 Walnut,Norfolk
Rt,3, Norf,,lk
Lakeside Motel,Norfolk
305t N.9th, Norfolk
Box 34, Bassett
802 E.6th,No. Platte
1015 E,4th,No. Platte
1802 G St.,Lincoln
3045 Holdrege,Lincoln
Box 273, Bassett
624 Missouri Ave,,Alliance
3045 Holdrege,Lincoln
909 E.6th, No. Platte
Sutherland, Nehr.
3045 Holdrege, Lincoln
204 S.Cottonwood,No.Platte
Wildlife Bldg.,Lincoln
Wildlife Bldg.,Lincoln
4342 Madison,Lincoln
120 E.8th St., No. Platte
Nebraskan Hotel, Lincoln
Ayr, Nebraska

Name

Position Title

Address

FISHERIES DIVISION
Glen R. Foster
Supervisor
Paul Todd
Superintendent
Lloyd Winkelman
Foreman
Victor Matousek
Foreman
Jerome Molek
Foreman
Foreman
Emil Nieman
George Halsey
Fieldman I
Gerald Wehrer
Fieldman II
Lee Cook
Fieldman II
· Henry Bruhn
Fieldman I
Earl Gibbs
Fieldman II
Bernard Bellish
Fieldman II
Duane Johnson
Fieldman II
Raymond Frandsen
Fieldman II
Vern Dahlman
Fieldman II
Richard Palmer
Fieldman II
William Schnase
Fieldman II
Paul Schettler
Fieldman II
Gerhard Lenz
Superintendent I
John Deloske
Fieldman I
Max A. Jewell
Fieldman II
Jim Gray
Superintendent
Gilbert Dell
Fieldman I
Jack Edwin Morgan Fieldman I
H. C. Howard
Superintendent I
Victor Forney
Fieldman I
Harold Worrell
Fieldman II
· Foreman
William Rhodes
Cecil Beauchamp
Fieldman II
Superintendent I
Frank Wei~s
Fieldman I
·
Raymond Lawson
Charles Blank
Foreman
Elviri Bray
Fieldman I
Gerald Plucker
Fieldman I
Elmer Carlson
Dist. Manager
Orty E. Orr
Dist. Manager
Bruce Mccarraher
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
John R. Heaton

6511 Francis, Lincoln
313 Williams, No. Platte
911 N. Eastman, No. Platte
208i W.9th, No. Platte
313 Williams, No. Platte
316 E. 3rd St., No. Platte
113 So.Jeffers, Ne. Platte
709 E. 5th, No. Platte
2407 w. 4th, Rt.#1, No. Platte
2319 E.4th, Rt.#3, No. Platte
802 E.6th,Apt.4, No, Platte
Wellfleet, Nebr.
911 N.Eastman, No. Platte
Rt. #3, No. Platte
911 N.Eastman, No. Platte
Wellfleet, Nebr.
North Platte, Nebe.
911 N. Eastman, No. Platte
Gretna, Nebr.
Rt, #2, Gretna, Nebr.
Gretna, Nebr.
Valentine, Nebr.
Valentine, Nebr.
Valentine, Nebr.
Rt, #4, North Platte
719 West F, North Platte
403 E. 12th, North Platte
Experiment Sta., No. Platte
Box 63, Hershey, Nebr.
Star Rte., Benkelman, Nebr.
Box 27, Benkelman, Nebr.
Parks, Nebraska
Parks, Nebr.
Parks, Nebr.
213 So.13 Pl., Norfolk
Rt. #2, North Platte
Box 344, Bassett, Nebr.
819 Cheyenne Ave., Alliance

GAME DIVIS! ON
Lloyd P. Vanpe
Orden Allen
John Stephen
Harold Miner
George Schildman
Harvey Miller
Daniel Heyl
Raymond Linder
William J. Bailey,
c. Phillip Agee
Max Hamilton

Supervisor
Superintendent I
Foreman
Trapper
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Project Leader
Research Specialist
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3946 Everett, Lincoln
Rt. #2, Norfolk, Nebr.
Box.13, Wilcox, Nebr.
Box 184, Wakefield, Nebr.
3750 N St., Lincoln
Box 411, Bassett, Nebr.
Rt. #2, North Platte
506 So. 14th, Norfolk
508 Yellowstone, Alliance
Rt. #7, Lincoln, Nebr.
Fairmont, Nebraska

Name

Address

Position Title

LAND MANAGEMENT DIVISION
Jack Strain
Edward M. Cassell
Melvin Grim
Oakley; Porter
Richard D. League
Jack Stuart
Wade Hamor
Charles v. Bohart
Kenneth Johnson
Clarence Newton
Charles Keeler
Jack w. Walstrom
Paul Meyer
Leo c. Peters
Dallas Johnson
John Schulenberg
Grant McNeel
Richard McNeel
L. M. Snodgrass
George Markhof er
Irene Goff
John J. Tooley
H. E. Jones
William Burton

Supervisor
Superintendent
Foreman
Fieldman II
Fieldman II
Foreman
Project Leader
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Dist. Manager
Superintendent
Fieldman II
Superintendent
Fieldman I
Superintendent
Fieldman I
Superintendent
Foreman
Fieldman II
Superintendent
Superintendent
Fieldman II

I

I
I
I

II
II

2339 No.64th, Lincoln
Box 175, McCook, Nebr.
707 E.3rd St., McCook
Stratton, Nebr.
Trenton, Nebr.
2016 - 17th Ave.,Central City
Crete, Nebr.
North Platte, Nebr.
Box 439,Bassett, Nebr.
3223 Burnham, Lincoln
Box 531, Alliance, Nebr.
Box 433, Madison, Nebr.
Niobrara, Nebr.
Niobrara, Nebr.
Ponca, Nebraska
Ponca, Nebraska
Nebraska City, Nebr.
Nebraska City~ Nebr.
Chadron, Nebraska
Chadron, Nebraska
Chadron, Nebraska
Gran::i Island, Nebraska
Anselmo, Nebraska
Anselmo, Nebraska

LAW ENFCRCEMENT DIVISION

William J. Ahern
Robert E. Benson
William F. Bonsall
Edward Bosak
H. Lee Bowers
Loron Bunney
M. L. Burney
Leon J. Cunningham
William R. Cunningham
Samuel Grasmick
John Donald Green
Carl E. Gettmann
Edmund Greving
H. Burman Guyer
John Harpham
Harland Huppert
Norbert J. Kampsnider
Allen G. Mccarroll
Jim McCole
Gust Junior Nun
Roy E. OWen
Bernard L. Patton
Fred R. Salak
Herman o. Schmidt, Jr.
c.w. 11 Bud" Shaffer

Conservation Officer
District Officer
Conservation Officer
District Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
District Officer
District Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
District Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
Conservation Officer
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Box 1197, North Loup, Nebr.
1322 Hayes, Norfolk
Box 305, Alma, Nebr.
1020 Potash Ave., Alliance
Benkelman, Nebr.
Box 675, Ogallala, Nebr.
Box 76, Neligh, Nebr.
606 Fourth St., Crawford
501 Mulder Dr., Lincoln
1012 East D St., No. Platte
Box 273, Hartington, Nebr.
810 E. 5th St., Hastings
Box 221, Rushville, Nebr.
1212 N.Washington,Lexington
West 2nd St.,Valentine
2115 Shoenheit,Falls City
220 W. 19th St., Grand Island
Box 269, Long Pine, Nebr.
Box 268, Gering, Nebr.
Box 376, South Sioux City
Box 288, Crete, Nebr.
3325 Van Dorn,Lincoln,6,Nebr.
Box 254, 0 1 Neill, Nebr.
Box 161, McCook, Nebr.
Box 202, Columbus, Nebr.

Name

Position Title

~BS

Joseph P. Ulrich
Ralph Von Dane
Richard Wolkow
Vernon Woodgate

Conservation
Conservation
Conservation
Conservation

Box 1382, Bridgeport
1443 S.2lst St., Lincoln
2586 Ida St., Omaha
Box 403, Fremont, Nebr.

Officer
Officer
Officer
Officer

INFORMATION-EDUCATION DIVISION
Wallace F. Green
c. G. Pritchard

Supervisor
Artist Preparat~r

431 So. 55th St., Lincoln

2535 T St., Lincoln

OFFICE

Shirley Barnhill
Ruth Bassett
Lucille Brazil
Jean M. Clark
Lorraine Dunlap
Carol Glenn
Erma Jensen
Marian Lanning
Louise Lucas
Leota Ostermeier
Marjorie Shiba
Arlene Taft
Ella Nora Wallace
Janice Bacon
Mary Lou Johns
borothy A. Hunte
Joan J. Damme
Iva Lou Stoulp
Dorothy Eileen Dann
Betty J. Zajicek

Steno-Clk.
Clerk IV
Steno-Clk.
Stene-Clk.
Steno-Clk.
Accounting
Steno-Clk.
Clerk IV
Clerk IV
Steno-Clk.
Steno-Clk.
Steno-Clk.
Clerk IV
Accounting
Steno-Clk.
Steno-Clk.
Steno-Clk.
Steno-Clk.
Steno-Clk.
Steno-Clk.

II
III
III
III
Clerk
III
III

III
II
Clerk
III
III
III
III
III

III
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Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nehr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Bassett, Nebr.
Norfolk, Nebr.
North Platte, Nebr.
Alliance, Nebr.
Lincoln, Nebr.

SOURCE OF INCOME

1955
Source

Amount

HUNTING ACTIVITIES:
Resident Licenses
$ 113,480.80
Non-Resident Licenses
31,130.32
Resident Trapping Li•enses
9,784.50
Non-Resident Trapping Licenses
200.00
Resident Fur Buyers Licenses
780.00
Non-Resident Fur Buyers
425.00
Deer Permits
74,890.00
Beaver Permits
2,348.50
Beaver Permits (Nuisance)
325.00
Game Farm Permit
1,165,00
Norfolk Game Farm
55.30
Beaver Seals
11,782.00
Fur Sale
2,179.22
Buffalo & Venison Sale
559.04
Confiscations (Guns)
3i58o.oo

Total

$ 252,684.68

FISHING ACTIVITIES:
Resident Licenses
Non-Resident Licenses
Non-Resident 10-Day
Alien Licenses
Bait Vendors
Seining Vendors
Private Fish Hatchery
Sale, Food Fish
Pr~pagation of Fish
Lost Permits

183,882.30
37,825.50
20,533.15
10.00
745.oo
4,885.00
195.00
6,740.76
4.70
197.75

255,019.16

HUNTING & Fl SHI NG ACTIVITIES:
Resident Hunting & Fishing
Licenses

230.2918.33

230,918.33

6,450.00
30,048.54
3,457.96
l,oes.20
2,409.80
131.00
14,796.8.5
3,,901.9.5
730.13

63,011.43

MISCELLANEOUS RECEI Pl'S:
Liquidated Damages
Leases
Outdoor Nebraska Magazine
Delinquent Accounts
Shipping Orders
Boat Permits
Sale of Motor Vehicles
Sale of Scrap Materials
Incidentals
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SOURCE OF INCOME

1955

(Continued)
Source
FEDERAL:
Pittman-Robertson and
Dingell-Johnson Reimbursements

Amount

Total

195,978.31

195,978.31

STATE PARKS:
Rentals & Miscellaneous
Niobrara State Park
Ponca State Park
Arbor Lf!Klge
Chadron State Park
Stolley State Park
Victoria Springs
State Appropriation,
all parks

130,188.93

152,612.49

SPECIAL APFROPRIA TI ONS:
Crystal Lake~ Ayr,Nebr.
Ft. Robins.-n

4,327.92
7i309.40

11,637.32

81,079.00

8li079.00

PHEASANT-QUAIL STAMPS
TOTAL INCOME FCR

6,S11.11
1,197.00
4,009.95
10,002.44
47.62
595.45

1955

$1,242,840.7!
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EXPENDITURES

1955
Purpose of Expenditure

$

Office

Commissioners' Expense
Information Service
Law Enforcement
Fisheries:
Fisheries Administration
Salvage & Distribution
Gretna Fish -·Hatchery
Valentine Fish Hatchery
North Platte :B ish Hatchery
Rock Creek Fish Hatchery

~

50,697 .. 60
3,306.65
31,367.84
206,767.50

12,248.89
99,592.27
17,346"91
15,716.18
25,403.80
37,075.63

207,383e68

Construction,Engineering & Operations:
Construction-Engineering Administration 22,666.53
Construction & Operation Crews
133,762.73
Supply Depot
11,274.57
Revolving Fund (Inventory Supplies
Increase & Replacement)
3,488.34
North Platte Building Project
(Seinjrg Crew & District Hdqs.)
29z082,23

200,274.40

1

...

Total

Amount

Game Management:
Grune Administration
Norfolk Game Farm
Sacramento Game Farm
State Trapper

16,957.91
30,787.80
18,577.03
5,582.66

71,905.40

Land Management:
Land Management Administration
Reservoir Management

15,689.28
22,510.28

38,199.56

Federal Projects:
Pittman~Robertson

(Game)
Coordination
Game Management Agents
Land Management Agents
Sacramento Development
Memphis Duck Marsh Land Acquisition
Pheasant Research
ringell-Johnson (Fish)
Coordination
Grove Lake Dam Construction
Grove Lake Development (No. 2)
Fish Management Agents

•
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1,291.28
49,283.75
127,204.35
6.,753.19
204.oo er.
15,618.26
1,291.29

3,454.66

693. 77
37 z924. 72

243,311.27

EXPENDITURES
1955
(Continued)

Purpose of Exp€nditure
State Parks:
Arbor Lodge
Chadron
Victoria Springs
Stolley
Niobrara
Ft. Kearey
Ponca

Amount

$

Special Appropriations
Crystal Lake
Ft. Robinson

Total

17,645.29
58,680.92
10,700.12
11,960.33
22,442.29
889.20
29,566.53

$ 151,884.68

4,327.92
7,309.40

11,637.32
$1,216,735.90

TOT.AL EXPENDITURES FCR 1955

SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES - 1955
Total 1955 Expenditure
Administration, All Divisions
Commissioners' Expense
Law Enforcement
Construction & Operations
Fish
Game Farms
Reservoir Management
State Parks
Federal
Sp€cial Appropriations

$1,216,735.90
12.30%
0.27
16.99
14.60
16.04

4.52

1.85
12.48
20.00
0.95

•

PERMITS ISSUED BY COUNTIES

1954

Ct'unty

Adams
Antelope
Arthur
Banner
Blaine
Boone
Box Butte
Boyd
Brown
Buffalo
Burt
Butler
Cass
Cedar
Chase
Cherry
Cheyenne
Clay
Colfax
Cuming
Custer
Dakota
Dawes
Dawson
Deuel
Dixon
Dodge
Douglas
Dundy
Fillmore
Franklin
Frontier
Furnas
Gage
Garden
Garfield
Gosper
Grant
Greeley
Hall
Hamilton
Harlan
Hayes
Hitchcock
Holt
Hooker
Howard
Jefferoon
Johnson

Fish

Hunt

2883

18n7
331
17
10

1236
83
17
177
571
1492
438
691
2441
681
832
1437
597
827
963
1871
514

855

968
1312
861
1216
2235

446

362
3768
20834
372
577
510
387
1385
1816
70~

327

327
179
387
3310
422
1220
128
543
1771
156
681
ll07
422

60·
428

896
219
349
1240
522

388
935
576
455
396
972

590

629
438
942
772
509

1147
199
386
1620
13618
204
603
270
181
513
994
245
163
51

An

279
2031
310
270

75

288
581

55

238
526
343

N.R.
F.& H. Hunt

N.R.
Fish

36
3

1

2218
936

59

38
193
504
1295

4

5
6

27

4
18
69

356
776

2301
680
893

1225
543
861
907
1313
734
937
905
1839
576
904
2199
388
393
2539
11180
466
868
583
433
1313
1738
601
413

5

57

5

6

1

1
12
4
7
2

17
12
91
10
73
73

3

13
20
229
26
33
24
3
73
26
22

2

24

l

6

89
37
30

103

5

22

2
5
41
13

14

124

6
52
314
9

5

51
7
103

97

71

14

9
39
31
46
137
76
3
88
ll5
119
10
43

25

224

40

190
12

2

2

7
7

21
14

152

7

40

260

604
7
64
77
9
15
52
5

4
34

3
97
13
10
3
9

16
9

2

166

1

3

9

528

47

7
5
34
23
24
39

10
17
28
141
10
43

161
401
2979
506
950
137
615
1614
197
639
954

l~-Day

8

22

219

N.R.F.

55

9

13

1
10

1

3

8

Trap Beaver Total

31
40
1
25
24
26
8

54
85
132
40
100
51
20
67

4
16
6

9

5

7
11
42
7
4

9

9
9
18

8
6

2

73
101
36
29
27
95

19
9
10
3
13
41
1
3
30
18

3

36
195
140
12
18
10
9

16
106
18
40
3
36
10
53
13
11
2

14
198
9

44
63
53

3
2

4
5

10

9
8

10
1

1
6
3
4
1
10

48
1
10
2

1

7041
2610

170
79
484
1555
3844
1046
1979
6253
2033
2167
3737
1817
2387
2509
4306
1893
2537
24h9
4211
2454
2738
5911
1246
1196
8266
46186
1516
2111
1453
1048

3585

4736

1887
969
781
493
1091
8460
1265

3416
352
1602
4308
430
1637
2727
1356

PERMITS ISSUED BY COUNTIES
1954
(Continued)

N.R.

N.R.
Fish

Countz

Fish

Hunt

F.& H.

Hunt

Kearney
Keith
Keya Paha
Kimball
Knox
Lancaster
Lincoln
Logan
Loup
McPherson
Madison
Merrick
Morrill
Nance
Nemaha
Nuckolls
otoe
Pawnee
Perkins
Phelps
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Red Willow
Richardson
Rock
Saline
Sarpy
Saunders
Scotts Bluff
Seward
Sheridan
Sherman
Sioux
Stanton
Thayer
Thomas
Thurston
Valley
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler
York
Colorado

344
1761
116
538
1200

341
527
56
263
616
6877

488
1538
88
313
1069
6145
32.58
121
97
55
2199

8

1

75

339

9S46
3953
101
66
57
2621
680
961
443
804

514

1023
407
325
872
797
1465
518
1774
1451
286
1082
695
1535
3414
957
970
384
82
389
675
156
399
. .588

519

44.5

503
173
980

1787
55
29
12
1068
466
497
265
567
429
939

189
278
598
227

933
244
857
732
161
756
593
862
1961
715
594
231
23
1.58
391
38

229
426
575
299
306
62
581

903

689
487
726
566
1044
437
468
961
800
1735
601
1395
1318
392
1644
456
1369
2175
1094
990
457
120
484
851
198
219
727
545
435
504
155
963

Iowa
Kansas

Alien Fish (Deuel Co.)
(Lancaster Co.)
(Scotts Bluff Co.)
TOTALS
95286
113904 66578

167

35
9
60

44
1

17

14
61
3
12
64

25

19
9

21

2

15
2

70
64
6
11
3
3

80

4

6
81
2
12

42

4
9
9

11
l

5
20
11
1
3
1
109
160

5
4
2

85
4
1
29

1

1

57

4

4

37

1
2
1

57

15

8

6
23
354
107

12
1064
5
36
32
63
291
6
2
l

44

17
68
11
16
17
5
14
42

35

14
31
12
361
47
18
27
6

18
115
8

21
5
4
1
4

N.R.F.
10-Daz Trap Beaver Total

2

360
13
332

47
18
11
6
··22
12
.3
17
8

4
28
11
13

1
16
8
9

65
122

85

7
9

111
40
15
30
60
20
121
27

7
5
11

5

30
3
3

17
13

4
8
8
8

5
3

2

2

45
94
4
21
96
83
73
33
140
71
62
54
20
10
32

10
23
10

5
8

6
2

12
13
4
8

6
4

33

2

57

4
2
12
6

15
61
28
23
17
18
32

.5

4
3

4

1195
5327
284
1275
3004
22830
9490
294
206
125
6081
2133
2304
1247
2202
1629
3163
1101
1142
2502
1896
4299
1382
4677
3873
959
360.3
1788
3941
7914
2844
2688
1122
279
1075
2041
426
918
1804
1748
1219
1434

422

2579

20

403

4

371

146

585

1

l

2692

3098

5803 4061

"';.

729 292155

